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very
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We<»t
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loan and
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have

that

carried

affair.

Dancing

was

J

now

enjoyed in ment,
lodge ! lance

A

be

there

a
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before 8

but
w

passed, placing

the manage-

ill be

of

ment

city governa city ordi-

the

library in the bands of

toard of trustees

tern, two to be
aldermen each 3

A.

upwards of twenty years.
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MOSES,

j

CUT FLOWERS,
Hoses, Hyacinths, Carnations.

in the

municipal

court

Monday

In default of
lined $3 and costs.
payment lie was committed to the county
jail for thirty days.
and

All

The Union shoe factory, at its annual
meeting, elected directors as follows: A.
W. Cushman, J. A. McGown, M. Gallert,
John D. Hopkins, A. W. King, C. W.
Mason. I. L. HhIiuhii was elected a director in place «*f the late Lewis Friend,
tint declined. The vacancy w ill be filled

Public and Private partic*«ftiipplled. with
Decorative Plants.
order from.

Deigns

The DI TTOS’

to

cTtKKNHOUSKS. ]

J.

York Boat

Bangor

a

Whether

Bat gains in Men's Mittens, 19c,,
AT

C.

L.

MOFANG’S.

as an

Peters, jr.
has

now

out

estate

loans

investment

or as

first

on

f25,000.
affording

Holyoke, Mass.,

of

large
boat’s

ELLSWOKTII KALIiS.

few weeks.

Mrs.

Monday evening.
John Finn, of Bangor, is stopping

returned home

for

enough

on

furnish
next

have

LADIES’ WARM GOODS
-IN-

Button,

Lace

and

Si.oo and

Congress,

$1.25.

by

that

were

the rain of

is

common

mistake

of

local

advertisers

to estimate the value

A Cure Tor I.unit*

a

I'.ark.

“My daughter
recovering
fever, was a great sufferer from
in
the
back
and
pain
hip**,” writes Louden Grover, of Sardis, Ky. “Alter using
quite a number of remedies without any
when

from

an

attack of

one

bottle of Chamber-

lain’s Pain
relief.”
a

certain

Balm, and it has given entire
Chamberlain’s Pain Balm is also
cure

for

rheumatism.

Sold

by

G. A. ParchER, Druggist.

supper for the

AT

C.

L.

MORANG’S.

■a&bcrtiscmrnts.

driven out of
week have

last

new'

members

on

Until Feb. 1

Thursday evening.

we

Graffam and wife, of Bar Harbor, will spend the winter with Mr. Graffatn’s parents, A. 1*. Graffam and wife.
Mrs. Elias Armstrong, with two children, has gone to Rochester, N. H., for

shall

continue

to

offer

A Discount of

the winter.

20 per cent.

SCHOOL NOTES.

j

ON OUR EKTIKK STOCK OF

School No. 10 closes
13 and 14 close

Friday

Friday.

Nos. 4, 5,

of next week.

Supt. Wharff is pleased with the work
being done in the high school at North
Ellsworth, and hIso in the commercial
school in the city. A regular system of

Men's. Boys' and Youths’

CLOTHING,
HATS, CAPS,

hanking

ried

pupils

and

and book-keeping is being carthe commercial school, and the
are also studying commercial law

on in

arithmetic.

thirty pupils,

There

but there is

are

now

room

for

C.

L.

MORANG’S.

■FuriMiirg

Goods

aud Mackintoshes.

about
more.

Remnants Reduced in Price
AT

Walsh’s Shoe Store.

the vestry at 11.45.

Charles

mining without interruption after it
He has now about 200 cords. The
Karts.
uill w ill saw about 100 cords a week.

New Library in Bangor.
Bangor is soon to build a public library
milding at a cost of £100,000.

Reid Hunt, pastor.
Regular morning worship with sermon
by the pastor, at 10.30. Sunday school in
Walter

Ladies’ All-Wool Hose, 15c.,

returned.
The senior members of the church will

mill

to

days.

All of the teams

running next
spool-wood
the ground to keep the mill
the

few

the woods

Pierce said this morning that he
wants

a

here

M iss Minnie McFarland, of West Trenton, is visiting Mrs. F. Ei Fernald fora

psition.
He

UNITARIAN.
Rev.

benefit she tried

Spool Wood Factory.
The machinery to be used in the manufacture of spool bars at the Mason steam
nill has arrived and is being placed in

to have

Rev David L. Yale, pastor.
Friday evening, 7.30, prayer meeting.
Sunday —Morning service at 10.30; sermon by pastor.
Sunday school, 11.45,
People’s service at 7 p. m.

well-known

Jane McQuiim, of Bar Harbor,
spent Sunday with relatives here. She

veek.

7, Epworth league

----

The

i§ exwill
pected that she will be ready in time for
tie summer travel.
In the meantime a suitable boat will be
otained and placed upon the route as
The boat
moii as the river is clear of ice.
will call at Hockland and Belfast.

expects

at

.lake l'atchen Killed.

aid tine staterooms to accommodate

Mr.

Tuesday evening
meeting.

prayer

Times.

line

racing stallion Jake
trganized.
Patchen, owned by G. W. Kenniston, of
The keel is already laid for a tine twin Franklin, was found to have glanders,
screw, steel, sea-going steamer, designed and was killed Tuesday.
f>r this route, with large freight capacity

mine

vice at 7.

of advertising
space of one newspaper tty the amount
has identified some of the goods found by
asked
some
other
by
publication. It is a
Deputy Sn^riff F. VV. Lunt at tbe Dawes
mistake of judgment for a business man
house on Tinker’s island, as having been
to estimate the value of space in a repustolen from tier cottage at Flye’s Point
table newspaper with a good circulation
She recognized the goods
two years ago.
by that of some other publication which
from the description published in The will accept business at any price and be
pleased to get it. Leavenworth (Kansas)
American two weeks ago.
Mary Lowell,

Mrs.

to New York is assured. The

The new
passengers.
be “Aroostook” and it

I. If. \V. Wharff, pastor.
Sunday morning, worship at 10.39,
sermon by pastor; Sunday school at
11.45;
Junior league at 3.33; evening praise serRev.

N*;xt

A

Identified.

Stolen Goods

NOTES.

METHODIST EPISCOPAL.

CONGREGATIONAL.

opportunity to borrow, this institution
is proving itself to be of great service to
this community.

Manhattan Steamboat company has been

lumber of

reception and ball.
Friday, March 4, at Hancock hall—
Apollo quartette, under auspices of
King’s Daughters society.

King.

an

Assured.

steamboat

real

mortgage

ear.

Bangor-New

tickets, 50 cents; supper, 75 cents a couple,
Tuesday, Feb. 22, at Hancock hall—•

CIH’KCll

King, C. H. Drummey,
A. Peters, jr., J.
F.

A.

Attorney—John
The association

a

Rev. J. G. Merrill, editor of the ChrisSupt. Thomas Resigns.
BUCKSPOItT. tian Mirror, of Portland, preached at the
Supt. B. F. Thomas, of the Union Shoe
church last Sunday mornCongregational
Jfg. Co., has resigned.
The superior.qualities of Moses* Flowers and
Mr. Yale did not reing and evening.
Floral Work are well known.
Mr. Thomas is now in Boston. It is
The largest Floral plant In Eastern New Engturn Saturday as he intended when he tot known just what his plans for the
land.
left early in the week. He expects to oc- tilure are. liis successor has not been
14 GREENHOUSES.
?ppointed.
cupy the pulpit next Sunday.
80,000 FEET OF GLASS.
Established for

Greely,

VV.

President—A. VV.

consisting of six memelected by the board of

The establishment of
f'om

tiie

COMING EVENTS.

financial

ft

F.
VV.
Rollins
and
M.
Knowlton,
Gallert—Mr. Gallert to fill the vacancy
caused by the death of Lewis Friend.

on

it is probable that

of

ing.

Governor’s
submitted

Directors—A. VV.

The management of the library building
in the hands

closed to the

Auditor—F. A. Coombs.

society.
ii

Manning block will bo
public after Thursday even-

in

follows:

King’s Daughters

work

this vote the read-

In accordance wit h

ing-room

showed t he organization
to he in a flourishing condition.
The election of officers resulted as

casting about them for new diwhich to turn their efforts.

to

brary building.

some

building association was held at
the First national hank on

library. the rooms of
library Tuesday.

Mt

Bucksport, Me.

\

not

managenew li-

Wednesday, Jan. 19, at Unitarian vestry
ley lias commenced on I
—Circle supper; 15 cents.
Hog bay stream.
Thursday, Jan. 20, Manning hall—ProThe Rangor Commercial informant is |
“way off” in his estimate of the number j gressive whist party by the Village imof men at work on ttie railroad: there are provement society.
more than tifty at work in Franklin.
Tuesday, Feb. 1, at Hancock hall—Concert. ball and supper of Eagle hook and
ladder company. No. 1. Concert tickets,
Ellsworth L. and IS. Association.
The annual meeting of the Ellsworth 25 cents; reserved seats, 35 cents; dance

i

able

installed officers of Good Will lodge at
Stonington Friday evening. The installation was public, and about 400 were
present. Mr. Higgins reports a very
pleasant time.

MOSES’_

A. In DOUGLASS. SST. D.

|

on

evening.
George W. Higgins, of this city, District Deputy Grand Master
Workman,

HAVE TAKEN THE AGENCY FOR

ELLSWORTH LOAN AND BUILDING
ASSOCIATION

1

readable article

The Unity club will hold a sociable in
the Unitarian vestry Thursday evening,
Jan. 27. A unique feature will be the ex
hibition and sale of pictures by wellknown artists of the present day. A musical programme will be giveu during the

A. W. Cushman & Son,

money to loan on dr.t-cla.. real e.
on the Installment
tale aecurltv, hi t> per cent.,
or
plan Apply to H. W. BUSHMAN, Secretary,
A.W. KI so President
ha.

IS

most

a

Masons and tbeir families are
Officers will be installed by
invited.
Past Master John B. Redman, assisted by
Past Master James T. Cushman as marshal.

Embalmers,

money to loan.

'jM

prehis of-

to assist in the

reading-room at the

ment of the

Contractor Crow

It has been decided to assist in the
maintenance of t he reading room in the

was

zygoma louge, r. ana a. jm., win
install officers this evening at

ELL9WORTI1,

L

have been
rections in

The

public library

the

the

rock cut east of

open as uaual for inspection every day.
The opening of the new library audits
public reading-rooms removes the necessity f 'r
public reading-room which
has long been maintained by the King’s

the

Hand-inHand circle last evening it was voted to
the
invitation of the trustees of
accept
of

places.

statement which

but

MOVED.

TO BE

special meeting

a

The engineer found

ice.

feet of mud and water in

The secretary

Tuesday,

next

j Daughters’society.

road.

publicly

rvu/r

FLOWERS!

Maine.

Ellswobth,

,J.

,n

new

the

on

Secretary—If. VV. Cushman.
Treasurer—C. If. Drummey.
Finance committee—A. VV. Greely, C.
VV. Mason, C. R. Foster.

7.30.

CONFECTIONERY

Street,

Franklin

■

no

make

A W. CUSHMAN & SON,

1

■

to

ov

for

Undertakers

|

They

Dutton.

arranged in the

bridge the mill

ning block will be closed after to-morrow
evening.
The change will in no way interfere
the “Kindergarten in the Sunday school” !
arith the benevolent work of the King's
from the laclie pen of iiev. D. L. Yale, of
j Daughters, but it has been deemed advis-

arraigned

Lemonade,
'Pi/ror

<

which is coming in constantly.

’

guests

last

John Devine, of Ellsworth, was arrested
Saturday night for intoxication. He was

Ginger,

out

just HALF PRICE

winter

thirty-four

to

be present
o’clock.

Beef and

Our New Line,

•

J. H.

of

dainty supper was served.
Progressive whist party by the Village
improvement society at Manning hall
It is
tomorrow evening at 8 o’clock.
earnestly requested that all who intend to

Beef Tea,

a

Paper

room

**

closing

P.

the storm

contains

rooms.

Coffee.
taeve

T.

h

from

to

A meeting of the newly-elected board
followed, and the organization was completed as follows:

by

pleasant

:

We

the

were

moved

READING-ROOM
At

It is not fully decided when the new
pond. The distance across is 700 feet, and
180 pieces are wanted, some of them to be room will be open, hut due notice wHI bo
and the King’s Daughters w ill bo
titty feet long. As Home is wanted in two given,
to welcome all of their old friends.
weeks, it will probably be driven this glad

have taken

new

W. L. Mitchell has been in

of

son

looking for piling

building is

lint il

the hall and whist in the handsome

Clam Juice,

especially CHAMBER SETS,

the

Books will not be issued from the

atten-

The sociable of Esoteric dodge, F. and
M., last Thursday evening was a very

Chocolate,

we

The
town

J. C. Clay, one of the accomplished
j Irotu the library building, which hss
stenographers of the Maine supreme keen
given to the city for library purone
of
the
secretaries
of
is
the
court,
A room will he obtained elseposes.
Sea
also
Mr.
commission.
Behring
Clay
j where lor the benevolent work of the
for
the
some
writes
newspapers.

HOT STUFF!

FURNITURE,
of

Saturday

full

being

are

cock ball and

tjiis city.

kinds of

in all

Mrs.

A.

offering good

of

Franklin, Jan. 15 (special).—Work
the railroad is advancing slowly.

from paying
library by the contribution of periodicals,
Eygonia lodge, F. and A., and by giving such aid to the work as
they can. The reading room in the ManWednesday evening.

ror

WALSH’S, Ellsworth.

THE HOLIDAYS

on

The last number of the Christian Mir-

mean

J. A. HALE.

we are

hurry

M., last

School-hooka and Writing Tablets.

and

tie

ficial visit

It’s easy enough: come to me for your
shoet:, and your feet w ill be both hand-

somely

are over

A

District Deputy E. G. Mason

familiar exclamation

This

book-keeping line.

next

Manley, daughters

Augusta,

of

Ellsworth,

<tl)c King's Daughters.
[This department l* conducted by the HandIn Hand circle of the King's Daughter* of Klls»
worth. Headquarters at Itoom* 12 and 13 Maoulng Itlo.Pc, d tin hu'jjc. *fil I ■* -v »i ]

W.

will Assist in Main-

possession

The books

desired.

of Mrs. George
Monday.

vented

Start Hit* Sew Year

BLANK BOOKS.

a

building.

Ia»st Saturday evening K. B. Holmes’
daughter Mary pleasantly entertained a
party of her young friends at her home

seen^

set of

formal

returned

“Look at Her Feet!"

in the

is

nice

week

1 have all the

a new

the inhabitants of

term.

The Misses

The Klondike ?

keep everything

April

Manley,

to interest old and young

Have you

has

the

Black, Main street,
afternoon at 2 o’clock.

long winter evenings are just the thing

I

“police case” which

The Woman’s club will meet with

For the

with

in

A. B.

now.

Contractor Keneflck yesterday closed
with O. M. Vose, of Machias, for
all piling and timber between Cherryfleld
and Machias.
Men are being taken on at No. 7 and
Unionville. Choppers, and stonemasons
for building dry box-culverts are needed.
Clearing work is being let by acre to men
in crew’s of three or four.

Keading-Koom.
The mayor mid aldermen, on behalf of

supreme court for
Penobscot county, has been continued to

GAMES
just

entered

from

contract

tenance of

The Kl!aworth
been

here

way

morrow.

TfIK I’CIIMC LIBKAKY.

uuun, ;

nupiunc

K Isworlh yesterday on Iiih way
home from Machia*, where he lias been

the

on

J. E. Colley, of J. E. Colley & Co., who
twenty-three miles east
of Cherryfleld, will be in Ellsworth to-

age.

King, prelate;

A. W.

is

West. Mr. Strang is expected in Ells-

have contract for

wm in

BYRN.

O W 15N

G.;

Cannon & Ryan's

east of

worth to-morrow.

supper.

Writer Sr..---Ellaworih, Me.

N

C.

Cherryfleld,

the

Death was due to
illness of only a

and one-half years of

called,

ciiou.

of

E. Hale, S. W.; E. E. Parker, J. W.; E. F.
Robinson, treasurer; M. S. Smith, recorder; F. B. Aiken, standard bearer; H.
E. Davis, sword bearer; F. C. Burrill,
warden; F. W. Billington, sentinel.

holding court.

r,
/ H

Wiggin,

ho

and will go in to-moris near the “Cob

contract

The large outfit of Strang & Russel,
who have contracts for ten miles this side

Officers of Blanquefort commandery, K.
T., were installed Monday evening by P.
E. C. John B. Redman as right eminent
Webster
commander, assisted by E.
French, of Southwest Harbor, as grand
marshal.
The officers are as follows:
J.
W. Nealley, E. C.; J. E. Parsons, gen.; S.

Mrs. Dutton’s

by

one

road”,

outfit,

row.

Mtb.

bright boj'

guests, the Misses Manley, of Augusta.
Donaqua lodge, K. of P., will publicly
install officers t his evening.
The installation will be followed

an

His

John Berry, who lias the work at thin
line, is expected here to-mor-

Alan-

soil

of ago, and leaves besides her husband

tea last Satur-

a

honor of

after

row.

end of tlie

Phillips’ maiden name was
Frances Parker, and her home was in New
York city. She was twenty-seven years
week.

railroad business.

Mrs. L. A. Emery, gave

50c.

the sudden death of bis

son’s wife in Boston.

H. W. Dunn, the marble worker, will
open a branch of his business in
Cherry Held.

ju-t

COMFORT

Those

A-

day of

busi-

on

a contract
No. 7, have their camp up, and are
beginning on such work as can be done

at

s<

again.

H. B. Phillips received word last Mon-

in

soon

1 have everymention tbeae aa aamplea.
thing elae in the clothing line at equally low
price*, and yet I make aetiiethlng on every sale.
Don’t fool yourseivea into believing that you
can get aometblng for nothing.
I

was

son.

the HAIMiAINS I offer:

$5
$5

seepages 4, .5 and 8.

on the ground.
<fe Ryan, who have

Thomas Glenn, of Chicago, is here with

hotel for the accommodation of summer
visitors; also for the men who will be
employed in the New England furniture
factory. The building will be remodelled
considerably and put into first class condition .—Industrial Journal.

There will be a circle supper at the Unitarian vestry this evening at 6 o’clock.
The literature class will meet next Tuesday evening with Miss Mary F. Robin-

at cost or

at

news

Gen. S. D. Leavitt, of Machias,

St., Ellsworth, Me.

All-wool fleece-lined underwear
A Nice Beaver overcoat at
A Good Ulster for

welcomed

them ail

Cannon

most of his

a

Leavenworth

Janies A. McGown is in Boston
ness for the Union shoe factory.

below cost, but
ilt a velT small margin above cost
and I give good value for the money.

OCLL

Uvr

liesrtily

city yesterday.

town

I DON’T SELL

—

Moving
the

on

now.

This quartette
prano, has been engaged.
has sung here before, and is sure to be

Good

William H. Card, of Franklin,
the

on

Franklin

circulation.

few weeks work

a

Hod

The King’s Daughters are to give an
entertainment at Hancock hall on Friday
evening, March 4. The Apollo quartette,
of Boston, assisted by a competent so-

(Kansas) Times.

The public in cordially invited to cull at tny place of hualneaa and examine the
largc-t line in the elty of STREET and STABLE BLANKETS, FUK HOBE9,
COATS, ete. The»e gooda were aetecled w it h great pare on tny recent bUBineaa trip to
New York end Boaton, bought for each, and my pricea cannot be beaten.
In SI KIGHH and PUNG8 my Block ia of the lafeaf atyle, all my own make, flnlaheil throughout In the beet manner and fully warranted. It will he anld low for
curb, ami H fair cash payment at aale will ineure right pricea and aatiafactory terma

^d^Laaro,,,.

suggests the formation of clubs in
Maine to bear a part of the
burdeu of this noble work.

and

man

valueless

Gilbert isttnents.
This

Miss Mary A. Greely contributes to the
WashingJanuary number of the Girl’s Home, of ton county railroad will assume a livelier
Belfast, s forcible plea for the support of Hspect. Contractors with their outfits are
moving this way, and a few weeks will
the institution of that n ame in that ci\y,

goods alicays bring good prices—only poor
William Weeks, of Rockland, who is
are sold for what can be received \ well known throughout the State ss an
expert caterer, has secured a lease, it D
for them. This is true of advertising as understood, of the Morrill building si
Morrill’s Corner, Deering. This building
of everything else. Low rates and liberal is better known
as the Keeley institute.
discounts invariably denote small and Mr. Weeks will convert the building into

AND DEALER IN

♦>
>,

*

Way.
In

articles

and Buckboard Manufacturer,

Carriage, Sleigh

Contractors and Outfits

every town in

newspaper first of all things.

/

THE SHORE LINE.

treasurer.

with money to spend in advertising wants to consider the circulation of

and

estate

a

W.

HENRY

Companies.

————^

collateral

'■■■■

on

WKKK.

Bkooksvillk, Mk:
Emily M Hates—Notice of foreclosure.
Waltham, Mass:
J F Charles—Fish market for salcNkw York :
Maypole soap.

TH«

Reliable Home and Foreign
Lowest Rates Compatible with

A!ON KY
——

ELLSWORTH, ME.

HKPKK.aKNT

THI«

Statement—Trailers A Mechanic# Ins Co.
E I, Haskel*— Messenger's notice.
Mrs G P Hutton—Greenhouse.
I) F Trlliou-Variety store.
IlC Hodifkli-s—I onfcetloner.
•I A Conn inaham Confectioner.
F A CoomliH—Stationery.

general INSURANCE AGENTS,
Bcrrill Bank Bldg.,

AHVKKTlMHIMKNTN
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Topic 1'or

The beatitudes art* found in the open*
a
the
part of Christ's, s
mount. This was praeii a;. I .isaddress
at the inauguration of liis Kingdom in
the world. In the first part of this address lie describes the characteristics of
the citiz- us of His kingdom. The Jeps
had a false idea as to what was necessary
for admission into His kingdom, and
His first duty was to correct this mistake. He did this in the beatitudes.
is used
Though the word “blessed
nine times, there are only seven general
beatitudes, as vers, s 10 and 11 may be
considered as supplementary. To apply
these sayings of Christ practically we
must study for what they stand.
1. “Blessed are the poor in spirit, for
theirs s the kingdom of heaven.” This
beatitude stands for huuiili.y. the first
characteristic of the citizen of Christ’s
kingdom. The humble, the poor in spirit, in heart, not in mind or body, are
referred to. The Jews were proud and
haughty and needed to cultivate this
grace. So must all who would enter
Christ’s kingdom. Pride will debar u<.
We must become as little children to

This column, which

readers of 1
one

terest

j

Trust and Distrust.
Distrust thyself, but trust His grace.
It is enough for thee I
In every tnul thou shaft trace
Its all sufficiency.
Distrust thyself, but trust His strength.
In Him thou shaft
strong.
His weakest ones may learn at length
A daily triumph song.

Distrust thyself, but trust His love.
Kent in its changeless glow,
And life or death shall only prove

^

Its everlasting how.
Distrust thyself, but trust aloue
In Him for all. forever.
Ami J>
>u.sly thy heart shall own
That Jesu-' taileth never!
—France# Kidley Havergal.
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MOLASSES GINGERBREAD.

BREAD.

cups corn meal scalded just to moisten,
I cup molasses, 1 cup flour. 1 cup milk
slightly sour, 1 teaspoon soda, 1 teaspoon
Cousin Tina.
salt
Steam.
for
brown
Here is another recipe
bread:

Three cups meal, 2 cups flour, 1 cup
milk. 2 cups sour milk, 1 cup molasses, 1 large teaspoon soda salt to taste.
Aunt Greenwood.
Steam.
sweet

SOFT

drippings,
soda, spice,

GINGERBREAD.

molasses

%

CUP °f

lard

or

cup water, 1 large teaspoon
flour enough to make a stiff

batter.
GRAHAM GEMS.

third cup sour milk, "4 cup sweet
teaspoon soda, or enough to
sweeten the milk, 1 even teaspoon salt.
114 cups graham flour. Beat together like
cake, bake in gem pans; serve hot.
Ego.
One

milk, 14

MAKES MAN

I

UANSPAKEN T.

Powerful X Ray Machine Ever Constructed.

Largest and

Most

The largest and most powerful appain the world for generating the X
ray has just been maim.a rured for Dr.
Widi
F. A. Gardner of Washington.
this new apparatus tin dreams of those
skeptical gentlemen who draw pictures
for the comic papers have been fully
realized. Man has been rendered transparent. He can be seen through literally.
The instrument is a Holtz statical
electric machine and is the handiwork
of Messrs. Waite and Barth tt, electrical experts. The machine proper is a
massive affair, inclosed in a glass case
II feet long, 5 feet wide and 9 feet
high. It is supplied with eight revolving plates, which are 5 feet in diameter
These revolve on a 4 inch st« el axis.
Some idea of the power of this monster machine can be gained from the
fact that the plates make 225 revolutions a minute. Relieved of their axis
and revolving on a level base, they
would travel at a rate exceeding a mile
a minute.
Dr. Gardner is a specialist in lung
diseases. He not only purposes to locate
the seat of all ills which flesh is heir to
by means of the X rays, but he will
utilize the electricity generated by the
machine to treat consumptive patients.
A cage will he erected between the positive and negative poles, and in this the
patient will be seated. He will first be
rendered completely transparent through
the powerful fluoroscope, and then he
will be subjected to an atmosphere
heavily charged with electricity. Dr.
Gardner has a strong belief in the efficacy of ozone upon the lungs.—New
York Herald.
ratus

An ingenious device has been invented to increase the power of locomotives.
It consists of powerful magnets attached
to the framework of the engine, so that
when the current is turned on they atThis has the same
tract the steel rails.
effect that placing a weight of 2,000 or
3,000 pounds over each drive wheel
would have. Experienced railroad men
say that the increased adhesion of the
wheels to the track will enable a loco
motive to draw from three to five loaded
It will
cars more than is now possible.
also allow the nse of lighter eugin s,
which will reduce the wear on a roadbed.
American Rails For India.

Some excitement has been raised in
England by the announcement that contracts for rails for India have been
awarded to American rolling mills, but
the government officials who authorized
the contracts stated that the rails complied with all the requirements as to
quality and would cost only about
$2:}.50 per ton as ai ain-t about $27.50
per ton bid by the Lnglish rail mills.

wafting

to

f |,P spirit ’a
actions
Goefhe.

conrape Bre
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—

Disturbance of the nervous system, and great
sorrow, often eau-e the hair to blanch and fall.
Counteract this and restore the color with Hall's
Hair Reuewer.— Advt.
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Trip
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[Special
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The

Monday, Nov 29,

by

the

Route.

Sunset

I

American.]
left South Brooks-

ville for the Pacific coast, starting as early
as 5 a. m. to take the steamer for Belfast.
I

arrived in Belfast in due
chance to

a

see

many

season

and

had

friends, including

Sunset route”.

It

was

the first

could

see a

ripple

we w ere

9.'JO

at

Sunday evening

Bates.
Pico Heights. Los Angeles Co., Cal.
!

tourist car through New Orleans since the yellow fever quarantine.
I left Boston Tuesday evening on the
night express for Washington, there to
We did not ttop at
take the tourist car.
many stations. At the Harlem river, New
York, the train rolled on the railroad
transport “Maryland”, and the sleeping
without
being disturbed,
passengers,
sailed around the great city of New York
to Jersey City, where the train left the

trip

we

the lake’s surface

We
263 feet below the sea level.
arrived at Ix>s Angeles, our destination,

At 2 p.m. I took the steamer “City of
Bangor” for Boston. We arrived in BosI
arton Tuesday
morning at S 20.
ranged for my trip across the continent

the

of the

W. C.

Magazine ami Hook Notes.
Maine Central Magazine appears
this month in
new
magazine form
handier for the reader and more convenient for the pocket. It* character as the
advertising agent of Maine’s glories for
tourists and sportsmen will remain unTlu

—

only

The American finds

changed.

one

regret in the change—the splendid illustrations of Maine’s beauties will
he necessarily smaller. Those presented
cause

for

in the January number, however, are ex
boat, and was soon speeding away for cellent.
Washington, where we arrived Wednesday morning at 10.30. Passing through
TRY GRAIN-0! TRY GRAIN-0!
Maryland I saw large fields of corn in 1 A*k your Hnicer to-dav i> *how you a pack
stook, and some lying in piles on the age of liitAIV <), the new food drink tl»a« Pike*
It was of the white i the place of cxjffee. The children mav drink It
ground husked.
without tnjurv a* well a* tin- adult. AI who
variety, and I should judge the crop had ! ir> it. like ii. CiUMVo ha* that rich seal
lnown of Mocha <>r Java, nut It 1* made trom
been very good.
pure grain*, and the most delicate stomne* re
I c<»lve* It without distre-*. ‘4 the
I did not stop long in Washington.
price of cofnoticed the streets were wider than those ! fre. IV and i5) ct* per package. Sold by all
of

pretty.

leaving Washington we found the
country through western Virginia and
I
the Carolinas very rough and hilly.
should judge most of the farming was
done by negroes and the poor classes of
whites, their homes being nothing but
small shanties.
About their door-yard3
were large flocks of
hens and turkeys
and herds of hogs.
The cultivated land
was
mostly cotton fields, on some of
which the cotton had not been picked.
We arrived at Atlanta, Ga., Thursday
morning, stopping twenty minutes for the
passengers to get lunch and replenish
After

their lunch baskets
From here to Montgomery the land was more level, with a
repetition of yesterday's houses and fields.
There are some living in those huts to day
who lived there during the rebellion, and
do not know that it has ended.
Through
Alabama the forest trees have on them
what is called Spanish moss. It resembles
very much the beard of an old man, only
much

gjoccr*.

nothern cities and very clean and

our

longer.

arrived in New Orleans just after
dark. We left New Orleans Friday morning and at 9 arrived at Houston, Texas.
We

through

reaching Houston,
some large fields of

The conductor told
17,000

acres

passed

in

near

cane

us

this

passed

we

sugar

the

owner

cane.

had

We also

year.

the sugar plant which

was

immense.

Saturday morning we were
Texas, at Paisano. 984 miles

in

western

New
Orleans. The altitude of the place is
5 082 feet. It was very cold during the
night. In the morning the conductor
brought into the car an icicle two feet long
w hich was a great curiosity to some of the
from

nr

:

blue

clay

w

hen

dried, only

of

a

color.

After leaving El Paso—
our last stopping place in Texas, quite a
business town, w here we saw' lots of cowTboys and Mexicans—our stations w’ere
small and mostly for the purpose of getting fuel and water for the engine—the
water being pumped from artesian wells
by wind mills. Through New Mexico and
Arizona the ride was tedious—nothing to
interest aside from mountains and large
pla ns between, with bi t very little vegetation of any kind except cactus, of
which there were all varieties, very large
and handsome.

Arizona we saw a very
To me it was the most
pretty mirage.
wonderful thing I had seen on my route.
For miles and miles we passed what
seemed to b<- streams and lakes of water,
with islands and indentations.
At times
In

western

.,j,i
terror

gnasuy
f
of con-
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taxation.

fluorescent material, much
all those hitherto used, has
been discovered by Dr. Van Melckebeke
It is composed of oxyfluoof Antwerp.
rido of uranium and ammonium. By his
process 128 grains of crystals can be
made for 87 cents.

N. II.

A new

luperior

law

1873.

1,

exempt from

COOLIDUK, President.

JOHS F. WHITCOMB, Vicr-Prenident.

to

CHARLKS C. BIRR ILL, Tree* mu ret

Deposit* draw Interest from the first day of
March, June, Saptentwr and Dec«mi>er.
BOARD OF DIRECTOR*:
A. F. Bukni;**,
John f. Whitcomb,
*
N. B. C«>
F. ( AKKOI.I. Itl KKILL,
CHARLES C. Bt KKILL.
»

Iron In Beer

Blood.

m

_____

Chemists say that the blood of oxeu
contains a larger percentage of iron
than that of any other creature, and
beef is the most nourishing animal
Pills made of dried bullocks’
food.
Mood have been manufactured for use
in medicine.

Rank hours

dally, from

The Earth's Age.
Scientific men say that the earth’s
ag* is about half a million years for the
nebular and stellar period and about
25,000,000—of which 15,000,000 are
past—for the jH*ri*Kl of organic beings.
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PATENTS.
Invents, and Trade Marks

obtained ami a I'a
business conducted for Moderatt Keen.
Dur office Is opposite U. S. Patent • Mliee. W.
tiive no suli-ageiicies, all business direct, he him
oil* transact patent business In less time and a
COST than those remoU* from Want
twton.
Send model, drawing, or priuto, with desert p
i»u
vt'c advise, if patentabh or not, free o
•‘(urge. <*ur fee not dut till patent is r**;un*l
A book, ‘How to obtain Patents,’ with refer
eices to actual clients in your stale, county, 01
Address
t.«vn, sent free.
r,ait

JBANGOR SSSSahJ

makii a

•JDposlte Patent office, Washington, D. C.
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Labor-savins records on hand nr made to order
WALTER " <-K>l:(.K. Publisher
150 Nassau St., New York.
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undersigned hereby gives notice mat n«
'pHE
1 ha* contracted with the City of Ellsworth,fo*
■ It*
support of the poor during P>e ensuing ear
4id ha* made ample provision for their »upt»or*
• e therefore forbids all persons from furnishlm
■applies to any pauper on his account a» wtthou
f»s written order, tie will pay for no gomt*
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Hood's Pills are ea*y to take, easy to o|ierate.
Cure indigestion, biliousness. 2 c.—Adrt.

[JR.

iPYNYPECTORAL;:
|
Y

for turning your

AND

COUGHS AND COLOS.

|

*

more

particular* Inquire
IIKNKV

Ilheumati-m l- due to ladle acid in the blood.
Hood'* Sarsapnrll’a neutralize* the achl ami
completely cures the in hes and pains of rheumatism
Re sure to get Hood’s.

and

by druggists.

|

coat every

•i-omes

It's so simple to get rid of a coutjh or
throat trouble by iale's Honey of Horeound and Tar.
Acts like uul'ic. Sold
cure

respect you any

For

Mar Harbor offices
7 and s Mt. Desert Hlud
Rluehili office open "aturdavs

HOREHOUND

»^^lac^eDrops

against, disputing every man’s
opinion, fighting and elbowing all who
differ with him. Other people have their
Don’t fall into
opinions, so have you.
the error of supposing that
they will
head
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of

face who neglects a cold,
»

trying to find beams to knock his

world

BAR HARBOR AND BLPEHII.L, ME

HALES
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sumption
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of the houses along the line here
built of adobe a substance similar to

brownish

Sawp fiank^

Hancock Conniy

New Fluorescent Material.
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KLLSWORTH. MR.

MAIM STRKKT,

men.

JOHN

fflrtiical.
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ALL CHEMISTS

passengers.
are

I*. U 1HWKLL, /'rrai.lrnl,
S. K. WHITINO, Vice President,
IlKNRT W ( PAHMAN,
numerous.
8. K 'V IIIT1NO,
A. I*. WlHWKLL,
E II t» KLKl. V,
L. A. KMKKY,
KnutNt IIalk.

share*, give a llr*t mortgage and
Trying to Please Everybody.
r» diiue It cvr r> month
'lonf ly
Heaven help the mail who thinks he
pay meet* and lot ret together
can dodge enemies by trying to please
will Amount io but link* more
than you are now paying for
Mississippi The water was very muddy everybody. If such an individual ever
rent, and In about 10 years you
in appearance, and th- current was swift
succeeded, we would be glad to ste him
will
At Salton, ninety-four miles from Yuma, —not that one should go through tlie
OWN TOUR OWN HOME.

much-remembered “Duster”.

over

though

as

in the sun’s rays.
At Yuma, Arizona, we saw the worstlocking specimens of Indians to be imagined. Their only clothing was a breechcloth.
Their faces were painted and they
had feathers of bright coldVs in their hair.
Soon after leaving Yuma we crossed the
Colorado river—the first water of any
quantity we had seen since leaving the
on

and a dozen missionaries, sailed
New York Dec. 15. on the steamer |
“City of Columbia.’’ bound for Klondike,
Mrs. Gould intends to build a hospital and
mission house at Dawson City. The population of Dawson is said to be made up
at present of eleven women and 7.000

Correspondence solicited.
ANDHKW

nurses

to

TO CALIFORNIA.

fuel lily offered Customers.

Every

Gould and sixty-four
including trained hospital

women,

m.

tur-

Hannah

Mrs.

1 p.

Hanking1 hours from
Saturdays from 9 U» 1*2.

9 a. m. to

headquarters. The army’s plan for fur- j
nishing a free breakfast to the needy j
went i
every morning during the winter
into operation.
other
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SURPLUS.

One

in 300 roast

sent

alone

restaurant
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CAPITAL STOCK.

A similar scene was
j keys ready to slice
enacted at Princess rink. Salvation army

I gladly recommend the Vegetable Comevery suffering woman. The use of one
bottle will prove what it can do.”—Mbs. Lucy Peasley, Derby Center, Vt.

Before
Efficiency of Locomotives.

Izovp and

very

pound

2

cup

fee. etc., seemed to be cxhaustless

KI.I.SWOB'fH.

OF

feasting beginning at 10 a m.
continuing until late at night. The
j
people responded generously to the appeal
i for supplies and turkey, beef, bread, cof-

medicine.

egg, %cnp sugar scant measure,
1 cup molasses, *4 cup lard, a pinch of
salt, 2 cups flour, 14 teaspoon soda, 1 cup
boiling water, cloves, cassia, nutmeg and
ginger to ta*te. Serve hot.
One

One

ill

NATIONAL HANK

and

ound the bouse, could not do any work without feel•cd out. My monthly periods had stopped and I was
I was troubled very
ed and nervous all of the time.
with falling of the womb and bearing-down pains,
nd advised me to take Lydia E. Pinkham’s VcgeCompound; I have taken five bottles, and think it is
st medicine I ever used. Now I can work, and feel
like myself. I used to be troubled greatly with
my head, but I have had no bad headaches or palpitation of the heart, womb trouble or bearing-down

Department.

BROWN

1UI

IIWUIIU^

FIRST

500 the

she was too nervous to undergo an examination. In despair, she went to visit
She said to her, “Don't give yourself up; just go to the nearest
a friend.
druggist's and buy a bottle of Mrs. Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound.
It will build you up. You will begin to feel better with the first bottle.” She
did so, and after the fifth bottle her health was re-established. Ilcre is her own
letter about it:

Five egg8,1*4 cups sugar, 1 cup butter, 2
cups flour, spice to taste.
HOT

l

\-/

|

Ellsworth, Me.

FIVE-EGG

j

\

The American,
Household

/

jr

■'
One of these forms of suffering is a dull.
persistent pain in the side, accompanied by f
heat and throbbing. There is disinelina- 1
tion to work, because work only increases
the pain.
This is only one symptom of a chain of
troubles: she has others she cannot bear
to confide to her physician, for fear of_
an examination, the terror of all sensitive,
modest women.
The pli3rsician, meantime, knows her condition, but 1
He yields to
cannot combat her shrinking terror.
her supplication for something to relieve the pain.
He gives her a few morphine tablets, with very
grave caution as to their use. Foolish woman ! She
thinks morphine willlielp her right along ; she becomes its slave 1
A wise and a generous physician had such a case ;

none

Address all communications

The Salvation army lads and lasses and
the American volunteers brought Christmas cheer to thousands of Chicago’s poor
by providing bountiful Christmas dinners.
I At the new Volunteer shelter on State
I street some 10,000 men, women and children were fed during the day. in squads of

E’~'

_

rejection by the editor of the colwill be rejected without good

or

but

as

Communications will be

good faith.

j

and
Unitarian
ahnrehes look with more favor on women preachers than any othei denomination. In the former church there are
65 women preachers, some of them ordained. while in the Unitarian church
there are 20 women pastors settled over
church societies.

column of their

a

The space devoted to tills

The voice of Cod is calling men always everywhere, and 1 believe with
all my heart that this is the only true
way to interpret that message of the
This is what the psalmist meant
sea.
when he said, “Day unto day uttereth
speech, and night unto night showetli
knowledge.” In just this way, through i
all the ages of human history, has all
knowledge, all revelation, been coming
to men—the artist's inspirations, the
poet’s songs, the prophet's visions, the
composer's melodies, all that man has
ever learned of Cod, all that he can ever hope to know.
The silences of God
have been speaking to the silences of
man, and human knowledge has been
growing from more to more. And so it
must ever be in God’s great school of
life, and tile soul that listens best will
learn the most.—Rev. J. S. Cutler in
Universalist.

Women Preachers.

permanency depends upon the Inthe 1 ousewives and farmers lake in it; it

limits d

The Voice ami Silence of God.

Universa.'i-t

regular fea-

a

it will be ulscon tin ued.

passue virtue; mercy,
The meek passively endure the injustice
and wrongs of the world, hut the merciful address themselves to the wants of
the world. Cod has bei u merciful to
them, and tiny arc merciful to others.
6. “Blessed are tne pure in heart, tor
they sb..il see Cod." Inward purity
gives us even in this life a vision of
God. hut this shall be peri ted when
we shall see Him face to lace.
7.
Bit sst-d are the peacemakers, for
they shall be called the sons of God.
Warriors are usually the great men in
the kingdoms of the world, hut in
Christ s kingdom peacemakers shall be
God's sous. Cod's great ones.
Bible Readings —Ps. i, 1; xxxvii, 11;
li, 17 ;Prov. xvi, IS, 19; Isa. lv, ]-B;lvii,
15; lxi, 1-5; Math, vi, 14, 15; Mark
xi, 25, 20; Luke vi, 2U-25; John xvi,
20; II Cor. l, 1-7; II Tim. ii, 12; Heb.
xii, 14; Rev. xxi, 4; xxil, 17.

The

make it

to

cient interest in the column

’’

Up or Down Stream.
Life aud character teud either upVard or downward. But a single act or
characteristic many not indicate the
tendency of a life as a whole. You can
make a saint out of the good qualities
of bad men; you can make a devil out
of tbo bad qualities of good men. Esau
eclipsed Jacob at first, but his virtues
were accidents, incidents, without roots,
and they withered before the hot tests
Jacob outshone Esau at last.
of life.
Day by day he fought bis natural badness and won in the hard straggle with
himself. The mean supplanter Jacob became the hero of Israel, a prince with
God. Is it Thy will or my will be done?
Are we living to please Christ or to
please ourselves? Our answer to this
question determines our life current.—
Sunday School Times.

hope

d«pcmt upon contrii utions received
from them. If we find they do not take sufii

citizen of the kingdom of heavem
“Blessed are they that hunger and
thirst after righteousness, for they shall
Cod's righteousness, not perhe filled.
sonal righteousness, is referred to. Admission to Christ's kingdom caunot be
gamed by anything we can do. Uur
righteousness must be the righteousness
of Cod. declared to ns for Christ’s sake,
and His work.
6. "ulessed are the merciful, for
Meekuess is
they shall obtain mercy.
one.

together in

wil

life

a

active

American closer

Its

j wi'l be
!

unaiacit'risuu

an

he

“we

say

ture”.

4

a

from the book

aves

t

*

big family.

H e

2. “Blessed are they that mourn, for
shall be comforted.
The “mourning ones” here referred to are the spiritually sorrowful, those who mourn because of the presence and power of sin.
Sorrow for sin is meant The characteristic expressed is contrition. God will
comfort all such by pardoning their sins
and giving them power over sin. No one
will ever enter Christ’s kingdom who
has not mourned because of sin.
3. “Blessed are the meek, for they
■hall inherit the earth, or “the land,
referring to Canaan, which stood as a
type of all temporal and spiritual bless•f

experience

cmsutiuH* mw.

Plnkham Asks Women to Seek Permanont
Cures and Not More Temporary Belief
From Pain.

T.Trw

every housewife and farmer
in Hancock county. By it we hope to bind the

of

they

a

recipes, and h

and answers,

as a

Banking.

Column.

ID. <£. <£. U.

BEWARE OF MORPHINE.

regu-

exchange of ideas, questions

vehicle for the

enter in

is aisu

a

lar feature of The American, Is intended

ing

in$4s.

hope to make

we

abbrrttaemfnta.

fiomc.

anb

until further notice.

The patients of l>r. Thomas will he
pi ml t*
know that he has arranged professional
vi-lta

m.

Ell.worth every Tuesday at the
American
T,
to Itluchlll every
Wednesday at the
Bluehl I House There Inupbv-tclan In Hie
Unlud Slates latter known than Hie
doetor. HI,
curet* are no numerous and often
<>f *u< h a mi.
^
®
raeulous nature iliul
writers
many
have claimed
that many of hi* cures were
miracles.
Hr. k
Thomas’ ahPIty t., tell a
patient Ills dl-casea
without nsklup a question Is as
well established
ap that l>r. Thoma* lives.
These vl*lts Ol ihe iloetor will
afford an ex
cellent opportunity for
many to consult thla
eminent specialist elooe to their homes.
to

llou.e, ami

!
;

SO AIK

3ibnttDimcnt0.

UAMULINfi TIIOtHill TS.

FROM OVRR THK OCKAN.

so much fog.
I understand that it The total receipts of this
department fo
quite out of the ordinary to have so the year 1897 were fl.749,738 32, and the
much fog; it is the first year for
years disbursements were $1,800,888 68.
The

been

xto'jcrtiscmcnts.

is
BY

"NKMO”.

f(.’o|»yrltililtd by

l»aw»*

Tabor.|

>t

There came across my path a few days
ago, a young man of wide reading hut not
of deep thought, who had among other
+

things, saturated his mind with the
thoughts of Schopenhauer, the pessimist.
In weary tones he told of the disappointlife, of the selfishness of human
beings, of the savagery into
which some of us find it so easy to drop,
of the curse of education in opening before us all vast fields of learning that Time
prevents us from traversing, of the mock
ery of life in giving us a mere peep of
great things and then sending us onward
into deatii and darkness
The dreary catalogue of woe-stricken thoughts grew
more and more irksome as it
progressed,
and I fear there were replies given more
forceful than polite. Since he is one of a
class, may I just in a few crowded words,
repeat some things that were said during
my portion of the conversation?
ments and

sorrows

of

I believe that a man talks only in such
gloomy fashion when he Is an intense
egotist; that he regards the wforld as
under obligation to circle for him and his
pleasure; that he makes the centre of the
universe a mere speck of complaining

One Line of it is Worth

a

Column of

Foreign Testimony.
Make a mental note of this;
The endorser is well-known in Ellsworth,
And nil over Hancock county.

veracity

is

vice, when I got back to Ellsworth and
procured them at Wiggiu’s Drug Store.
I had taken other medicines before for
the same complaint, but the pains and
aches in my back alwa>s returned, sometimes

it

much

than Olliers.

worse

on

bv heavv lifting when

place fully as much as days of sunshine Btruments mid
in bringing forth the fruits of the earth.
of yeara, often
So I believe that none of us bring forth
over or
!>est

when nil is sunshine.

glare and glory of a blazing
desert, so jierfect ease of
desert

the
the

As

un cause

I if*

develops

who make the
counterpart of the wasted miles of Sahara,
in the wasted years of their lives ardently spent for self and therefore hostile
to every other human being.
I must
bolive this or else regard the Creator as a
mere

and

men

teaser of

women,

At Ibis

)

Dec. 26, 1897
|
nearly comes up to
an American one.
Santa Claus (or as he is
called here, Chain nek-) comes here just the
same, but not down the chimney, because
A Swiss Christmas

it is not ttie custom for the little children

1 have had it for
ao

that

aevere

and I have done

a

number

I could not

aa

much

driving and lift-

1 did.” Doan’s Kidney Pills
for sale hy all dea-ers, price 50 cents
per box, went by mail on receipt of price;
roster-Milburn Co., so'e agents for the
U. 8 Buffalo, N. Y. Remember t he name,
Doan’a, and lake no other.
ing

as ever

are

MAKKKTS.

KhLSWOKIH

I

Wkdnksdav, January lft, 185 8.
MAINk

Rk.fi A KIM N<*

LAW

WKIfillTA

before, and the tree is a sort of a celebration for the children.
In Germany

AMI>

M KAMI' HAM

bushel of Liverpool «nl» shall weigh »R»
pounds, ami a bushel of Turks Islaml salt shall
weigh To pounds.
The standard weight of a bushel of potatoes,
in good order and lit for shipping. Is 60 pounds.
The standard weight of a bushel of beans In
good order and lit for shipping, Is 62 pounds.
Of wheat, Iwets, ruta baga turnips ami peas, 6u
pounds; of corn, 56 pounds; of onion*, 52
of carrots, English turnips, rve and
Indian meal, 50 pounds; of barley and buck
wheal, 48 pounds; of oats, 32 pounds, or even
measure as by agreement.
A

[founds,

Country Produce.
Beans.

Improved Yellow Eye, per bush.2.50
Pea, hand picked, per bu. 2.25
Peas:

all

Improved, per bu (seed).2.50
Creamery |>er tb.25
Dairy .‘203.22

wants

little

a

hern

most wonderful
mountain

It

much

so

it

and

this

see t his fog.
While
damp herein Geneva, on

tain the

was

a

sight from the top of a
by called the Grand

near

Saleve to

cold

wan

moun-

shining and it was as
It only took an hour
Hilda half to see this change.
With a
Irani it lakes only twenty minutes or so
to ride lo the fool of this mountain, and
with the cars one teaches the sumsun

was

warm hs summer.

nri

n

ini

wile

hills.

Not often does
tune to

unit;

cm

from view makes them appear like small

tree

I suppose it is different in the different
families; I can only tell you of what we
have seen, but as we are in an old Geneva
family, we probably saw the customary
Christmas celebration.
As soon as it grew dark the tree (ours
iu

lie

il

ixil

K ;

Micah M. Foster, late trna surer of the
Lubec savings batik, was arraigned in t be supreme court at Machias
Friday upon the indictment for embezzling the funds of t ..e bank. The respondent entered the plea of nolo contendere.

have

one

this

see

ocean

the

good forfog and see it
day. We decided
of

clear away on the same
to climb the mountain on

a clear day to
view of the entire Mont Blanc range,
the lake and the city. This mountain is

get

a

1 :ts.1

Ill4.t4.ru

it

U../4

two

the account

cents on

$4,806.28, on

stitutes to

knowledge

your

made up of units
yourself—expects
you.
believe that when we rise from the
of

first keen feeling of

our own
littleness,
opened our eyes, we
fuller understanding of

are

to look around

for the

pervades the universe,
in the heavens

moves

same

unity

us

that

herein each body
with apparent in-

w

Cheese.
Best factory (new) per tb .....12$.16
Best dairy (new).15
Dutch (Imported).fto

Vegetables.
.60
.i>3

.02

Carrots,

.C63.I0
.08 $.10

Celery,
.0ft Cranberries,
1.00- Turnips, bu

Onions,
Potatoes, bu

.50

Groceries.

Coffee—per

Klee, per

tb

.06 $.08

tb

.15 $ '20 Pickles, per gal .40 $.60
Bio,
dependence and yet all are moving to215 Olives, per qt
215$ 75
Mocha,
gether in one vast progress through space.
.33 Vinegar—per gal
Java,
.20
I believe this unity of the human race w ill Tea—per lb—
Pure cider,
.05
.40$.60 Cracked wheat,
Japan,
someday be more than a mere glittering
.05
.25 3.60 Oatmeal, per lb
Oolong,
rolled
dream—even an actual fact, with only Sugar—per tb—
Quaker
oats, .05
—

erratic creature movacross the paths
of
others. 1 l>elieve that pessimism regarding education arises from wrenching it
out of its proper sphere.
Rightly used it
gives us larger views It makes life more
varied, fuller and more interesting. If it
does not do this, it is because we have
loaded ourselves down with its pebbles instead of its rubies, and found darkness
w here brightness alone should be.
I believe that the shortness of life just
serves to show us that the race is more important than the individual and that
therefore the test of a valued life will some
day come to be- not how much for self
was gathered and scraped together, but
how much service was done to repay something to the race for the pleasures and opportunities that are our heritages as
members of one great human family.
I believe the world is thrilling to a new
century of new opportunities, wherein
better men than ourselves shall hold
swtv, hut in whose pr gress the feeblest of
us shall have a part
if we live our little
lives to their fuileat.
hereand

there

ing

a

like

an

comet

K.iiluro* in Idle.

Granulated,

.05
.06 Buckwheat,
.04
Coffee—A Jt B, .05)4 Graham,
.04
.05 Kve meal,
Yellow, C
oil—per gal—
Molasses—per gal—
-35
.60
Linseed,
$.65
Havana,
.13
.45 Kerosene, per gal
Porto Rico,
.60 Astral oil,
.15
Syrup,
Maple syrup,qt .25$.30
Lumber aud Building Materials.
Clapboards— per M
Lumber—per M—
0ft $11
Extra spruce,
24 $26
Hemlock,
Hemlock boards,oft $11
Spruce, No. 1, 17 318
35$60
12$10 Clear pine,
Spruce,
Extra pine,
35 $60
15 320
Spruce floor,
12 315 Laths— per M—
Pine,
2.00
15 $18
Matched pine,
Spruce,
Nalls, per tb
,04$.u6
Shingles—per M—
2
cask
160
extra
75
Cement, per
Cedar,
2 00
.85
clear,
Lime, per cask
2d clear,
175 Brick, per M
7 311
extra one,
150 White lend, pr tb .05 $.06
—

••

No. 1,
scoots,
Si»ruee,

1 25
.75
I 25

•*

the poor children with clothes, presents,
sweets. The majority of these celebrate
also Christmas

night.

pensions. The
turned

back

total

into

Steak, beef, ft
Fresh pork,

sort

of

mask

a

ball takes

place

in the

streets.

The 12th happened to tie on Sunday this
year, tint that didn't prevent them from
celetirat
streets

ing.

Saturday

were

amount

saved

and

treasury

is

1 tie stand trd or

......

manfully

an

failures

m

life hii<|

secure

from them wIimh vi r hvio Hr t «.ey are c*»n. **■• »rt- very difpahie of l.esl if \>usi,
ferent frimi iiio ipiMlurts which cosh
a
man

to ride

triumpNanlly

on

the tide of

Hueeess.

After
get to the top. “Le Petit .Saleve” normal schools is to he raised.
pictures of Geneva sh jw- July 1. cand idates will he examined in the
ing the “Pont du Mont Blanc” (bridge of elements of physiology and hygiene,
Mont Blanc) one can see Ibe “Petit” and | simple equations in algebra, the four
fundamental rules, common and decimal
“Grand
Saleve”.
After walking for

streets, and is very clean.

rjuite

drank with pleasure choco- sions util il Severn I morn in a tier the death
with goat’s milk.
We walked of the soldier. In his decision Assistant
j
for two hours oil the top, enjoying the
crelary Davis says: “The soldier died
grand scenery. Towards the north was the ! January 18, 1883. Application was tiled
longchainof the Jura mountains, where .June 18, 1880, more than five months after
the high road to Paris (which Napoleon
the death of the soldier. Tue law authbuilt) commences; the beautiful Lake | orizes the widow to prosecute her husIceman and Geneva,
with its splendid band's pending application; but where
that

we even

late made

quays and the old cathedral.
In

he soldier’s

opposite direction, the highest
mountain in Europe,the beautiful Mont
the

Blanc, covered with snow,

quite distinctly;

trees

The streets

covered with the stuff.

get
Sometimes

it

we

looked

so

could

see

near

yet

application was not tiled
commissi oner of pensions until
after his dearh, tie cannot fie said to have
an application pen ling, and his widow is
not authoriz d un er any
existing law to
with the

fRcfciail

Fuel.

Coal—per
Wood—per cord
3 00 $ 600
Broken,
Dry hard,
2 00 3 3 50
Stove,
Dry soft,
Rounding* per load
Egg,
100 31*25
Nut,

JpARTtRS

Blacksmith’s
Flour, Drain and Feed.
Shorts—bag—
Flour—per bb—
6 00 $6 50
Mixed feed, bag
Straights,
M bid lings, bag .05
St. Louis roller,
6 00 §6 50
Patents—
6 75
Winter wheat,
7 oo
Spring wheat,
Corn meal, per hag .85
Corn, full weight per
.95
hag
Oats, Western, per
-38
bu
IIidem and Tallow.

IIhies—per

SICK HEADACHE
Positively cured by these
Little Pills.

ton—

ft—

.05*
.05*

OX,

Cow,
Bull,
Calf

.05

Tallow—per
Rough,
Tried,

6 25
6*25
6 25
6 25
6 oo
.85
.00

$1.00

their

It is customary to shake hands with
who comes up. The men ttink
it great fun to dress up as girls.
The
funniest sight was a man dressed as a
ballet dancer with an immense bonnet.
This fun, as some call it, lasts till 4 ir 5
us.

anybody

morning.

prietors must make

a

The cafe

good deal,

as

proe/ery

necked

and

The day

short-sleeved

amusing

see

extraordinarily

an

even

see

to

niltr*ims

and it was
us,
old monk dart into

past

an

selves, but seized weapons
I
out in their night clothes to figd.
don’t understand how the woman had

boiling soup in the middle rf the
night ready to throw on them, hut this is

some

1

a

For dessert that

told.

was

Hmall

diy

we

chocolate pot conttining

candy vegetables.

Arve.

One of these rivers

the other

and

is

a

Distress from Dyspepsia,
They also rc1;
2 00 Clover—per lb—
Herdsgrass, bu
.18
.12
Red,
per ft
Indigestion and Too Hearty Eating. A per- ltedtop,
Iatwn seed, per ft
.18
.13
Alslke,
feet remedy for Dizziness, Nausea, DrowsiDried Fruit.
the
Taste
in
Coated
Bad
Mouth,
Tongue Figs,
ness,
.10
.12$-20 Tamarinds,
.10 Currants,
Dates,
.08$.12
Tain in the Side, TORPID LIVER.
They Kal*ins,
.06
.08$.15 Apples, string
.10
Prunes,
.103.14 Apples, sliced
Regulate the Bowels. Purely Vegetable.
Small Dose.
Small Pill.
The ornaments of a home are the
friends who frequent it.—Emerson.
Small Price.
,

lovely

blue

greenish color, and even
after the joining of the rivers one can trace
for some distance the distinctive colors
of the Arve and the Rhone.
With the high sand-banks which rise
on each side of the river,
it is a pretty
a

KIITKKY

I'O

CAKIIIOIJ.

Week's

One

Winnowing* of News
Novelty uml Nonsense.
VinaltiRveii is now connected with the
mainland hy telephone.

Howell,
aged citizen of East
Eddington, committed suicide Friday by
banging himself in his barn.
Leeman

A

bijab

an

C.

Stiepley,

Bangor,

of

the

mar-

worker, died suddenly Sunday morning of heart disease. His age was seventyble

t hree.

an

prove

and

tent

In
the

the

grave-robbery

Westbrook

jury, after being

turned

verdict

a

Motion

gustus Day.

ea-e

out two hours, reguilty against Au-

of

for

new

trial

has

been tiled.
Patents have
ventors

Eastern

Sept. 1;

as

been granted

follows:

to

Maine in-

W. A.

court last

in t he

week

supreme
He was
assault wit h intent to kill.
to
four
tenced
years in State prison.

descendant

MISS BEECHER'S

morn-

Coleman,

was

a

who

Clea

appearance than the wooden structures, are stronger and tire-proof.
in

HAIR AND...
WHISKER DYE.
sulphur or lead.
—large bottles.

Thomas

boro,

The new grand stand at Maplewood
park, Bangor, to take the place of that
burned last fall, tv ill probably be of iron
or steel.
They are much more attractive

U9E»%

no

of

Vassal

landed with the Puritans in 1630.

2tobrrtisnnnit3.

dye

ON SALE AT DRUGGISTS’.
—

hef

treasurer, in his annual re1897, says: “The rate of taxation
port
for the year 1897 was 2:!4 mills on a dollar
of the State valuation, yielding a total
The state
for

reveuuc

from

this

source

of

|905,179.49.

an-

fish and game became abundant.
The law for the regisirnt’oii of
guides has worked well, and is held in
great favor hy the commissioners and a
large majority of the guides and true
sportsmen. The number of guides registered was 1,316
Idie guides have been
employed 51.918 days, which, at the usual
rate of $3 a day, indicates |155,754 paid
them by sportsmen.
Besides this the
taxidermists have received $50 OX).
The
number of sportsmen guided was 10 509,
ire

since

of whom 7.125

wen

The re-ord of

game k'l'el

fro

n out

of the State.

is

250

moose,

239 caribou, 160 hear, s,917 deer. Visiting
Sportsmen spent in the Stale at hast
resident
$2,000 000;
sportsmen $175,000.
The youngest guide i- f. urteen, t lie oldest
seventy-eight

to
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Cures

|

of the quality of flour is in
|
i the eating of bread made of
it.
A
of
bread
made
taste
I
;
of Rob Roy Flour will
A prove the c.aim—“The i
I finest winter wheat patent
I flour in the United Stales.”

MADE¥e:

MAN

A

TAEL! 1

.71 VI ! Y CURE

A 1.1. a« n ouj ;
v— JY.ii.ag Mem*
p'S, 'caused
ory, I m potency,.
.-tea and
Indie*
by AouoO or c ..
•/
/'.'>creti^a
r.t.rt surety
<
',1 or young, and
restore Ln>.r \ 1
fit a luuu rati.
:...
sc. m .triage.
Prever.t ln-..a :L>
.Vent uir.ption if
ie. Their
o
~icdintc improve
meat and effects u
l! KK rlc i»*
I
!
fail
Insist upon having the rr.'-m
s
Tat lots. They
'■
•>
n a poshave cured thousands and
V
itive written guarantee to
i»
P£i
each case or refund the ..
ii/niiJw Jei per
package; or six pkges (full tr- .itmer.tl :>r $2J60. By
< ircular
of r
mail, iu plain wr-ipi>er, upon r• ■
free

SUAX

AJAX REMEDV CO.,
For -iik- n.
••Kniti.K A

K.kw

-Mi;
.lKt lll-.i.,

by
iu_ui-t.

'•**..

more than so years
for your Johnson’s
I have found it sup-

———.

What Time

Coughs

Endorses.
I

have used

Johnson's

L/hOIOrS.

;

Iij

FLOUR
is not only better, but more economical than other brands.
Sold everywhere.
WM. A. COOMBS, Coldwater, Mick.

erior to any other for family use. Mygraud
children and g.reat-grand-childreu coutitiuetoust-it. Our familvdoctorconfessed
that my faith in Johnson’s Anodyne Liniment was a sound opiuiou and he
used it in his practice.
Mrs. Wealthy L. Tozie.i,
East Corinth, Maine.

Croup

cwiif^o

['»

^

Anodyne Liniment.

Colds

Catarrh

!

ROB ROY

take* aSS'

Trust

you
Anodyne

Liniment for more
than fifty years in my
family. Have used
11 f°r colds, coughs,
sore throat,
stings,

cramps,rheumatism,

(OL ! 110
wTalllo

sore

of

sen-

in their

commissioners

game

I report s»*y t here has been less violation o t lie game laws this year than ever

*

Edmund EllioU, of Belfast, who in
and
last
shot
November
seriously
wounded Mrs. Kittie Leavitt, was found

guilty

The

nua

Maine State, Aug. 29, 3J, 31 and
Maine State, Sept. 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9.

The oldest inhabitant
Everybody was much surprised that
these Charles M. Coleman, died Thursday
clear
it happened to be so
He
two
days, as all this fall thee has ing, aged ninety-four years.

It contains

ffwi
[ Proof

industrial battle g-eater in exmore disastrous in eff-ct than

K

of

.01*
.03*

clear

house in

our

Mitchell, Saco,
gas-burner; S. J. Nason, South Berwick,
that this was to commemorate hou the
sash-fastener; F. A. Reynolds, Lewiston,
brave Uenovoises fought, although not
ripping device.
that
in
the
armed.
It
was
night
properly
The managers of the big fairs have
the attack was made, and the men ieing
agreed upon dates as follows:
Rigby (or
dress
tiemeven
to
awakened did not
stop
New England fair) Aug. 22, 23, 21 and 25;
and rished

each had

tb—

much

so

Geneva, and the junction of the Rhone and

costumes.

A loner line of

went

what

$.75
Seeds.

was

We could

one.

vary from velvet and mtin

ami monks

.25 $.75
.50 3.60
.40

with

packed from 7 in the evening until 5 ttie next day.
Although a
rainy night is so annoying to some the
spot. We were sorry enough to have to
cafes must prefer it.
part from this grand panorama.
The weather was exceeedingly warm
Harriet Rollins.
for December; some people wore owrestaurant is

skins, green

Pelts,
Lambskins,

covered

were

that it seemed exactly as if it had
been snowing. R ght beneath these trees,
which had such an air of winter about
them, we picked some of the prettiest of
front

any in the previom history of canon
boys try to pick it up to save
fabric making in the United States. The
buying it, but t hey arc su bject to a
battle against the corporations undo ibtfine if caught.
They think it a great blue jasmines.
They were such a lovely edly would have been fought ev»rywhere
joke if they are able to make a circle
blue—well, the same color as the lake.
had not the voices of men and worn n
around two or three people not masked.
Everybody we met had a basketful of who me illy prepared at t h>s tirn < of y- ar
We felt silly enough standing in the
dried thistles.
They are handsome to go into enforced idleness been heeded
street where everybody could see us with
flowers, and looked very pretty on the by those who are classed as conservative?-.
little clowns and devils dancing around
hotel tables.
the small

o’clock in the

tight packages.
One pound makes over 200 cups.

iif

.09g.1*2 Honeycomb tripe,ft .10 the croud to kiss some
pretty madenoi.12 o 14
.08 3.16 Hum,
per ft
ft
.08j.l6 Shoulder,
.093 .10 selle. Many wore masks, if not eostunes,
ft
.OOg.10 so not to be
Roa-ts,
.083.14 Mutton, per
recognized.
lleef, corned, ft .063.08 Poultry—per ft—
For weeks before tlie celebration the
.12 3.14
.15
Fowl,
toiiitue,
Salt pork, per ft
.15$. 18 windows of the
Chickens,
confectionery swops
18<1.20
.083.10 Turkeys,
I.ard,perft
tilled
with “marmites”— a
ittle
.10 are
.10 Bologna,
I'lgs feet, per ft
.10
Sausage.
or kettle
with three legs nstd to
.16 pot
Cooked ham, ft
This marmite to>k a
.14 cook vegetables.
Boneless ham,
Fish.
principal pHrt in the escalade in 1(302. An
Salt
Fresh—
old woman hearing soldiers and seeing
.05
.i»7 $.10
Cod,
Dry cod,
they were intruders threw this great iron
.04 $.05
.05
Haddock,
Pollock,
.30
.lo $.12
Mackerel,
Flounders,doz
po^with the boiling soup out of the vin.12
Halibut tins, do3.1*2
Lobsters,
dovv and killed one of them.
12
Halibut beads,
.05
Pickerel,
.‘20
Boneless co«i, .08$.10
Clams, qt
Amongst the disguised people in tlie
Tongues and
-40$.75
Oysters, qt
streets one often sets small
boys villi
.35
.08 $.10
Seal lops, qt
sounds,
do Smoked—
Smelts,
t ights and short night shirts and hat diets
.12 3.I6
.12
Halibut,
Halibut,
.25 in their hands. On inquiring I fount out
Herring, l»o.\,
.10

famous throughout the
country and are always
found uniformly reliable.
They are never sold in
bulk. At any grocers in
pound and half-pound airare

and in all

near

was

l.nmli, l)>
Neal, per

Finnan huddle,

Chase & Sanborn’s
Package Teas

admission to tue state

hours to

i*

—

We shou‘d ponder I he p r; iru'Hr elmrHcteristics whicii are »»-.ied iu eneouiiter

Is it any wonder that,
with men looking after
their interests from the
beginning, even before the
tea leaves are harvested,
up to the time when the
tea is delivered, the packages endorsed by this firm
are known to be the best
that money can buy?

$24,075 18.

crowded.

to cheese-clot h.

.08

importers Chase & Sanborn, only the best is good
enough.

of farmer*’ inof so.d er-’

the state

m

erican

js

The month of December is full of holidays for the Genovoises. The first holidays fell on ttie 11th and 12th of tlie
month.
This is to celebrate the “escalade” in 1602 when the Savoyards tried to
capture this city. To celebrate this event

The costumes

Provision*.
.15 3.25 Tripe, per ft

/A

account

Beets, per bu
Cabbage,

I

feelings by

standard society

to the
gre at

plished before in the history of the State.

driven to a
what living really means; that it leads

like

ing teas

Something lias been saved from every appropriation, the amounts ranging from

after education has

the

of

The native
merchants
realize that
in sell-

defunct

was
miles and miles away; the seven
prosecute.”
rainy, still the jagged peaks of t lie “Dent du Midi”
*;<itieii
ou,uw ur mi ire
nperatlV<S
Everybody shakes which is near the'Other end of the lake.
employed in about seventy of the chief
hands and talks with every body, and they
In the photographs of the Cast le Chiilon
cotton
mi'ls
of
t
tie
New England states
even go so far as kissing.
Whether one is this
Eggs.
“Dent du Midi” usually forms the
Monday came und r the sweeping order
Fresh laid, per doz.20 disguised or not lie is liable to this treatThe bending of the lake
background.
of a new wage scale, which entails a rement.
To make ttie excitement greater
Hay.
makes it possible to see from this end
duction of If) p -r cent. o- a little over.
Best loose, per ton.10 512 ttie people throw “confetti” at eacti other.
the inountiins
which
lie beyond the
Baled. .12*14
This confetti is small pieces of paper, ail
| This reduction is t he beginning in New
other end.
Straw.
Bedford, Mass., and L^wisto and Birid»7 $8 colors, which is quite harmless unless
Loose
It was quite windy, and some of the
Bale*!.10 912
| fori’, of labor strike- whieh may
thrown iu the eyes.
It is sold in the

to those

I

balance in the treasury at the close
of the year was $152 350.22.
The tax
assessed against cities and towns for the
year 1897 has been paid in full.”
cash

illuminated, nnd as w’e all were admiring it, Santa Claus, clad in fur with
long white beard, appeared. Before distributing the gifts, none of which were about half an boar we came to the fractious, denominate nutniers and the
on t lie tree, he entertained all
by giving a Chateau de Mounliere. This castle has applicat ions of percentage in arithmetic,
small lecture to each child, about
the been turned into a
pension (boardii g the essential tacts and principles of geogfaults in him that he had noticed during
house) now, but it was occupied m olden rapiiy and grammar. United Stales histtie past year. Afier having distributed
No student
times by royal families.
It is a pic- tory, reading and spelling.
presents he drew out an immense watch, turesque old
building. Near it are some will he admitted in any normal school
or clock
rather.
a
Geneva
Naturally
grand large rocks which can be seen \\ ith w ho fails to attain an average rank of 63
[ “Cbalaiide” should be supplied with an a telescope from Geneva. Tne village of or who fills below' 50 in arithmetic,
extra line time-piece. After a tine supper
Mountiere is near by, and from here one geography or grammar.
there were music and dancing, nnd later
has the Mont Blanc always in view.
A pension decision, which will be of inin ttie evening more refreshments. Ttie
There were many donkeys in lins vil- terest to many, was rendered by Assistant
dinner table, as well as the rooms, was
lage wbich could be lured to carry peo- Secretary of Interior D-iviH, last week. A
decorated wit h holly and mistletoe; the
widow’s claim whs rejected for the reaple to the top. On arriving there we were
latter is very plentiful. The societies do a
more than
for a good dinner. sons t hat the application was not fl ed in
ready
great deal of charity work, and supply
Climbing gave us such a tine appetite the office of the commissioner of penwas

a

Butter.

the grandmother
by herself.

even

delivering in-

lift anything. 1 have had
stoop
no bother since using Doan’s Kidney Pilla,

men.

believe that selfishness of human beings is more talked about than real. Kven
among the poor and that includes most
of us there is so much unselfish helping
of one another, little doles of kindness
given with free hand out of almost empty
wallets, tHat one is compelled to l»elieve
that the example of the maj<frity of us
will finally l>eeome the guide of the world.
As Sir Kd win Arnold says:
'•All the poor
are piteous to iho poor,” so
long as the
poor last, pity will last, and when the
poor and grief strained cease, pity will no
longer In* needed
I believe that though savagery and
grossness lurk in the breasts of all of us,
there is an increasing control of the hereditary inner savage, and that the general
orderliness of
daily life proclaims this
truth.
To prove it, run over in your
mind the things your impulses would
drive you toward; and then see how your
hesitancy is confirmed into active enmity

Geneva, Switzerland,

hat there has

unquestioned;
to hang up their stockings.
You sre reading local evidence,
Thestoresare not what ivight he exI n vest igat ing home testimony.
The presiding justice stated, that inaspected of a town like Geneva, nicknamed mit in less than an hour. A man goes
Ellsworth uews. for Ellsworth people;
much as Foster’s assistance was
necessary
•Me petit Paris”, though mamma, who has around he str*ets of
Geneva telling when
It is not from Florida or Michigan,
in straightening out the affairs of
the
been about the city more than I have, there is sunshine on
top of the Ha I eve. bank, he would fix the hail at
Suspicion can’t lurk around it,
$5,030, and
they are floe, hut anyhow t here are
At first one despa irs of ever seeing the
Honesty is its prominent characteristic, says
the case was continued to the April term.
not so many picture stores here as there
sun, a-* hII around him is a while, dense
Home endorsement its salient point.
A civil action against the treasurer’s
are in Dresden or in Munich.
f.>g, v\ hen suddenly he fog seems i<» burst bondsmen was defaulted for
Mr. Warren G. Jordan, travelling salesIt is more Hie custom here to give pres$3,033.
man for J. T. Crippen, Piano, Organ and
open and lie finds himself in the warm
Governor Powers has received from the
ents to sdults on New Year’s Day than
sunshine.
Sewing Machine dealer, says: “In the
on Christmas.
This Christmas reminded
But t he grandest sight is yet to come. clerk of the council a statement of the |
Fall of ’96, while making my regular trip
hmount.-* saved mul turned hack into the
us
much of a 11
American one—or at
When
I
Hancock
reaching the top one seems to see
through
brought up
county,
more so than a German one.
For an ocean —which however is
treasury of t ne Stale from he various ap
in Marinville with a miserable aching least
t lie fog
out
for the year 1897.
Not a
back.
If the fog clears propriatious
A lady living there suggested that instance, the turkey takes the principal of which rise hills.
role in t lie Christmas dinner; tlie tree is one sets the hills are
single appropriation was overdrawn for
I take Doan’s Kidney Pills saying,‘they
really high mounthe year-a Idling never quite accomon Christmas night and not on the night
will certainly help you.’ 1 took her adtains, but the fog hiding the lower half
Ills

time, I bad it about as had as I ever had.
humanity; and that his own little tooth- The
jarring of the buggy hurt me, and I
ache or his own little misery is alone
could .not lean against the back of the
used in estimating the feelings of others.
seat, my kidneys were so sore. I brought

our

A Swiss Christmas-Curious Customs
—Mountain Climbing.
[Extract* froa* letter* t<» the editor |
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stomach, lame-

ness.colic, toothache,
neuralgia, etc., and
found it always good
every way. i would

Iet n,y house be
without it. I am a
71 years old.
Johnson’s I.iuiment
is my family
remedy.
Thomas Cleland,
Bo. Kobbinston, Me.
uot

man
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*

jonnsons Anodyne Liniment
Fvpn/ IV/I!

Should have it in the house. It has stood upon its own intrinsic
I merit and excellence, while generation after generation have
*.
used it with entire satisfaction, and handed down the
knowledge of its worth to their children
;ts a valuable
inheritance. Could a remedy have existed fur eighty years
except that it
possesses great merit for family use?
It was
to cure all ailments

av^VB,*

.1

originated
attended with
mnammatioii; such as asthma, abscesses, bites, burns, bruises, bronchitis, all forms of sorethroat, earache, headache, la grippe, lame back,
mumps, muscular soreness, neuralgia,
scalds, stings, sprains, stiff joints, toothache, tousilitis, wind colic and
whooping cough.
Send for
The

Sold

our

Book “Treatment for Diseases” and Care of Sick Room, Free,

Doctor’s Signature and Directions
by all Druggists. 1. S. JOHNSON

are

&

on

CO.,

every bottle.
aa Custom

Price 35 cents; six $2.00.
House Street, Boston, Mas*.
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AND POLITICAL JOURNAL

EVERY WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON.
At

ELLSWORTH, MAINE.

dicate, notwithstanding

BT THE

prices

HANCOCK COUNTY PUBLISHING CO.
F. W. Rollins. Editor ami Manager.

of business is

a

year of past
A

single

transfer of

Business communications should be addressed
to, and ill money orders made payable to, The
H%nuo<k
ui.ntv
Publishing Co., Ells
Worth. Main".

can

is

Again “I'he Only COUNTY Paper”.
The claim The American makes of
being the only paper printed in Han-

conclusion

manufacturers in that

United Slates in the matter of iron
manufacture so long as they are dependent upon their own mines. Just

the Bar Harbor Record and the
The former
Ellsworth Enterprise.

the other hand the cost of transportation of the raw material is to be
considered. In any event, this action
or

the part of the British manufacwill stimulate our mines and
also the manufacture of iron in the

ments, and

turers

Bar

styles itself “the leading county paper”; the latter “the best county
paper”.

people

United States

in the

a

During the past year Uncle Sam has
spent |16,995.34 on the Bagaduce improve-

on

for

up

The
caterpillar on the walk yesterday.
caterpillar was lively in spite of the
Mr. Giles
twenty-below-zero weather.
believes he must be a Klondike variety.

on

Harbor.

This

the breakwater at
makes
f!69.455.97

spent on the breakwater up to the present time.

cock county that can properly be southern states for
export.
called a county paper—not a merely
local one—has been vigorously disIt has always been claimed by the
puted by our esteemed contempora- free-trade theorists that it is absurd

ries,

West.

L. F. Giles, of Ellsworth, picked

what the effect of this new move will
be is not known. The scale of English wages is lower than our own, but

a

Cheap advertising medium, and the advertiser need expect nothing but cheap
results.— Lawrence burg (Ind.) Press.

history.

reached by
country that
they cannot longer compete with the

19, 1898.

get for it,

of

for 4,000,000 long tons of iron ore to
England calls attention to

Cheap Newspapers.

to take what it

spite

be sent to

The newspaper which has no uniform
rate for advertising spacey and is satis-

fied

in

transaction involving the
$20,000,000 in exchange

the evident

JANUARY"

larger, and,

cutting of rates, the earnings of
railroads are larger than in the best
some

year; #1.00 for
six
muniIih; 50 cent* for throe months; H
paid -tri«*tly in advance, $1 50, 75 ami 38 cents
respectively All arrearage* re reckoned at
the rate of #2 per year.
Aivernsing Kates—Are reasonable, an t will
be made known on application.

WEDNESDAY,

lowest

the

BEGIN

George Washington Haynes, of Vic- Two Fishermen Go Down In Icy Waters of the Penobscot.
toria, B. C., died in that city I>ec. 30,
The Blunt’s pond saw mill is buzzing 1997, aged sixty-four years, four months,
William Abbott, of Bueksport, and
The New Year Right.
was
day and night._
Mr. Haynes
Louis N. Whitmore, of
Verona, were
twenty-three days.
born in Bangor on Aug. 7, 1833; he was drowned In the Penobscot near Verona
“Dry up!” said the selectmen to Bar the sou of
Perley Haynes, a lumber Friday night.
Harbor. And the saloon doors closed.
in
After leaving school until
The men were engaged
netting
merchant.
Among tlir good re«olu1862 he was engaged in the lumber busi- smelts, and occupied a small camp near
accident
near
Another
drowning
tlons you form, the one it
ice
was
went
to
the
He
father.
then
his
Verona
night
ness with
park. Friday
Bucksport—eight within a few months.
will be for your interest to
California, and settled in Downeyvilie, running out rapidly, but the men went
exout rs usual in a small boat about nine
then the centre of the gold mining
keep is that you buy of
within
three
cases
of
measles
Sixty
citement.
o’clock, to haul their nets. A young son
I continue to keep s
me.
miles of the post-otilce, is Sargentville’s
in
In 1861 he moved to British Columbia. of Mr. Abbott, who remained
camp,
unenviable record.
He
Io 1876 ne gave up the lumber business heard cries for help soon afterward.
GENERAL
In rowed out, but could find no trace of the
coal mines.
A post-office has been established at and took charge of some
in Victoria, and went into men. In the morning the boat used by
1882
he
settled
GROCERY STORE,
Millville, Hancock county, and Eben B.
is supHis health failt ne real estate business.
Moore has been appointed post-master.
j the fishermen came ashore. It
stand.
ing, he retired from business about two I posed it was crushed or overturned by
at t he old
My
ago. He is survived by a widow, two j the ice. The body of Mr. Whitmore whs
“West Sullivan is getting a
decided years
Intrade
is
constantly
well
Abbott’s
He
was
Mr.
and
one
sons
recovered
body
daughter.
yesterday.
taste for gambling.”
Some sort of a
bitter flavoring should be applied to that known in Ellsworth forty-five years ago. has not been recovered.
I
creasing because
keep
taste right away.—Kennebec Journal.
Mr. Abbott was about forty years old,
He made several visits home since going
the

known, that the volume

ever

aWjrrtiscmtnta.

VERONA.

DROWNED NEAR

W. HAYNES.

North Bluehill is talking grange.

by 1.3 per cent. Since
1892 was on the whole the most prosperous year thus far, comparisons in-

PUBLISHED

Subscription Price—$2.00

earnings

GEORGE

roads

same

OBITUARY.

COUNTY <20881P.

of increase ex10.5 per cent.,
of 1892 for the

tiallj the same rate
ceeding last year’B by

usioovtl) American.

_

Four months for the children of 8outhweat Harbor to remain out of school.
And that place is not alone in giving the
school children such long vacations that
they forget what they learn one term before
the
next one begins.—Kennebec
Journal.

to

to establish a flax industry.
We never have had a flax industry
and we never would have one so long

think

estimable young lady, Adelaide,
daughter of Bussell Hart, of Holden. He
was

earnest

an

band and kind father.
sisters

four

One brother and

him—Bridgham

survive

Haynes, of Dedham,

Mrs. Frank Austin,
North Ellsworth, Mrs. L. H. Somes, of
Ml. Desert, Mrs. L. H. HeLterman, of
Victoria, B. C., and Mrs. H. B. Phillips, of
Ellswort h.

of

Hon. S. L. MIMIken.
Last Saturday afternoon was given over
The I>Mte

and sell them At the

last year.

^^

District Lodge, I. O. Cl. T.
of Hancock District
lodge of Good Templars will meet Feb. 3
at Rural hall with Excelsior lodge, of
East Burry, commencing at 10.30 a. m.
There w ill be a picnic dinner and supper, tea and coffee being furnished by entertaining lodge. A public temperance
Hancock

will be held in the

meeting

ington to
Milliken.

to deliver

^peaaer
under the

need

occupied

me

nui

cnair,

traditions of the speakership
could not par icipate in the exercises.

RIGHT PRICES.

The next session

in the house of

representative* at Washeulogies of tbe late Hon. S. L.

RIGHT GOODS

(West end Union river bridge)

evening.

Gov. Powers has accepted

an

post, G. A. R., in Bootbbay

KLLSWOKTH.

invitation

address before Weld

an

M. J. DRUMMEY,

Sargent

has raised

Harbor.

Southwest

MAINE.

-t,

Memorial

on

Day.

COULD,

a laugh nt
Eulogies were delivered by Mr. Millienterprlsing(?)
The progressive ladies of Westfield, lnd.,
citizen being applied to for
couple of kan's successor, Hon. E. C. Burleigh, of issued a “Woman’s Edition” of the WestLet’s see how well their claims are
tries should be established before auy
warranted good winter Augusta, Messrs. Dingley and Boutelle,
young
pullets,
field Nexen, bearing date of April 3. 189b.
In its issue of Jan. 5, the
founded.
thought should be taken towards pro- layers, sold a pair of fowls with the assur- of Maine; Dinsmore and Little, of Arkan“leading paper”, which is the Record, tecting them. The Dingley duty on ance that they would prove good layers sas; Skinner, of North Carolina; Mercer, The paper is filled with matter of intertlie followaccording to the Record, had news flax, however, has brought forth the if properly treated. He had slyly docked of Nebraska; Hilborn, of California, and est to women, and we notice
ing from a correspondent, w hich the edifrom nine post-offices outside of Bar
tail
feathers
and
cut
the
of
the
of
Hicks,
Pennsylvania.
spurs
fact, as the McKinley duty on tin did
tors printed, realizing that it treats upon
Mr. Burleigh spoke at length, giving a
Harbor; in its issue of the same date, likewise, that we can produce our twin roosters. The fear that the“pullets,‘
a matter of vital important*#* to their sex:
the
before
“best
which
is
crow
the
had
sketch
of
the
career
the
of the deceased,
might
purchaser
public
county paper”,
own flax as well as our own tin-plate.
“The best remedy for croup, colds and
a
Enterprise, according to the Enterprise, A ton of flax straw which was grown completed the bargain caused inward and paid touching tribute to his mem- bronchitis that I have been able to find is
quaking, but all went well and the ory.
had news from seven post-offices outChamberlain’s Cough Remedy. For famon the rich land of Washington has
poultry speculator drove off well satisfied
aide of Ellsworth; total for both paily use it has no equal. I gladly recomProminent lSucksport Mun Dead.
been sent as a sample to Ireland and with his investment.
pers, sixteen.
T. J. McAlister, a prominent citizen of mend it.” 25 and 50-cent bottles for sale
it has been found that it is worth #150
G. A. PARCHES, Druggist.
In its issue of same date the “only
An Ellsworth cat made a fatal mistake Bucksport, died yesterday morning, after by
more per ton than the average Irish
is
The
which
county
The thermometer wan sn illness of several weeks’ duration.
paper ”,
Monday
night.
product.
Jfor Salr.
Mr. McAlister was born in Montville
far below zero, and when pussy found
American, had news from thirty-one
Director Preston
of the United the entrance of the cold-air duct to the just sixty-four years ago, Tuesday being T7RSH MARKET In a busy city of 2-3,000
post-offices outside of Ellsworth, or
F population, 10 miles from Boston Mardouble the number in both the other States mint estimates that the gold furnace in Dr. A. C. Hagerthy’s house, his sixty-fourth birthday. In 18ti0, ac- ket
has central location on Main street; old
his brother, Guy W., he
stand doing $6,000 cash business per year.
mined throughout the world during she thought it offered a refuge from the' companied by
papers.
Address J. F.
The warmth
blasts.
from the came to Bucksport and for several years Owner going to Klondike.
wintry
Last week’s issue showed up even the year just passed has been $240,Charles. ITS Moody St.. Waltham, Mass.
furnace lured her further and further in was in the employ of J. B. Bradley & Co.
so-called 000,000, or an increase of about 20
Worse than this for the
wno
want live bait
BAIT—Sportsmen
until she reached the end of the duct and In 1872 he went into business for himself,

A

practical joke

1866, and married ! and leaves a widow and seven children.
• Louis
Whitmore was about twenty-five
years old, and the son of Mr. and Mrs
He was married early
Christian, devoted hus- John Whitmore.

He returned in

most

a

An

who

keep-4

now

cupied by
prepared
be

the store

so lon*f ocW. Coombs, is

lie Iste J.

t

till every

to

wmit

that

can

supplied by

Choice

Confectionery,

Fruit, Nuts and the like.

_

“leading”

and the so-called

“best”

The Record had news from

papers.

The inper cent, over last year.
dications are that in 189S this amount
In
will be still further increased.

jumped to the hot drum of
Then, too lste, poor pussy

the

furnace.,
her

realized

mistake. Her cries of agony aroused the
post-offices and the
while The view, therefore, of the fact that the family, but the cat could not be reached.
Enterprise
five;
American (only county paper) had population of the world increases, Her cries grew fainter and fainter, until
news from
forty-four—almost four only about 1 per cent, per annum, no finally they ceaBed. In tlie morning, with

as

many

as

seven

from

fimes

as

many

as

the two sheets put

difficulty,

considerable

alarm need be felt that the increase
in money will not keep pace with the

mains

were

the charred

taken from the

furnace.

In last week’s issue the

dbowing was still worse, The American having 145 inches against seventy

Hence the selection
erable feeling.
of a compromise candidate who, it is
understood, will be recommended by

inches in the combination, and more
than 150 per cent, more matter than

Congressman

both of them.

The Lewiston Sun has again changed
The purchaser is Rev. R. D.
hands.

xiu

uuici

ptvjici

yjL

lutvu

tit

mo

county besides The American has
subscribers in every town in the
county; no other paper has so large
a

list of county

correspondents;

no

other paper prints so much county
news; no other paper prints so much
local news; no other paper prints so
much original news; no other paper
prints as regular features the real estate transfers, the doings of the probate and insolvency courts, the market reports.
No other

paper

printed

county has anything like

so

in

the

large

a

circulation as The American. While
we cannot speak from absolute knowledge, we have good reasons for be-

lieving

that The American’s county
as large
as that of our

ago, he proved to have grown into a stalwart and well-to-do young man who still
retained his bold and venturous spirit.

Boutelle.

nm ir cuub

recently pastor of the
Towne,
Bates street Universalist church, of
After a few more futile
Lewiston.
attempts to work into

a

field

already

it may occur to
that in Lewiston there

covered,

some-

is no
body
“long-felt want” to be filled. There
are altogether too many attempts to
crowd two newspapers into a community that can properly support but
one.

The two fine cruisers which the
Cramps will launch from their yards
within the month for the
government are another

Japanese

Hancock

\

j grHiiges

labor will be paid and the more
capacity it will have to patronize our

|

collects the births, marriages
and deaths in the county; our con-

our

The issues of the past two weeks
are fair samples of the three papers
The American is
the year round.

only paper that covers the county;
therefore being the only county paper
it is of necessity the “best” and also
the

home

alone, and another

County Grangers.

were

At the
welcome
iumii,

was

session

made

by

an

it has

no

equals,

concern,

the

Mary-

ico and South Africa. Increased exports mean more labor for American
workmen.
The

freight rush in the West is not
yet over. Reports show that business

contemporaries;

and but two imita-

is

tors.

so

great that the

railroad com-

panies find difficulty in securing cars
This indicates the moveThe year has opened with a very enough.
satisfactory prospect, says Dun's Re- ment of farm products and this means
view.
It is all the better that there is money in the farmers’ pockets and
no wild excitement in the speculative consequent prosperity.
markets, and while stocks advance a
Many advertisers forget that advertislittle, grain yields a little. The payin a newspaper is valued acments
through principal clearing ing space
to the circulation of that paper.
houses, notwithstanding a decrease cording
Advertising space in a journal without
at New York, owing to less activity in
cimtlation is dear at any price the pubthan
in
cent,
larger
stocks, are 2.6 per
lisher may demand.
Without circulation
1892, and 10.1 per cent, larger outside there can be no results, and without reNew York.
Earnings of all railroads sults the money which the advertiser inin the United States reporting for De- vests is lost.— Leavenworth (Kansas)
cember, 843,364,279, indicate Bubstan- Times.
■

Augusta McAlister,

and Miss

Mtlbridge Citizen Dead.
Capt. Joseph W. Sawyer, of Milhridge,
for many years a leading ship-builder in
Washington county, died Wednesday.
He was formerly a successful ship-master
engaged chiefly in southern trade. Capt.
Prominent

life-long democrat, and a
He had served one
party.
term in the legislature.
He was seventySawyer

was

a

Kggenioggin

C. K. Local

Pnloii.

meeting of the EgEndeavor
local
gemoggin Christian
union will be held at Sedgwick Baptist
church Wednesday, Feb. 2, afternoon and
evening.

ptred

interesting
for

programme is

being

pre-

this meeting.

OHIO, CITY OF TOLEDO,
Lucas County,
s
Prank .1. Cheney makes oath that he Is tin*
senior partner of the firm of F. .1 CllKNKY A
Co., dol g busine»s In the City of Ton-do. coun
tyand state aforesaid, and that said Arm will
pay the sum of ONK HUNDKKD DOLLARS
for each and every cas< ot Catarrh that cannot
be cured by the use of Hall’s Catarrh t ukk.
FRANK I. CllKNKY.
Iworn to before me and subscrllad In n y
6th
of
this
Decern tier,-A. D. In*.
uay
pBseiice,
A. W. GLEASON,
SlATE

OF

.Votary Public.
lab’**Catarrh Cure is taken Internally, and
ac- directly on the blood and mucous surfaces

ofthe

fluence

on

Human

Character

than

Send for t**-ilmonlals free.
F. .1. CllKNKY
CO
Toledo,
Sold by Druggists, TV*,
lull’s Family Pi! s are the best.
system

3tJbrrtisrmmts.

SPECIAL

well-known

MCOLIN

«

KLLflWORTH.

OF

CARRIAGES.
For the

spaniel pup, light brown spot over
each eye. Finder please return or send

PUP—A

information
ward.

to

American office.

Libera!

rlajrea

re-

and

I’USliS,

and

|M>sul and I will rail for
your vehicle, repair It and return It.
I>rop

a

me

M. E.
South Strkkt.

MALONEY,
Ellsworth.

Ensuranrr Statrmmts.

Mk*. S. 1*. Snowman.

18, 1898.

Bluehlll.

Traders & Mechanics Ins. Co.,

NOTICK.
MARTIN H. HAYNES and BENJ. B.
WHITCOMB are admitted as partner*
in our firm (rum this date, Jan. 1, 1*9*. Our
city office in the future will be with B. B. i
Whitcomb in Peters block.
Whitcomb, Haynes A Co.

DR.

or LOW ELI., MASS.
Incorporated and commenced bu'lnes* in 1848.
L*vi M'KAGI E, President.
Ki»w M. Tithe, Secretary.
ASSETS DECEMBER 31. IW7.
I.o mi on bond nnd mortgage (tir-t
•ten-).
#149,58# 0#
Stuck* and bonds, market value,
450,950 00
l.uaii* *« cured by collaterals and
personnl loans,
80,721 00
In
Cash
office ami In Wank,
3l!.VW
lnicr*-»t due amt mx-ruoi,
4,549 to
Premium* In due cour-e of cullerHon, gross,
13.725 31

FKKKDOM ACADEMY.
Frmlom. Me.
The officers of this

m-IiooI

<

have lteen fortuW. W. Rich, a
teacher, who
the ueab of the

nate In securing the i>ervice» of
di-tlngulshed aid w.-ll known

wlM have *uch Abidance a-*
school require
Elementary, preparatory and commercial
work will be taught
Any who wUh to h-arn
stenography and ty |k* writing can have a com.1 W. I.ikhv, Sec'y
petent t< a< her

Aggregate admitted
tual value,

stuns,

#709,964
31, 1*97.

48

#350,50179
10.773 83

MaliMltles,
Surplus,

£

01,275 62

349^678 86

of

liabilities,
#709,954 48
<;KO. II. GRANT, Agent. Ellsworth.
<». \V. MAI.IKTKK, Agent,
Ituekspurt.
amount

O RE E LY,

Itral Xoticta.

JEWELER.
you
the

Novelties—in great variety.

“Paris” Shopping Bag

or

uc

Total

Striirrtisrmmtg.

a

at

etc

Aggregate

makes

assets

LIABILITIES DECEMBER
Amount required to safely re In
-ure all oul-tandlng rt>k«,
All oilier demauds, viz
eonind-

NOTICK.
FTER this date I shall pay no more bill*
for my wife, end any nerson trusting her
or transacting business with her in
any way,
will not find me responsible for her bills.
Fred Feknald.
Gouldsboro, Me., Jan. 1. 189*.

25c. per lb.

a

for

room

gratitude to our neighboring friends ami the
community In gt neral for the sympathy and
many klmi deeds bcutowed In Indialf of our b*
rcaveni. lit occasioned
by the death of our
daughter Fan
v« k

day* 1 will sell car
great sacrifice to maka

next ten

at

sLKMillS

jqjrual Xoticrs.

BARS,

useful present

at

any time.

A. W. GREELY.

I

MESSENGER'S NOTH t,
Office of the Sheriff of Hancock
County.
STATE OF MAINE.
Hancock sa. —January 18, u. 1 i«9h.
lH
lo
rPHI8
S,ve notice that no the eighteenth day of
1.
Jauuary, a. d. 1898, a warrant in insolvency was issued out of the
court
of insolvency for said count
of Hancock
against the estate of Thomas H. Sturdee of
in
«aid county of Hancock Uicl\
btomngtou,
in business at said
Stonington in his own name
and as P. b. bturdee,
adjudged to he an insolvent debtor, on
of said debtor which
petition
petition was flled on the eighteenth
lav
of January, a. d. 1898, to which
last named
date interest on claims is
to
he
puled; that the payment of anv debts tnd
he delivery and transfer of anv
p ooertv
belonging to said debtor, to him or for his
use, and the delivery
and transfer of anv
property bv him are forbidden by law, that a
meeting of the creditor, of sai.l debtor
prove their debt, and choose one or more assignee. of hi. estate, will be held a.
a court
of insolvency to he holdeu at
the
court
room
in Hucksporl. on
Ihe
fir.l

#
V

_

^

tJ

prSbSt*

HOIDO-KLUSrS’

Candy Factory.

FOR SALE
in the mill

yard

at your

F. A. COOMBS,

11

delivered

homes,

Soft Wood

Dry

OF

In

Wall

or

large

ALL

or

KINDS,

small quantities.

Paper.

MAIN STREET,

WHITCOMB, HAYNES & CO.,
ELLSWORTH.

written.UUder
Deputy Sheriff,
NOTICE

WHfmfA8
Maine

.luv'r
d“

f’v-

oaee
page

Books, Stationery,

SALE

MORANG’S.

*

SACRIFICE SALE

lost.

! A “Boston”

AT

L.

BLOCK,

Refining Co.. Cleveland. Ohio.

Atlantic

goods.

hotel

A man's health i* the rope bv which he climbs
If he can k« ep hi* health, he will
to success.
Vet hi* health 1* the very
go ou to success
thing he neglects more than anything else. It
i* easier to keep health than regain it. W hen
a man feels himself running down, when he
realize* a lo*s of vitality and energy, he must
call a halt. The strand* of his roiK* are parting
rapidly. Dr Tierce’s Golden Medical Discovery has helped thousands of triteii in ju-t this
It makes In-alth. it makes pure, rich
condition
blood, it forces out impurities and kilts germs.
It doesn't make any difference what name ou
call your trouble by—dyspepsia kidney dlsase —rheumatism-cont-umpiion -skin disease,
"Golden Medical Discovery” will cure it absolutely. None of these disea-es can retain
hold ou the body when it is full of rich, pure
blood.
Send 21 one-cent stamps to cover cost of mailing only, and receive free a copy of Dr. Tierce’s
Medical AdviserAddress, World’s Dispensary Medical Association, buffalo, N V.

C.

PK'ERS

GOULD.
_

JAN. 22.

man, who has recently been running the
"Everard” at B»r Harbor and the "Biuff*”
a
Mt. Desert Ferry, has leased the Wilson
boarding house in Bangor*

16th SEMI-ANNUAL

HENRY

Watches— f2.50 to |40.
Clocks—f 1.25 to fl2.
Silver Ware—anything
want—prices depend on

Steve Downs in Ilangor.
the

office,

A

O.

i

stumpage

American

Traveling

dnggists.—Advt.

the

Hope of Rewardmusic; adjournment.
The next meeting will be at Hancock,

Downs,

TOBACCO and CIGARS.

llarri-

June 27.

Steve

MEERSCHAUM PIPE.

salesman to sell moat
complete line of lubricating Oils,
Greases. Specialties, etc. on the market. Liberal terms t<
proper party. Address The

which Mr. Robinson, of Orring-

to

Blank’

who smokes

iiihIi

h

a

BOX of CIGARS

CARD OK THANKS.
We de-lre to express our sincere •hank-* nod

The second annual

An

i-

USantrb.

leader of his

nine years of age.

by

McDonald, Amherst,

S~

lid leaves two chilsurvives him.
dren, Frank McAlister, who resides in

address of

Mrs. Hattie

John

TUMP AGE PERMITS
permits for sale at The
single or in quantities.

who

represented.

forenoon

IIVE
supplied by

Maine.

ton,

land steel company, is sending 18,000
tons to British India, Australia, Mex-

“leading” paper. And as a local
paper it is the peer of its contempoIt has no
raries in every respect.
two

market.

The Illinois steel company has sent
20,000 tons of steel rails to Japan

the

rivals, and but

agricultural

in

business up to the time of his death.
In 1S61 he married Annie L. Coombs,

responded. This was followed by
«
speeches from visitors and members.
The following was the afternoon prosteel-rail makers
Our American
those printed in the Record last week
gramme:
Music; conferring of iifth dea firm hold
have
secured
apparently
That the
appeared in The American the week
gree; discussion, "Resolved,
on foreign markets for their products.
before.
Fear of Punishment lias a Greater Intemporaries usually appropriate them
the following week; every one of

car-

he continued

Hood’s Pills cure liver Ills, biliousness. Indigestion, headaches. A pleasant laxative. All

Vegrange Saturday. There was a very
1-trge attendance. North Bueksport, Or1mnd, Castine, Prospect and Orrmgtou

two contemporaries combined.
The American alone systemati-

cally

where

rona

markets are extended in all
directions of production, the better

foreign

uc

Hancock Pomona grange met with

parts of the globe.

our

n urn

ployed.

1

circulation is

more

i»cu

in February to
He will return
pects.
work bis claims, where he has men em-

evidence !
that American skill and excellence of
workmanship are recognized in all
The

ouipi

put hia affairs in order and started for
Klondike on the first of last August.
His party had a fair passage, and after
visiting the gold regions and buying
two claims he returned
home, coming
Nov. 28. Mr. Ash was one of the twentyeight who took the Dalton trail, and it
was through their testimony that Congress sent relief to t he suffering miners.
Mr. Ash’s party experienced great hardships on the return trip, marching twenty-eight miles on snow-shoes in one day.
Only a strong man could endure the journey. He writes home that Alaska is a
wonderful country, tilled with gold, and
he is quite enthusiastic over his pros-

until

well

nut

were

few years later purchased the

Bucksport,
The of Bangor.

--

cent.

a

riage repository

re-

together.
legs were burned to a crisp. Standing on
Our contemporaries may claim that increase in population.
that hot drum, slowly roasting to death,
although we may beat them on the
that cat must have suffered all the agony
number of post-offices represented,
The struggle for the colleetorship at it is
possible for a dumb beast to suffer.
quantity is still with them; let us Bangor is likely to be settled by both
make a comparison by inches. In its leading aspirants “getting left”, and
West Sullivan Hoy at Klondike.
issue of Jan. 5 The American (only a new man—Col. F. D. Pullen—securWest Sullivan, Jan. 15 (special)—ElFor mer E. Ash, oldest son of Simeon and
county paper) had nearly a column ing the coveted appointment.
Nancy Ash, of West Sullivan, left his
more than its two hebdomadal con- some time Joab W. Palmer, of Banto seek
home when little more than a
temporaries put together, and a com- gor, and A. R. Day, of Coriuna, have his fortune. He married and boy
settled at
for
“eras”
measbeen
some
doing
expert spearing
parison by
(the printer’s
Cascade Docks, Oregon, where he has
urement—and the only proper one) the place, and the appointment of
since been engaged in the salmon fishery.
Aovb that it beat them both by over either seemed likely to create considComing home to visit his parents a year
SO per

and

nppropriste purchase

An

KLLS WORTH

FALLS.

,Uy ha“d
as

the.djlt

Messenger

in

ot

«™l above

said win!

KOUKCXOslKE.
A- Hlack. of BrooksH»“c°ck and State of

°eor*U
°f

[lrIU"lly
dee(I ,,ut 11 the fifth
tluorlKaKe nd
recor<,p>1 >» hook
r7’
T*'uKegistrv
of the
of deeds for
.i,,.

Hancock county,

Maine, did

convev to me
the- undersigned, Emily M.
of BrooksMile aforesaid, a certain lot Dates,
or
parcel of I end
situated in said
Brooksville, and pwikularH
bounded and described in said
Lerf
o which
mortgage deed and the record
thereof cipress reference is here
made for a
particular description of said
premises and
whereas the condition of said
Jleed
ea
has been broken, ami now r. n.or
1*,roken
and unperformed, now
there'.ire
of the breach of the
TOnditimi
m niorl‘
gage, I claim a foreclosure ot
and give this written
notice of ‘,,
to foreclose said
k
*
a
mortgage
h provided
statute
by
p
M> Bat‘‘’
Dated Brooksville. Jan.

morufage,

V

gig.

hi

2

1'hk Amkkica.' \

,afd m’oT
2 ?rlKfg*

iffl?

•-'» a year #l..v»
II paid In advance.

A
W
^

———1^——■——————1

NORTH ELLSWORTH.

HANCOCK S. ,T. COURT.

About thirty-five young people formed
• skating
party at Hog pond Friday evening.

OPENING

A

from

the

FICERS

Ellsworth

JANUARY

THE

OF THE

OF-

COURT—MORE

Mra. Elizabeth Tate is ill.

Miss Lola Murcli is attending the Castine normal school.

County Neicn

nee

Killed In

Friday evening

A
of

unaccountable manner,
Nort h Ontario Saturday,

of Bar Harbor,

Monday

meets

and

Tuesday evenings

only

weather

a

WEDDING.

small

—I have

vs as

company

but

O.

Jan. 16.

Saturday, Jan. 22.
Scam mo n v Wtiimm. lilies; Peters.
liank v S|Hjffortl. Iflght; Felmws.
Carter v dre* n
Abbott; **poflurd.

—

Hull's

t’ovn

Hiram Grant and wife, of Bangor,

visiting

are

friends here.

Miss Clara Le'snd has been very ill at
the borne of Alexander

2120.
2414.
; 25fl3
2461.

pres-

1

2439.
2456.

Campbell.

Harry McFarland will have the postoffice from Mary Brewer this week.

2374.
2413.

Hainor spent last week with his
Mr. Hamor is cutting wood nesr

2432.
2441.

Millard

family.
Machiasport.
Mrs. Shepard

Sorrento
last week to attend her father, who has
had two tumors cut from his face.
Mr.
Donald is eighty-two years of age, and it
Iceland went

is feared he may not

to

:

isbury

recover.

here but has been

cottage
Monument Beach for
17.
Jan.
a

some

Dorr.
Clark.

2451.
2456.
2458.
2510.

C«tnj»i*ell
Smith v

years.

not

returned from
been at work.

Pet

r-;

come

jurors

the

kins bouse.

>

jurors

Maria Sprague left Saturday to
commence school on Pond island.
This
is ter first school.
She has the best
wishes of her friends for her success.
Miss

The winter term of school began Monday. The teachers are L. W. Rumill,
principal; Miss Gertrude Rumill, assistant. There are fifty-six pupils iu all.
Much interest is shown in both rooms.
Jan. 17.
Thelma.

Chase.

speaks

eighty-four,
truths of his

was

served

at the

former

picnic supper

Capt. Benjamin Murphy
gone to Boston for

Capt. Sam Whittemore came home Saturday from Portland much improved.

begin to-

a

made

and wife

Beecham’s Pills

advertising

people

have

few weeks.

V. Babbidge is at borne for the win-

M.

He will teach

will

the
:

singing school

which

begin to-day.

Joyce

Clarence

J

a

winter

in

and

Bar

family

will

Harbor, with

spend
Mrs.

Joyce’s mother, Mrs. Fannie Miller.
Mrs. Maggie Trask spent a few days
week

at

last

Ellsworth,

after which

the company

re-

Parish hall where refreshments were served.
The officers are as
follows:
J. K. Norwood, C. C\; U. A.
Savage, V. L\; L. E. Haskell, M. W.; E.
A. Stanley, prelate; I. T. Aloore, K. of If.
andS.; J. F. Allen, M. of T.; Stephen
Smallidge, M. of Ex.; J. H. Pressey, AI. of
A.; E. A. Hodgdon, J. U.; Herbert Stanley, O. G.
Jan. 17.
J. A. P.
tired to the

to see

KEEPING
EVERLASTINGLY
AT IT
has brought their lucres*.
It will bring youra.
Now Is the time.

MAKE
YOUR

Green’s

Ar Jan
Ar Jan
Haven
Nld Jan
Ar Jan

lb», srh Joseph l.uther, Philadelphia
17, si’li- Florence Lelanil, Pickering,
Feruandina, Willie L Maxwell, Frankfort
I'l N I A
liUKDl-Ulil Jan
ISi’ll K-telle,
Huti'ldnson. ( uriirro for Wilmington, N <
Boo. LAN D A
Jan IJ, -eh J J Little, Bobbin-, >onie- Sound for Boston
ViNKVUti) H wi n -Sid Jan 12, sell We-ter
loo, Mas o. New N ork
\r Ian lb, -eh- A p H- I. Maxwell, (Jolt, from
Frankfort for Phi ad* 11 hia ; (ieorgie Herrs,!
Tul le, New N ork i« r Buck-port
Ar Jan lb, -eli S N Pickering, Haskell, Jack
sons i I It* lor Bo-ton
Pohti.\m*
\r Jan 12, soli S \ Davis, Deer
I -It* lor Boston
>d Jan lb, sch Amelia F Cobb, Johnson,
Bluebi■ I for Bo- <m
Nr Jan IT,-ch Bodney Parker, Deer Isle for
Nesv Y >i k
Boston—At Jan IT, sch Sabine, Kerrigan,
Bluehlll
Foreign Ports.
MoNTkv11*Ko Ar Dec b, bark F.dmund Phinnev, ^ oimg, Boston
BulbI1T<iN, I'kin sld Dec 2S, sell Jerome B
i.- ok, Hodgkin-, Calveston
Nl 11 kio
Ar Dec 1J, bark Auburndale, Donv,
Bio Janeiro
Pom k
Slii Jan 1», sch Alice J Crabtree,
Woo ter. Mobile
Pout Limon—Ar Jan 9, sch Lizzie Heyer,
Delay, New York
—

j

—

1

j

OPPORTUNITY.

Hancock.

There is to be a masquerade ball and
supper at the town hall next Monday
evening. Monaghan’s orchestra, of Ellsworth, will furnish the music.

J

Buttons One Cent a Card,
Begular price from 10c to 50c. per do/..
C. L. MORANG’S.

While there
Malden, Mass.
a set
of eighty books of
Algae for Collins, Holden *5fe Getchell.
The book is Fiascicle VIII of the Pbyc.
Bor. Am., and is said to be the finest yet
issued. Mrs. Blake is now in Arlington,
Mass., and intends to visit New Hampshire before returning to Maine in summonths in

she

Ellsworth.

Passengers are requested to procure tickets
before entering the train, and especially Ellsworth to Falls and Falls to Ellsworth.
GEORGE F. EVANS,
GenM Manager.
F. E. BOOTH BY, Gen’l Pass, and Ticket Ag’t.
BOSTON AND BANCOR

Steamship Company.
WINTER KATES.

gate

GKKAT

■

arranged

REDUCTION

Miss

Louise

Mass., taking
Jan. 18.

Bates

lessons

on

COUNTY

RETURNING.

From
From

days

at

Boston, Fridays
Rockland, via
about) ft

E. S. •!.

p
way

m.

landings, Satur-

Mouse, Agent, Bar Harbor.
Abstin, Gen’l Supt., Boston.

Calvin

William H. Hill, Gen’l

Mgr., Bo

ton.

THE CROCKETT

STEAMBOAT LINE.

Fall and Winter Arrangements.
after Monday, Nov lft, steamer Itocklarnl will leave Ellsw'orth every .Monday and
Thursday at n.OO a. in., ->urrv at n.:t0, for B oelilll,
*.>oulh Bluiliili, *Parker’s
Point, Brooklin,
Sedgwick, Sargentville, Little Deer I-le, Deer
Isle (Northwest Harbor), Dark Harbor (Isiesboroj, and Rockland.
RETURNING.
Will leave Rooklaml every Wednesday and
Saturday.
Through tickets sold on board
Baggago
checkeu through and freight billed through.
O. A. CROCKETT.
Manager and Proprietor, Rockland.
U. W. HlftblNs
♦Flag landing.
Agent, Ellsworth.
On ami

SKATES
IN GREAT VARIETY.

THE AHERICAN.

ELLSWORTH
Franklin Ht..

BICYCLE

CO.,

Ki lswohth.

Drs. CALDWELL & POLLARD,
Veterinary College.

Ellsworth
The Homeliest Manandin others
Inthe
are
well as
handsomest,
rlted to call on any druggist and get free a trial
mottle all Kemp’s balsam for the Throat and
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Steamers will leave Bar Harbor at 10 bOam,
Mondays for Seal Harbor, Northeast liar
bor, Southwest Harbor anil Stonington, conneetlng at Rockland with steamer for Boston.
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lb, sell Hazel Dell, from ItluehHI
lb, sell Westerloo, Majo, Vineyard
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Landing

Ar Jan 14, bark Mannie

Northeast

^

ever

whether it “pays”?
Not a bit of it.

W

sta-

Hancock County Forts.
Bl'CKHPOKT—Ar Jan 17, sell Hannah Coomer,
Mel unis, Souris, PEI
Domestic Porta.
Bootiibay Harbor—sid Jan 14, sell Amelia
F < ,'obb, Boston
Sid Jan 12. sell Mabel E Goss, New York
Baltimokk—Cld Jan 14, i-ch Helen G Moseley, Boston
Norfolk—Cld Jan 15, bark Henry A Litchfield, New York
Jackhonvillk—Sid Jan 12, schs Susan N
Pick* ting, Haskell, and Carrie E Look, Veazie,
Boston
Fkknandina-Sid Jan 11, seh Florence Leland, Pickering, New York
Sid Jan 15, sell S G Haskell, Pressev, New
York
Nh\v York —Ar Jan 13, sch Kate S Flint,
Tapley, Mobile
sld Jail I<, stdi Leonora, Ellsworth
Ar Jan 12. sen Gleudv Burke, Scan wood, from
Vlne'ard Haven; John A
McKee, Green’Laiiding; Ftheiuan and Morning Star from

a

Sarsaparilla, Royal

Baking Powder, Pears’ Soap

vital

MARINE LIST.

Harbor, with her
Wilbur Herrick left this morning with j
daughter, Mrs. Curtis Hodgkins. Mr. and
John W. McKay, of Hancock, was uat- ;
a four-horse team for Amherst
to haul
“I think h woman should always allow
Mrs. Hodgkins will spend the remainder
uralized Tuesday.
1.0 bsome one else to choose her husband.”
of the winter in Boston.
C. H. Hodgkins leaves to-day for AttleM. F.
“What is your reason?”
“So she won’t
Jan. 17.
The “Sebrnort” Next Week.
have to blame herself if he doesn’t turn
boro, Mass., where he lias found employ- (ll'fHt 1*011(1.
The steamer ‘Sebenoa”, of the Bar Harment till spring.
out well
bor and Mt. Desert Ferry route, which
Kdgar Williams, of Fairfield Centre, arThe high school did not commence here rived Thursday and will spend the winter
has been undergoing extensive repairs at
1
as intended on account of the illPersons who are troubled
with indihere.
He was accompanied by Mr. Gray.
Rockland, will go on the route next to-day
ness of the teacher.
gestion will be interested in theexperi-1 week.
A. 11. Haynes has gone to New York to
Capt. Dickson will take the
ence of Win. II. Penn, chief clerk in the
Albert and
Adelbert Hodgkins, of | attend t he sportsman’s exposition. He is
“Sappho” to Rockland and return in the
railway mail service at Des Moines, Iowa, “Sebenoa”.
Marlboro, spent Sunday with their one of the guides representing the Mt.
“It gives
me pleasure to
who writes:
brother, C. H. Hodgkins.
Katahdin region.
testify to the merits of Chamberlain's
Farmer I). .1. liriggs Dead.
Airs. Joseph Corson has been visiting
Lewis Shuman hurt his knee quite
Cholera
and
Diarrhcea
Colic,
I). J. Briggs of Sooth Turner, a prom- at Oott’s Island. Mrs. Orlando
Remedy.
Trask re- badly last Friday while at work in the
I
have
suffered
For two years
from indi- inent farmer and writer on agricultural
turned with her. and is making her son,
He
was
woods for John
Laughlin.
gestion, and arn subject to frequent se- topics, and ex-member of the Maine Charles Trask, and
Mrs. C. II.! brought home to-day.
daughter,
in the stomach and
vere attacks of pain
hoard of
agriculture, died yesterday Hodgkins, a visit.
Kugene Foster, of Amherst, who has
bowels. One or two doses of this remedy i morning, aged seventy-one years.
Last Thursday evening the officers of been seriously ill for the past ten days
never fail to give perfect relief.
Price 25
Atlantic lodge, K. of P., were installed by from the effects of wounding his foot
and 50 cents; for sale by G. A. ParchER,
Th« most profound joy has more of gravDistrict Deputy P. H. Stratton, of Ells- with a nail, is slightly improving. Mr.
Druggist.
ity thin of gaiety in it. Montaigne.
worth.
The installation
was
public. Foster, with his family, is spending a part
There were about 250 in attendance. Sev- of the winter with Mrs. Foster’s mother,
eral tine selections were rendered by the
Mrs. Howard Lord.
choir.
Flossie.
Addresses were made by J. K.
Jan. 16.
or
Norwood, Dr. Phillips, and (J. If. Fuller, Cn|>« ItoHier.
of Southwest Harbor, B. T. Sowle, of
Mrs. M. A. Blake has been several

Do the Hood’s

more

I

Maine Central Railroad.
commencing Nov. 14, 1Rh7«

'.if vears.

tistics-births, marriages and deaths—
than all the other papers printed in the
county combined, and most of them it
prints from one to two weeks ahead of its
contemporaries.

last week.

ter.

■

j TRAINS RUN AS
FOLLOWS:

|

Mrs. Joseph Corson, of Northeast Harbor, visited her aunt, Mrs. Hannah Oott,

colonists

Nortli*M»Nl IlnrDor.

morrow.

Mrs!

daughter.

The American prints

visiting Lo-

Krastus Oott and son James
short trip to Belfast last week.

one of our oldest sumhere, arrived Friday for a
visit of a few days. Mr. Dorr is owner of
the Mt. Desert nurseries and of Bear
Brook quarries.
He has large business
interests here as well as a flue summer
residence.
Jan. 17.
L.

Tuesday afternoon and Wednesday
occupied by hearings before the

Mrand

Mrand Mrs Jo-

Abigail Ri-'Iiardson, aged

renzo

George B. Dorr,

were

some

C.

are

Purifier.

nausea, indigestion,
biliousness. 25cents.

■

will follow.

Will Trask and wife
Trask.

PillS

IlOOu S

Gott’s Island.

The many friends of Edward Emery are
glad to welcome him back to town.
Mr.
Emery Iias been in the employ of Stephen
L. Kingsley for the past two years as
manager of the “Old Homestead” farm at
Gouldsboro.
mer

to

to

1
•*

c,,re

001

to read

Jan. 17.

A
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Eggemoggin lodge, F. and A. M.,
elected officers Monday evening, Jan. 10,
as follows:
Theo. A. Smith, W. M ; Fred
J. Sargent, S. W.; Henry A. Small, J. W.;
John W. Paris, treasurer; Orrin P. Carter,
secretary; H. L. Morgan, S. D.; Fitz II.
Smith, J. D.; J. H. Hooper, A. H. Dority,
R. E. Hagerthy, finance committee. Installation will be on Friday evening, Jan.
21. Ail Masons and wives are invited. A

offices of the Maine Coast Cot-

in fact the One True Blood

««

k_i

IOSOjPSM

it
day last mouth, and in three weeks
had read it through.
This without the
aid of glasses.

club-room

a

—

8(0.[

one

Saturday evening.
The wooden block, containing store recently vacated by Julius Kurson and
tager, is to be repaired and altered.
new plate glass front will be added.

out

Is the best

Uailroatia anti Steamboats.
13,

L

Hood’s |
Sarsaparilla

in

—

mail carriers.

wishing to find
bible, commenced

after,

steal them.

seph Carter,

at

our

is just the truth about Hood’s Sarsaparilla. We know it possesses merit
because it cures, not once or twice or a
hundred times, but
n
thousands and
thousands of cases. We know it cures,
absolutely, permanently, when nil others
fail to do any good whatever. We repeat
That

DA VIS At Deer Isle, Jan 11, to Mrand Mrs !
BAR HARBOR TO BANGOR.
Ed'ile M Davis, a sou.
KERN A ED--At Somesville, Jan II, to Mrand I
BAR HARBOR.
7 .)n
.Mrs Abram C Kernald, a son.
Sorrento.
3 45
HUTCHINGS—At Orland, Jan 14, to Mrand
Sullivan...
I 4 io
Mrs Kred I* Hutchings, a son.
Ml. Desert Ferrv.
8 30 11 20! 4 35
HARMON At Southwest Harbor, Jan lfi, to Waukeag, Sul. Fy.
8 40 11 271
4 42
Mrand Mrs J Stephen Harmon, a daughter.
Hancock.
8 45 fll 30
4 45
8 57 11 38
I.EAi'H —At Bueksport, Jail 10, to Mr ami Mrs Franklin Road.
4 55
ELLSWORTH.
9 22; II 52
5 10
Burke Leach, a son.
Ellsworth Falls.
9 30 -1157
5 15
Nlcolln.
f9 48 fl2 09
5 30
MARRIED.
Green Lake.
In 05 fl2 17 f5 40
Lake House. f 10 15'f 12 25 (5 48
DUNII AM —M ANK —At Surry, Jan 14, bv Rev
Mill. til) 20. r5 51
Egery’s
II K Day, Aliss Eannie B Dunham tj
Joseph Holden. 10 30 -12 31 5 55
II Mank, both of Surry.
Brewer Junction.
)l on 12 48
6 13
IIA RRI M AN-PEA VKY-At Orland, Jan 13. by
Bangor, Ex. St. 11 10 12 57 8 22
Rev Mrs >1 A Melnlire, Miss Olive M llarrlBANGOR, M. C. II Ifil 1 00 6 25
nian to Willie A I’eavey, both of Orland.
1 40
POWERS—II ASK ELL— At Deer Isle, Jan 12, Portland.; 5 45
9 25
5 58
bv Rev S W Chapin, Miss Lizzie M Powers Boston.
to " illard G Haskell, both of Deer Isle.
BANGOR TO BAR HARBOR.
RAND- II A Ml LTON-At Winter Harbor, Jan
II, by Rev Frederick W Hager, jr, Miss Belle
e
M. a. M.IA. M.
Rami, of Winter Harbor, to George J HamilBoston.
8 00
7
ton, of Gouldsboro.
SELLERS A| U LLI N —At Stonington, Jan 1*2, Portland.
11 00;
ll 20
bv Rev Thomas s Lewi-, Miss Carrie F Sellers,
A.
M
P
M.
of Stonington, to I1 rank V Mullin, of VinalBANGOR.
H 45
8 40
4 35
6 50!
haven.
8 55
4 40
Bangor, Ex. St.
Brewer Junction.
« 571 9 oft
4 47
Holden.
t7 17 9 40 f5 07
DIED.
Egery’s Mill. f9 45
Lake Hou-e.
f7 23 *9 50 f5 13
A BBOTT— At Tremont, Jan 11, Mrs Eunice 11
Greet Lake.
t5 21
r7 32 1( 0
Abbott, aged 82 years, II days.
Nlcolln
f7 41 |f 10 20 5 80
BEALE—At Bueksport. Jan 12, Charles N
Ellsworth Falls.
7 54 10 4 >
5 40
Beale, aged 3b years, 2 mouths, b days.
ELLSWuKTh.; 7 { 9 11 00 5 45
Franklin Road.
8 12 11 38
5 57
BLAKE—At Brooklin, .Ian lb, Roy C Blake,
Hancock
8 20 II 50 f6 05
aged 18 years, 7 month-, 3 days.
8 23 12 00
Sul. Fy.
« 08
BROWN —At Augusta (in-ane asylum), Jan 5, Waukeag,
Mt Desert Ferry.
8 30 12 10
6 15
Miss Phenia Brown, of Deer Isle, aged 28
s 50.
Sullivan.
yeat s.
Sorrento.
9 25 .i.
D VIS—At Deer I -le. Jan 12, Infant son of EdBAR HARBOR.
9 55)
1 OOj 7 00
die and Lettie Dat 1-, aged 2 days.
II A Y N ES— \t Vietona, B < Dec 30,1807, George
tStop on signal or notice to Conductor
Washington Haynes, aged <54 years, 4 months,
These trains connect at Bangor, wltn through
23 days.
trains on Main Line to and from Portland, BosM*A LISTER— At Buckspirt, lun is, Thomas J
ton and St. John.
McAlister, aged *>4 years.
Tickets for All Points South and West
RICH A RDSoN A t West Ellsworth, Jan 17,
->n sale at the M. C. R. R. ticket office,
Mrs

left

volumes for

*1

t.

alibi.

American is

The

BRAY —At l>eer Isle, Jan
George K Bray, a son.
CARTER—At Surry, .Ian 18,

Jacob Seavey, of North Brooklin, aged

were

ter supper

first summoned will

will

con-

Wednesday evening the firemen’s club
elected the following officers:
President,
J.J. Canning; vice president, Lawrence
Emery; clerk, Charles F. Allen. An oys-

JURORS.

cases

a

stage

and arrived

the week

or

contemporaries.

tematically

Ellsworth Jan. 14 at
Sedgwick at 2.10,
making four changes In the time.
This
The mail

10.15,

officers of Porcupine lodge, K. of
installed Wednesday evening by
P. H. Stratton, of Ellsworth.

far summoned

trial of

put

being

an

ttie soup,
that
the

statistics of the county; the, others sys-

Sfdi'wick.

The

P.,

Noyes, Eduard.Suldvan
Ober, Merritt T.Mount Desert
Richardson, Kben M.Eden
Saunders, William H. H..Deer Isle
Spurting, Edwin J.Gnuldshoro
Walker, John P.Hancock
WniK-r, Zlba L.Franklin

Tiie

is

soon.

Allen, Charles A.Kllsworth
Blake, Alfred.Brooksville
Clay, Livy P .Bucksport
Davis, Frank A.Bluehill
Douglass, James.Sedgwick
Eaton, James H.Tremont
Herrick, Austin G.Brooklin
Jelllson, John H.Surry
Littlefield, John H.Penobscot

court.

floor

think

the only paper printed in the county
which systematically collects the vital

S.

in.

hardwood

The junior class of the high school is
preparing an entertainment to be given

Munder. Charles.Orland

West Trrinoiit.

Jan. 17.

ladies’ aid society
entertained
friends at G. A. R. hall Thursday evening.

into court until Thursday and
panel Fridav.
Following are
so

Hancock street,

The

the second

he has

Tilden and Gardiner Bowden sailed out
of the bay last Friday bound to Addison
Point to get a load of wood for Nickerson
A Spratt, of Bar Harbor.
Are.
Jan. 17.

chase Co.

TRAVERSE

B.
lias

v

boardqd

new

near

The Bur Harbor band will give
cert Wednesday evening, Jan. 26.

Brooklin Co v HaaLer Co. Hale A Ham
lln; ltoynt«»n.
Cox v Buirlll. Peter*; Iturrlll.
McFarlnml v Kingsley. Deasy ; Wood.

‘23.55.

Tilden Bowden and wife have returned,
and are keeping house iu the Eben Hodg-

stop

our

the

as

finding

he

appear next week,

young.

down in G. A. R. hall.

Fellow*.

v

The traverse

Hodgkins
Lowell, Mass., where

A

Dea»y.
v
Dea-y; French, Hale A
Hamlin,
Wednesday, Jan. 26.
Martin v Cleave*. Hurley ; Bunker.
Stafford v Condon. Clark ; D.-a-y.

Carter

2145.
200.

iu

Marlboro.

Albert

is up and

v

Bray Itros. Abbott; Warren.
Thursday, Jan. 27.
2*14. Stewart x Goddard. Googins; ClaVk.
2516. Herllhy v Wo«»ley. Googlns; Wood.
2*30. Joy v Joy. King; Stuart.
Faulty

Mrs. Cornelia Salisbury, of Monument
Beach, Mrsh., is visitiug relatives here
after an absence of nine years. Mrs. Salhas

J. M. Sears’ stable,

llamlln.

Bridge*

well

as

in
to

A large portion of the following births,
marriages and deaths are printed for the
first time in The American. They will

liar HnrVmr.

L**ningweil. Clark; Deasy.
Monday, Jan. 24.
Ferguson v Neal. Deasy ; Clark.
Neal v Ferguson Clark; Dea-y.
Tuesday, Jan. 2d.
Hamor v It H Water Co. Peters; Deasv.
Snow v M C It R Co. Fellow*, Hale A
hherley

old

difficulty
inclined

bicycle hack and sister Hue has
bicycle leg.*’ “Any other bicycle ailments in your f.itni'y?” “Well, papa says
he has the bicycle pocket hook, and it’H
badly puuctured.’*
t

Those who came were pleasantly entertained and passed a delightful evening.
A poem composed for ttie occasion was
rend by Mrs. Emma Rich. Refreshments

to the

no

am

“Brother Jim has the bicycle face, Joe

ent.

amusement

Made and Merit Maintains the confidence
of the people in Hood’s Sarsaparilla. I f a
mnkes
medicine cores you when sick; if
wonderful cures everywhere, h» u 1 rvnnd
all question that medicine possesses merit.

has the

«T

COU NTY

1

chicken will he able to prove

important cases have been marked some well-chosen words in a
very pleasThe “gift enterprise” will meet with for trial, and tbe Indications are that the
ing manner, which brought down the
Airs. Nettie Murch Thursday afternoon, term will he a good one fora January
house. Refreshments were then served.
term.
One jury is usually sufficient for
Jan. 20.
of ice-cream, cake and coffee were served.
The whole affair was pronounced by all
the January term, l>ut Judge
Over |50, most jf which was in gold, and
Emery
There will be preaching in the sc bool
to be the most enjoyable installation ever
several useful articles, including a lamp
house every two weeks, forenoon and thought from tbe amount of business it held here. The A. O. U. W. is
flourishing and
would require another jury, and ordered
clock, were presented by the guests,
evening, beginning Jan. 16, until further
here and is gaining many new members.
more jurors summoned.
frfr. Richards acknowledged the receipt
notice.
At the opening of court Rev. W. R.
of the gifts and the presence of his friends
Victor.
Jan. 17.
The Green Island granite company paid iu
Hunt, ot the Unitarian church, offered
appropriate remarks.
off
Friday.
Mr. and Mrs. Richards are highly esprayer.
NEW
The following attorneys were present:
Western parties have purchased Peggy’s teemed by a host of friends who wish
#br additional County Neva im other pagea
H. E. Hamlin, A. F. Burnham, John B. Island and will open a quarry there in them many more happy years of wedded
life.
Mrs. Richards was Miss Caroline
Redman, A. W. King, George H. Stuart, the spring.
South Itrooknvllle.
F. L. Mason, Charles H. Drummey, L. F.
Miss G. E. Washburn and Miss E. Richardson, of Tremont, and a sister of
Washington Howard, of Castine, vis- Giles, John A. Peters jr.,Daniel E. Hurley,
Burdett will continue their evangelistic County Commissioner Perry W. Richardited friends and relatives here Thursday. F. Carroll
son.
Burrill, B. B. Whitcomb, Ells- work this week.
Frank Bates, of Portland, Is at home on worm; w. r. v u n u uiguam, u.
Jan.
renown,
R.
Oicnuici
uuy. uuuwril
IIIHKC
17.__
Will
a visit with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. B.
Bucksport; L. B. Deaay, E. 8. Clark, her first
Atlantic.
between
and
Htonington
trip
L. Bates.
Charles H. Wood, John E. Bunker, jr.,
The grip has again struck us, and quite
Rockland to-day.
There are now three
Miss Addie Bates is at home from Bos- GeorgeE.Googins,Bar Harbor; E. P. Spofateamers on the route.
badly.
Deer
Montelle
W.
in
a
Abbott,
ton, whore she has been
Isle,
hospital for ford,
Thomas Barbour will take charge of R.
Philip Small, of Sunset, is visiting his
treatment.
Stonington; George M. Warren, Castine;
W. Kuowlton’s blacksmith shop for a few brother, Dr. Small.
Hev. J. 8. Richards, the Congregational E. E. Chase, Bluehill; E. W bster French,
Jefferson Torrey is carpentering for
R. Fuller, Southwest Harbor; weeks until Mr. Knowlton gets his busipastor at West Brooksville, exchanged George
Bedford
E. ness settled up in Boston. All are glad to Capt. Michael Stinson.
Henry
Boynton,
Sullivan;
Smith
with
Rev.
David
Sunday.
pulpits
see Thomas with us
again.
Daniel Morey, of Rockland, is spending
Tracy, Winter Harbor.
The supper and entertainment at the
W. B. Smith has put a telegraph instru- the winter with his sister, Mrs. Susan
CALLING! THE DOCKET.
chapel Thursday evening was a very
Tuesday morning whs occupied in call- ment in his house so that he can send Pinkham.
pleasant and successful event. The enter- i ing the docket and in
assigning cases. messages from there and not be obliged to
A large number of men are rebuilding
The protainment was greatly enjoyed.
Twenty-three case* were placed on the open tiis store on Sundays. His little son the steamboat wharf at Atlantic. The
gramme consisted of singing, readings
special assigned lit. It is thought eight who is learning the business and had “Merryconcag”, Capt. Archibald, is runand recitations. A “craxy quilt” containheard his father tell about adjusting tlie
or ten of these will be tried.
The list is
ning here nt present.
made
over
one
thousand
by
ing
pieces,
as follows:
instrument, was calling him to supper at
Mrs. Emma W. Condon, who is past nineCapt. Winfield Staples and Alex Staples,
Thursday, Jan. 20.
the same time his father was trying to
with their families, tiave moved to
ty years of age, was put up at auction *1410. Dnrltv v lilies. Chase; King.
so
of
course
the instrument would
This is the second 2550. Inti Bucksport v Inh K uehlll. <> 1’ say yes,
and sold for |2.50.
Minturn for the winter for greater conThe boy began to try to adCunningham and O F Fellows; Chase.
not work.
venience for lobster fishing.
quilt Mrs. Condon has presented to the 2287. Weblier v Inh Ellsworth, hluurt; Hale
just it; when Mr. Smith arrived home he
A Hamlin.
The proceeds of
pastor within a year.
The supper at Joyce ball Tuesday evenasked the boy what he was trying to do.
Jan.
21.
Friday,
the evening were |33, which will be given
ing was largely attended. Proceeds about
“I was trying to digest it,” was the reply.
2179. Thorn v Thorn. Deasv; Warren.
to the pastor, Rev. Mr. Smith.
After
2406. Deering v Cleaves. Deasv ; Clark.
furnished
$30.
supper
games
Jan. 17.
S.
eral

Merit

at

Mrs. Boardem—How do you find the
chicken soup, Mr. B larder? Mr. Boarder

Mr. and Mrs. George Burrige Richards
celebrated their go den wedding Thursday evening, Jan. 6, at their home in
Eden. A large number of invitations
liHd been seut out, but owing to the

Revs. Lewis and Folsom. C. H. S. Webb
was presented with a past master’s jewel,
as a token of appreciation
for his faithfulness to the order. He responded wii h

depot

of

pract ice.

GOLDEN

the

near

Jan. 8. He wan
mi>Hed when the train reached Cucamonga. The train backed and he whh found
unconscious near a freight car door alongside t lie t rack.
He died before reaching
Han Bernardino.
It is thought he had
o aued against the
door, w hen a lurch of
the car hurled him to his
death.—The
Cucamonga, Cucamonga, Cal.

singing class under the instruction
VNa'do Verrill, of Biddeford Poo',

each week for

StotirrttBrmnua.

CalirbrnlM.

JameH Condon, a hrakeman on an extra
Santa Fe train, wbh fatally injured in an

other page*

spent .Sunday here.
The Junior society of Christian Endeavor held a dime social at tlie Grange
hall Friday evening.

duets, quartettes, solos, etc., were inlersj»ered, every part being finely rendered.
Interesting speeches were made by

The supreme judicial court for Hancock
county convened Tuesday for tlie January
term, Judge L. A. Emery presiding. Sev-

additional

SHli»?tnr? Cuve.
Mins Helen Campbell,

helore the largest
people ever in the hall.
At 8 o’clock the muster’s gavel fell, and
the exercises of the evening were opened
by prayer by the Rev. J. L. Folsom, followed by a welcome song by Misses Ethel
Thurlow and Flo Belle Smith. Tne officers were then installed while songs,

—

Violet Swett is threatened with typhoid
fever.

*■*

pngea.

Stonlngton.

fiHlI

Clerk John F. Kn>»wi.ton.
Sheri it—Lewis F. Hoopkk,
< rler—William It. IIiooins, Itar Harlwr.
Deputies—Uobkkt R. Joy, Uouldsboro; John
M. Voukll, Ca-tlue.
Stenographer—J C. Clay, Portland.
Messenger 11 a UoLl> II. CLAKK.

MOUTH OK THE RIVER.

other

number of

Presiding Justice—Luci Lius A. Embry.

T.

•«#

D. D. G. M. W. George W. Higgln** whs
at nis best when be installed the officers
of Good Will lodge, A. O. U. W., in Music

tiir cm; ur.

Raymond Emery and wife, of Salisbury
Cove, spent Sunday here the guests of
Air. Emery’s sister, Mrs. H. F. Maddocks.

County Neica

C OUNTY NEWS.

A. O. U. W.

JURORS SUMMONED.

cottage

Jan. 15.

0br additional

TUESDAY.

CASES ASSIGNED FOR TRIAL—THE

Falls atprayer meeting at
Horace Maddocks' Tuesday evening.
number

OF

TERM

Mrs. Emma Carter, of Hancock, is visiting her parents, Galen H. Maddocks and
wife.
tended

COUNTY NEWS.

Veterinary Surgeons and Dentists.
Cream or Milk tested by the Baboock Lactom
eter and Gravimetric methods.
Office, School Street. Telephone, Kh2.

i

COUNTY NEWS.

The American has subscribers at 10b
Of the, 116 post-offices in Hancock county;
mil the other papers in the county combined do not reach
is

ICAN

not

so

County Neics

see

was brought here
for interment.
Deceased was about twenty-eight years of
Funeral was held at Union chapel
age.
Saturday, Jan. 8, Kev. S. Chapin, of the
First Congregational church, Deer Isle,

Bucksiuirt.
A. C. Wilson, of

The AMER-

many.

only paper printed

the

tor additional

body

other pages.

Bangor, who has been
Emerson creamery,
superintendent
has purchased a large interest in the business and will have the management of it.

in

COUNTY NEWS.
fbt additional
SoulIm«*rtt

Jan. 10.
Sadie.
Mancoi k county, and has never claimed to
be, but it is the only paper that can propWinter Harbor.
The electric light company lias elected
II. D. Joy left Wednesday for Boston.
orly be called a COUNTY paper; all the
as follows;
President, O. F. FelThe circula- officers
rest are merely local papers.
Schools are progressing finely.
The
F.
A.
treasurer,
Page;
lows; secretary,
high school is under tlie instruction of
tion of The AMERICAN, barring the Bar
L.
H.
John
George
Emerson; auditor,
Marbor Record's summer list, is larger
Stanley Burrill,of Corinna, and the gramHomer; general manager, Ed. H. Emer- mar
under K. S. Em rich, of South Framthan that of all the other papers printed
H.
EmerG.
O.
F.
Fellows,
son; director,
ingham, Mass.
in Hancock county.
Hall
and
E.
H.
R.
S.
E.
son, J.
Emery,

County ATews

Wn additional
South

see

other pages

Garland

Mr.

Westport

for

a

left

days’

few

for

Monday

visit.

Miss Hattie Hatch left Monday for
visit to Rev. Mr. Wright and family.

a

water

Baptist
Jan. 11, at

Homer,
has

Fred Rohbins is at work in the blackSjnitb shop lately purchased by G. Mitchdll.

paid

a

company
of 5 per cent, for the

dividend

ficiated.
in

year.

was

mull.

N. Beale died Wednesday

gauze over yellow. After
mony the bride and groom left,

illness of twelve weeks.

after

the

Marsh

city,

here

Death

was

there, however. Tbe services were
After a prayer snd
tery interesting.
praise service there was a roll call of
Were

messages sent from many who could not
be present. After this several interesting

These were: “Why
papers were read.
people don’t go to church,” by Mrs. E. T.
Bylvester; “The attitude of the church to
the
world,” by K. G. Hatch; “Hard
Knocks,” reed by Miss Tina Gray; “Spirituality of congregational singing,” Mrs.
M. 8. Knowles; “The relation of the
church to tbe Sunday school,” by Mrs.

May

Robbins.

Statement
There was

The
the

of

treasurer

a

gave
situation.

financial

a short discussion of each paper, after which refreshments of cake and
cocoa were served.

West

“Triss, or Beyond
Rockies”, which was presented by
The

Franklin.

Bertha

McPhee is stopping with

Mrs. H. A.

sister,

Butler,

who

is

in

her

to

goes

Lamoine to

run

Mr.
rotary saw for E. G. Burnham.
Burnham will run his mill day and night
through the winter.

There was a quiet wedding at Mr. and
Urs. R. H. Williams’ Monday evening,
eldest daughter
Jftn. 10, when their
flin nie was married to Fred McKenzie.
There is considerable complaint on account of the evening stage hound east
■ot stopping at the West Franklin postoffice to take letters going east. It is possible, if this thing continues, that the
complaint may go further.
Jan. 15.
Ch’e’er
South Penobscot.

Mrs. Mabelle Grindle, who has been
very ill, is slowly improving.
a

number

have been

putting

their season’s ice this week from

up
White’s

pond.
The smelters

report

week but tbe returns
low at last account.

good catch this

a

^re correspondingly

few

in

W. P. Goodwin

at work in his cooper

home, and is

The ice-houses

1

on

serious

a

Constipation

j

to

;

cows.

■

horse

visiting

Sargent,

his

public

t he masonic

day

history—a
library.

••

••

•'

ELLSWORTH.
to Wm
Kellen, Tinker homestead.
to Oscar II Guptill
"Lake lot”
Font, Jas E to Dan’l K Hurley. 92 *q rdon Park st.

Tinker, Norton II and Everett E

installation of the officers of

lodge took place last SaturThe hall

afternoon.

full

was

EASTBKOOK.

the

of

FRANKLIN.

Lurvey, of Bluehiil, accompanied

wife and son,

is

in

town

for

few

a

L. Higgins and
visit

Fred have been

son

Milhridge during

to

the

Conley, l-niah B of Tremont
Conley Interest I11 York island
to

past

Hamilton,

Mrs. Maud Mason

Harbor, has,

with

Trask,

her

of

a

weeks

children, spent

with

1

James Crockett

and

household

wife

booked fora

of the

primary school
long vacation, many of

Bridges, .lonathan to John W Friend 1 a
20 mi rd-.
Grav, Lydia C to John W Friend 14 aBridges. Jonathan heirs ot to 4 'ara ^
Friend IS a.
Bridges, Jonathan heir* of to Lydia 4

time for the masonic

was a

fraternity

are

the

2>»

*

a.

1

Dodge ‘4

B of Ellsworth

t"

1

Thurlow. Flora It
a and hulldlngs
Sume to same 4 a

KMznl»eth T

t

Rich, Fred J

to

•

I,'**)

Maurice It Rich interest In

.'*>0

County .Vw»

I.

are

Holmes and

home for the winter

1

.‘sti

1

other

pnyea.

David

and Miss Lulu

Mayo,

of Southwest
Harbor, teachers of the
grammar and primary departments of
thewe-t side scho *1, are boat ding w it b
Mrs. Hiram Dix.
There w as a cotta ;e grayer meeting Ht
F. P. Pray’s la-t Thursday evening. Over
thirty were present. Mrs. Leverton presided at the organ.
Much interest *8
manifested in these meetings.

William

Abbott

occurred at her late home here last Thursday afternoon and was largely attended.

Wednes-

day, and left for Sedgwick Thursday.
Two sons—Dr. H. E. Abbott, of Lynn,
Harry Hinckley lias established him- and William Abbott, of Clinton, Mhss.,
were present.
Mrs. Abbott was born and
brought up ni the old Richardson homestead on me es-t side, and had always
lived here in Bs-s Harbor. She was ail
estimable Christian
woman.
She was
eighty-two years of age. One sister survives her. Mrs. Caroline Clark, of Southwest Harbor.
Jan. 15.
K.

as an insurance broker, with office at
Bluehill house. He has agencies for
both life and fire insurance.

self
the

The

agricultural asmeeting in
Wednesday. The following

Hancock

sociation
Kane’s

held

hall

elected

county
its

annual

directors

for

the

ensuing
It is said by good authority that in the
A. C. Hinckley, chairman; Judge
Luther Haven went to Boston Friday
year:
four weeks there have been sixty E. E.
past
for a visit.
Chase, Frank P. Merrill, W. S.
bases of measles within a radius of three!
Hinckley, Nahum Hinckley. The officers
Miss Marcia Young lias returned from
miles from Sargentville post-office.
ore:
W. S. Creamer, president : John W.
Sullivan, where she has been teaching.
Jan. 15.
A. H. S.
Kane, vice-president; Merrill P. HinckC. Y. Wooster has moved into his own I
ley, treasurer; Nahum Hinckley, secrehouse, formerly owned by H. G. Wooster, Laiiiomc.
tary.
and bride, of SalisRaymond
Emery
an
to
he
There is
entertainment, J
Jan. 17.
K.
visited Mrs. Mary H. Coolidge
followed by a
clam-stew supper and i bury Cove,
ast week.
»**al Cove.
in
hall
the
Monday evening.
sociable,
The friends of Capt. C. W. Sprague,
A half holiday for a skating party to
A cottage prayer meeting was held at
Hunt's pond was enjoyed by the high formerly of this place, now residing in
D. B. Pettengill’s last Friday evening. It
were

|

r»-r ll l|

The line of telegraphy has again been
extended.
Following are the houses
K. H. Young, R. I.
which are connected :
Wooster, Louis Jordan, E. J. Wooster,W.

—

W.

I I
I 1

Jellison,

F. L.

Colby,

I.

L. Ward well.

W.

Jan. 17.

A
\.

son was

Cousins,

Pbenie Brown, twin daughter of

I

Miss

j

Mr. and

Mrs.

John

Brown,

died

at the

asylum in Augusta Jan. 6.

The

•SOAP

WASHES

•
•

AT

S

ONE

Portland.
friends in bis native town
■xtend congratulations and wishes fora
Jousins’

of

many

ong and useful life to “Alton
Jan. 17.

J

•

No Trouble.

Shephard”.
H.

>e<llmm.

Dedham village is taught by
Doyen.
Bert Black, George Pond, George Brew-

Hiss S. L.

iter

Everett Black have gone to
Lake fishing.

and

and

DYES

OPERATION

!
•

*

cnee

broke

while at work

lay.

in

his

leg below

the woods

Jan. 15.

Ml.I

117 \Y»—t 4.r>

Cast Lamoine.

Raymond Hodgkins recently purchased
horse.

new

William Haslam has gone in the woods
with his team to work for Luther Hastngs.

Mrs. Henry Stanley, of Otter
>eek, have been visiting Mrs. Stanley’s
lister, Mrs. F. L. Winterbotham.
Jan. 17.
H.
Mr. and

•

West

J

Miss Rena Jordan, of Waltham,
been visiting friends here.

Ribbons, Curtains, Underlinen, etc.,
whether
lk, Satin, Cotton or Wool.

J
•
•

Hancock.

Smith, of Franklin, has
nsiting his cousin, Victor Smith.
Seldou

has

iii

Maggie Sawyer, who is employed
Bangor, visited her mother last week.

Jan-17.

his

Springs,

arrival

at

will be
Santo

pleased

n

tn

injuries.

Being

a

young

F|

wasted flesh anil ti .m.
I d i., far
superior to cod-dv
l.-cause,
d g slid, it
being already y. rid
can
be retain, i by t'
weakest
stomach.
The hvpopho-ph t- s a.so
give valuable rid : They keep the
nerves active an ! vigorous.
One
bottle is often suffied at to cure a
chronic cough.
SoM by all dm
Angler Cheimcai « o

©olli Dust.

of

post, seeming to
think that a broken arm was not enough
to give up the ship for rest.
Mrs.

Sprague, on learning oj the accident,
joined him in Saco, and accompanied him
on the trip from Clarks Island to New
York.
A.

L.

Smelts refuse to be taken
this

men

by

our

fisher-

season.

session at the East
Surry school-house, taught by E. C. Lord.
Mary, widow of the late Ezra Johnson,
has moved to the home of E. E. Swett,
expecting to make her home for the future with them.
A

high

school is in

Mrs. Clara Yorke, of Bayside, is stopa short time with her brother,
M. D. Chatto.
Capt. Chatto and his wife
have been quite ill several weeks.
C.
Jan. 17.

ping for

Sumac.

Don’t let the little ones suffer from eczema, or
other torturing skin diseases. No need for itDoan’s Ointment cures. Can’t harm the most
delicate skin. At any drug store, 50 cents.—
Advt.

‘

*

Hypophorphltw.

It will speedily co—eel r'.! these difficulties. The id', c > td
*»rts its
soothing and h a..: ; [ ov.< r on the
lining membrane of the throat and
lungs. What is more, it nourishes
the body and gives it siren .th to throw
off disease.
It cont as ingredients
that Nature craves to I. pi. r restore

he remained at his

Jan. 17.

Hullfree l),?

Petroleum

to learn

man

I >r
litu.kH

AIMCSER’S

entangled in the spanker sheet and was
thrown violently against the wheel box,
breaking his right arm and sustaining

grit,

Kl.fjiWoRTH

ARE YOU AFRAID

Capt. Sprague, as will be remembered,
met with a painful accident in November. On the pa-sage from Philadelphia
to Saco, w hile wearing ship, he became

other

n

1, )
lll’N PICK, M. I).
l ung I e-1 *,
>
New Voile.

ll ll**.

n

htnive.

n-

Domingo City.

been

Mrs.
•

of

]

I 1IK
f
Nn’e
Uendern
AMKKICAN V In. M e ill! ri
r.
iv
lio
ter'-w g wit'

3tJfatrtiBtmcntB.

RhhI Surry.

The Cleanest, Fastest Dye for Soiled
or Faded
Shirt Waists, Blouses,

Sold in All Colors by Grocers and Druggists, or mailed free for 15 cents:
Address, THE MAYPOLE SOAP DEPOT, 127 Duane Street, Kew York.

WedB.

S

•

the

Dr. Hunt reduced the fracture.

ANY COLOR.

..

•
•

Mrs. Reuben
Jan. 4.
Mr.

born to Mr. and

School at

Sunset.

insane

Stockton

ichooi last week.

HO

b*

MIT.

be

KOUKKl
Sp. c)hI t

)

lulIgH

ofl*-»| llllftini-thk*n, for
ii.d» eil. it in gen
-I*

««'

EMULSION

C’apt. Henry Lawrence and bride have
returned from Bucksport and Hre keeping
house in the Dix cottage.

The funeral of Mrs.

..

e

«

I •» *- u
iim*c ii.
-f v% biPM.

Nor-

been born?

remedy company

n

be (

season.

Question —Is that debating lyceum on
east side still-born, or has it
never

for the good order maintained.

.Mint

n-n.;.

Km

1

«'»»•>

of weak lungs? Have you pains in
your chest ? Are you a little short of
Arc your bowels disarbreath?
ranged? Do you sometimes have a
night sweat ? Is there a tendency to
weak lungs it ypur family? Then
take our advice and take

t he

Myra Wilson

>

-•

midrt*H»ing

4 apt. A. J. Wallace is having hia ho use
newly elapboarded.

Monaghan's dances in Kane’s hall are
proving successful. Much credit is due

ton

r

..

Ifiiilior.

Miss

e

**••

••

I

COl’XTV NEWS.
additional
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Whitehouse, Alexander to Mary A Neve I*
of Winter llarhor 2.0x» -«j ft.

Hre

!

( |\*

WIN IKK IIAKBOK-

Captains

It

(S gued

..

wood

r

ehroi.ir dieeHne we have
treating of lungdiah
Hgp pH-**f- H«H), leuVweil hn before
I
ii'
ngnifi, until it
it.i ll
•*
u*p .Htarrh

p("-Hi.ter in

o

I be bpuie
put', nl

»»

ink.'

4<>a.

Khm

ll 'Hi foi»«.
n
be

t'fl nil'll »l ll*-- H
fill ..1 11.! p' » hi

olllns 1

Itich, Maurice A to Mary M Itlcli Interest
In 40 a.
Dawes, Nora and Albeit J Marker guard!
ans of to Ithoila M Fahtiley IS a.....
Newman, Viola E et ul* to Vesta E Chaffee
H a loo »<j rd-.
Reed. Emma A to Ko-e K Reed Id *» a
Brewer, Edward of Holbrook Mas* to Geo
E Street of Exeter N II lot on Garfield *t
southwest llarhor '4 a..

■•or

u p
lin'
eh -fl\

«!

TKEMONT

of the Eastern Star division.
The installation of the officers of Tre-

HP*

F.d

a..

to

henrl Mini irrilHte* »In- i.m'iiu5* fyilrin.
AH ril-eHtft s whieli *ff el our lungM begin in I be iimcoux lining id lbe mr LWHsngt*b
iionh, thr<>m 1. hniiii iiihI tube*. Thii
« x
u 11 m
nK'in'd aiic Im p«
pont <1 toroid,
Mil.Ilk •*. gun mid «»l her IrritMllng HiidtlOXw liii'b being
h
hi lit.- .* ir, h 11 i»f
i mi ■* iiih
11
w
Hume it and
mih t lie brentli

iug
M,

SToMNOToN

busy

breHlniug, dun In i*he*t Hit* purity of our
blond, burin our ctieulntIon, clog* the

CHM-*

a...

I’lildp
Treworgy,
want r

and their

Kane's hall

M

SC It It V

co-workers

in

•v'

Gray
Hooper, Win K to Ja-|M-r N Sargent Sa..
Sargent, Jasper S to Llewellyn I sargent
14

parents are glad to send their children
to a private school for a
few weeks, one
having been opened by Mrs. Sarah F.
Rich at her home.
Saturday afternoon, Jan. 15,

1
<8*1

SKlKiWICK.

are

affairs at

daughter Katherine, who have
gone to Oregon for a four months’ visit.

pupils

a-

1
MntlhSn.
PKNOB8COT.
Hinckley, Merrill I* of lilueldll to Geo E
1.um
I’arson* 2 lot*..

and

As t he

Win C Hamilton 2

Grindle, Annie I. of Sedgwick to Geo 1'

a

her

taking
J. T. K.
Freeman’s in the absence of Mrs. Free-

charge of

J

Winnie

act v.e cannot die. The heart depend* on
the lungs for Us power to circulate I ha
Mood, and t he blood depends on t he lungs
for Us purification.
Kvcry moment of
life carbonic acid is being generated in t !*•
blood by t he action of | lie organism, and
must begotten rid of by r lie act of br* at hThat is God’s appointed way of puIng.
breat flrifying our blood. W hen we at op ami
five
ing we retain the carbonic acd,
in tha
minutes accumulates sufficient
blood to im»isou and stop ttie w hole machinery of life.
A'| sff ctiona of tiie lung* are serious,
however slight they may seem, because
they p-eve d full and free breat liing, and
in the Mine proportion injure the general
health,
lake, for example, a cold w nicb,
by inflaming the air tube* of t lie lungs,
swelling their mucous lining, diminishes
their size and obstruct® them by viscid
As
we cannot
mucus.
secret ions of
hr. mi he t hrough tubes t hat aie narrowed
and obatructed by matter tn mem aa well
as through those that are
ojm-ii and free,

I.AMOINK.

teaching.

term of

Abel to

Northeast

parents here,
much-needed rest after her long

of

couple
taking

man

1

ISLE AT It ACT.

week.

j

1

buildings.

a

on

80

Crabtree, Thomas A to 8am’l L Lord both
ot Ellsworth 13 a.
GOULDSBORO.
Stevens, Curtis of Casttneto Mary Bunker
50 a at West Go hlsboro.
Bunker, Anil C of Cherry field to Mary
Bunker interest In homestead at West
Gouldsboro.
Bunker, Mary to Einma J Bunker lot and

Mrs. C. E. Cook has been seriously ill

by

*

to Jos K Hmin of Franklin
....
•.
52a.
Jordan, Hannah B of Bath to F R Jell Ison
of Euen H) a.

for several weeks.
Enoch

1

liver, Mary M

brethren, their wives and invited guests.
In the evening the Evening Star lodge
installed officers.
Jan. 17.
B.

Wednesday.

Hattie Carsley, of Newton, Mass.,
who spent some time here last summer, is
visiting Mrs. Mary Millikeu.

G.

["““MAYPOLEi
!

Newton, Mass.,

Miss

George Smart

No Muss.

of

father, W. G. SHrgent.

returned home

Jreen

•

good

time.

Miss Angie Spooner, who has been visiting in Massachusetts for several weeks,

days.

will meet with Mrs. Delia Wooster next
; week.

■ ■

I
Hood’s Pills
™
eure constipation and all its
results, easily and thoroughly. 25c. All druggists.
Propared by C. I. Hood & Co., Lowell, Mass,
Tho only Pills to take with Hood’s Sarsaparilla.

{

to Frank L Brewer.
undivided lot on Eagle lake shore 4 a
a
K.
at otter Creek 5 hi *•••
'4
"
a
75
Mountain
on
Green
»4
at Hall’s Cove lu.
I lot at foot of Eagle lake *2 a.
1
Bar Harbor.

a

The Sockalexis Indian

*argeiit ville.
Addison G.
is

injury.

j

Hood’s

•

are

closed its show

he sound of the stone
fair

Surry always

means a

enjoying
donation

Coyne of

j

~

Causes fully half the sickness in the world. It
retains the digested food too long in the bowels
and produces biliousness, torpid liver, indi-

aotnnia, etc.

M

It
..

Hooper, Albion K

The

Jan. 15.

tilled; the tire-wood

are
t

by

kicked

escaped

Jan. 17.

&tofccrtisemrnts.

^p^^

supplying ’milk

South

at

South Hancock.

hard

shop.

gestion, bad taste, coated
tongue, sick headache, in-

is

was

haul; and

to

hammer is heard

Mrs. Katie Johnson has gone to New
York to meet her husband. Mrs. Chattie
Sleeper, of Sedgwick, accompanied her.
Jan. 12.
D.

--

He

Sunday.

ready

is

supper
pany was in the best of spirits,
the evening to the utmost.
A

gone to township 37
with his team.

He has several tine

Nelson Bunker
last

Gatchell is at home attending the

high school.
Capt. M. A. Eaton

has

local customers.

a

Ittuehill.

Will

was

Welcome.W

Mattie Moore has returned from a long
visit to her parents at Prospect Harbor.

knitting machine and the latter helps supply the New
York fish market with smelts.
Jan. 17.
Climax.
South

programme

and Patrick
Wm E Holden

to

‘4
I

picnic

to work in the woods

work—figuratively speaking.
running

presented:
Monday ! .Music.Church choir

Uuukx.

new

George Tracy

John
Bradley Norris and George
Thatcher are keeping bachelor’s hall in
the rooms over T. C. Mitchell’s blacksmith shop. They are both “up to their
The former is

following

E

to

Greelv, K It

■

P. Staples and wife and Master
Lynwood, of Belfast, have been visiting
relatives in this town for a few days.
Frank

eyes”

officers for the ensuing year are:
B. E. Tracy, W. M.; F. V. Joy, S. W.;
H. H. Hanson, J. W.; A. E. Small, treasurer; B. F. Sumner, secretary; P. A.
Sumner, chaplain; E. S. Rice, S. D.; 11.
G. Smallidge, J. 1).; W. W. Sumner, marshal; I. N\ Work man, S. S.; Charles Crabtree, J. S.; Charles Grover, tyler.
After the ceremony of installation the

Mass

EDEN.

bound

127

Recitation.Carrie Joy mont lodge took place in their newly-fur(native audience. The cast of characters! Music.Choir nished council-room at 3 p. m.
A supper
Declamation.Mr. Ktnrlch whs served by the Star members in Odd
was as follows:
Recitation ..Ruby Tracy
Fellows’ hall, after which the brethren
Hank Jordan, a ’4iH*r. Watt-on Springer
Draper—••Sociability,” written by W li
Nat Webber, a hero against his will,
and sisters repaired again to the lodge
read by Ernest Rice
Parker,
Victor Smith [
room to listen to the interesting services
G W Tracy
Reading
Jack Hamlin, w hose face is handsomer than
Duet.Mrs Foss and Mrs Rand of t he installation of theTremont division
McFarland
bis thoughts.Irving
of t he Eastern Star.
Remarks..Rev Mr lla...
Judge Ananias I.ovetoddy, who Is all Ids
Jan. 17.
Spray.
Jan. 15.
S.
name implies and a little more, Fred Milliken j
Mlueliill
Hallelujah Williams, who thinks there is
South Sm r>.
money in salvation and salvation in
Parker Willins is
at the hospital in
money.Henry Milliken j Mrs. Annie Bowden, of West Surry, is Bmgor.
#
Susie Smith, who is all learn
spending the winter here.
The inner hay is frozen up to l be steam> Susie McFarland
iug and tiooks,
Mrs. John Bonzey recently visited her b at wharf.
Mrs. Itohie,
)
Mies Penelope Prim, accent on the Miss,
in
East
Bluehill.
daughter
W. 1*. Bisset returned from New York
Minerva Milliken
A sing at E. M. Curtis’ Thursday evenWednesday.
Triss, the angel ot Blue Canyon— Lena Smith
ing was enjoyed by many.
E. K.
Herrick is teaching the high
There whs h supper and social dance
Mrs. Gage Grindle and little son Harold sciiool at East Bluehill.
Music was furnished by
Hfier the play.
are spending a
few weeks with her paMiss Til lie Marlin, of
Monnghan’H orchestra. A large number
Franklin, is
rents, James Young and wife.
spending a few days at the Pendleton
participHted.
Charles
who
attended
Cunningham,
SPECIAL.
house.
Jan. 17.
school in this district this winter, has reThe 15-cent supper at the CongregaWe«i Milllvan.
turned to his home in East Bluehill.
tional vestry Thursday evening whs a
Maggie Smith, of Steuben, is visiting
Tuesday evening of last week a party of success.
here.
more than thirty attended a donation in
H. H. Harden arrived Saturday from
Alma Crabtree is the guest of Nellie this
place, for Rev. li. F. Day. Among his Rockland
itrip for the Morrison
Coo a.
the contributions was noticed a fine lot
ical company.
1 tie
private high school commences of home-raised pork, beef, beans, peas,
Dr. K. P. Grindle mid wife ga\e
Ji-inext >veek.
potatoes, carrots, turnips, butter, cranner party Friday evening.
A very enjoycoffee
and
a
berries,
sum
of
sugar,
money.
Tne public library has just received a I
able time was bad.
A
was served.
The com-

the

Quite

club

j

hall,
evening, Jan. 10. at Hancock
was well received by a large and appre-

Fred McKenzie has gone to Salisbury
Cove, w here he is employed by Watson
McGown.
Smith

dramatic

Hancock

'■

the

town

poor

York

been.

E.

marshal.

Brockton
l»l- I 'll AM

Itaiigor

and

the

to

of

a.

••

INSTALLATION.

The

the

drama

West

health.

Emery

ing

Hancock.

Ego.

Jan. 14.

OFFICERS.

MASONIC

newly installed officers in the masonic lodges in Bucksport are as follows:
Felicity lodge—W. M., W. A. Remick;
S. W., II. F. Gilley; J. W., H. J. Harriman; treasurer, R. H. Emery; secretary,
S. L. Hey wood; S. L., Daniel Courcey; J.
D., J. H. Gilley; S. S., R. C. Leach; J. S.,
Nash McKay; tyler, William Grindle.
Hancock chapter—High priest, Parker
Spofford; king, W. A. Remick; scribe, H.
F. Gilley; treasurer, R. H. Emery; secretary, S. L. Heywood; C. H.,T. H. Smith;
P. S., A. DeF. Snow man; R. A. C., C. O.
Page; M. F. V., R. C. Leach; M. S. V., A.
G. Emerson; M. T. V., Isaac H. Homer;
sentinel, William Grindle.
The

Edward 8 Robbins lot and

to

Cousins, Galen
Idelle Hill, 5‘4

great village imA
provement when they are lighted.
ride through this village last Sunday
night at 9.30 showed two street lights
burning out of nine that should have

the

Winter Harbor lodge, F. and A. M., convened at Masonic hail
Wednesday afternoon, Jan. 12, and worked the third degree on one candidate. After work a banquet was held at the Ocean bouse, which
was enjoyed by
the Masons and their
wives and invited guests. In the evening
a public installation of officers took
place
in the Baptist church, F. R. Bunker installing master, and W. H. Parker install-

1

buildings.

days.
MASONIC

members, those present responding with
short testimony, while the pastor reported calls on absent members and kind

Putnam. O G

Perry. Waller K
New

poetry, fiction,

lights

Street

of Foresters.

a

over

Mathews,
presented the library

most valuable addition

customary showers of rice and old shoes,

caused

are

has

of
Hunter’s lecture on the Progre*Medical Science.]
o
The lungs are the great vital centre
and
the body on which the health
prope^
800
w<
action of all the organs depend. If
live minute*, w*
cease to breathe for but
In rsr*
1 are dead at the end of that time.
<-f
mid exceptional cases the flmie
has Men rekindled by artificial re-piraand we 1.
*
tlon, Init. «s s rule, people sound
"-dow lien *ti(focaled, arc dead, beyond
Have
minutes.
ration, at t lie end of five
1
i* beIt
i".'
this
ever
why
thought
you
came- t lie functions of every organ stop
Wreathtlie moment we stop breathing.
ing enables tin- heart t.* t'eat, tin- i*lood
send
forth
to
to circulate and the brain
sensation and motion to t lie entire body.
The lungs, I he brain ami the heart constitute the tripod of life, and w hile they
I From !»r-

to Lilia A Ina.

50

BROOK LIN.

of

volumes of

ISO

••

BUCKS PORT.

a

were

cutting
by the

are

wood

cords of

man

The Lungs and Their Diseases.

#200

Almoml C Richardson...
69 a,

to

Ilagcrthy, A C of Ellsworth

meadow, Bass Harbor.

Albert

school
by consumption, following ty- for their home in Boston. The happy
The pupils
taking
Mr. Beale was thirty-six couple are well known and
elementary lessons in vocal music and are phoid fever.
highly remuch interested.
years of age, a native of Bucksport, and spected.
Although their departure is refor twenty years had been employed at the
gretted, all join hi w ishing them a bright
Saturday afternoon there was a reunion
He leaves a widow, and
The rain pre- Moses conservatories.
hsppy future in their uew home.
al the church members.
one
two small children and
brother,
1. B. Foss arrived
home from
Capt.
who resides in Bucksport. DeBoston Wednesday.
Nearly all in tbe vicinity Frank,
attending.
ceased was a member of Alamooaook court
in the

eighty

out

cere-

amid

Bluehiil,

Ht

A. E. Farnsworth A Co.

prettily attired
The
bridesmaid

wore

Charles
an

silk

academy
Saturday.

home

church

Tlie bride

white

Wm II
Sllsby,
••

BLUKHILL.

Leon Lurvey and Miss Sarah Carroll,

very pretty wedding took place at

the

has
President, P.

company

pages.

tiarhor.

student in the

Tuesday morning,
9 o’clock, when Miss Belle
elected officers as follows:
Baud, of this town, and George HamilP. Gilmore; clerk, O. P. Cunningham;
ton, of Prospect Harbor, were marritd*
Par
ter
treasurer,
Spofford; directors, Bert Rand was best man and Carrie
Joy
Parker Spofford, Stephen Bennett, P. P.
bridesmaid. Harold Sumner and Milford
H.
M.
Gilmore,
Spring, E. L. Beazley,C. C. Lash were ushers. Rev. Mr.
Hager ofG. W. McAlister.
The
Bucksport

The

l>**»*i

Rev.

A

Emerson.

COUNTY NEWS.

tec other

fHrtiral.

Estate Transfers.

AMHERST.

E. L. Higgins and son Fred went to
Franklin for a few clays last week.

officiating.

of the

County Xeica

Recent Real

GOLD CLARION RANGES
-AND-

HOT WATER

APPARATUS.
-AT-

ELORIDGES.
~

Crockery
In great varlet

I

/"

f\
Hisun...

Enr. and
A

.st.

..

m
cion.

1

A

Written for The American.

but slowly Lancelot Richards’ eyes

Voyage.

A

joy there

<»f

Home

was

‘‘You

heaved the anchor In
Itti plea-ant songs of mirth;

"

And tie ougli the limpid lh|utd air
Itiew breezes mild and h and.
And qulet*and tia ijul'lty
I "revailed oil every hand-A ship iraver-ed the summer
I'nio a f.Tetgu land.

The deep was white with foam
Tin? nip was wrecked upon a reef,
—

thousand miles from home.

half

The

setting sun shone brightly o’er
lit le lonely tslr,
W tth gratdousue-s, with tenderness,
'Vith love It di Igne lo -mile
A

Upon eight
" It Id

-ailors' graves

unknown

slight d. flic.

u a

Merle K.

—

Tracy.

Harbor, Dec. 13. HW7.

Southwe-t

REUNITED.
II \

t LUSH I

But 1

k".

targe square apartment, warm
bright, from the deep tints in the
Brussels rw» the floor snd the rich red
brown of the leaf her upholstered dining
was a

and

blossoms

yellow

the

to

of

the

chryso..*»—mums In t he bav window heA glorious wood fire
table.
yond t
burned

grate;
paper

wa-

c-rpH
I-

on

the

mg

occupied
of the room, and a targe tawny
mirled up in the master’* favorite,
high-hacked chair.
imhioned

leather
on** aid
c«t

magazines

were

evening

■ »u1

late

the

the

in

couch

not at all

ws

that

luxurious

a

hut

room,

spirit of comfort and quiet happlne»* was there, and was reflected in the
face .f its mistress, a* she ast motionless,
her yes intent upon the Maze.

the

very

S

h«d

e

jierhaps.

seen,

effaced

ye«rs. and illness had
h
earlier comeliness.
f

still,

.•

face

the

more

little of

a

flue

a

gracious

true

a

forty

than

But she had

of

though
home, there was a tender
mot herllnea* about her. as if in her heart
there was room for nil t he unfortunate
and

w

never

man;
Messed
her

i<f

ones

turn out the

may

“aid, «s
work, was

Mrs. Osmond

bv

ing finished her
t he

child

a

had

h.

*•«rt

“You

w

here, Rnrgirl, havabout to leave

gas
the

hers,

room

when
il-

only

Ilim !nq‘c 1 by f lie light t hat came t hrnugh
th** haif-ooen doors of the parlor and the
\ n I now she was p-nmtsing herself
flre

In

Vit

for tiim

rnim

New

reach

to

l''n

already taken,

M

and 1 had

York

ill

return

course

1 knew that

I had

evenly

balanced

“II
alone

who had

»w

could you guess that I should
on

t hat the governor had

treal, so I came out with
might he welcome.”
“And

so

you

arc.

It

he

gone to
idea

an

Mon-

that 1

beginning

was

to

be a little stupid, I will admit,
breakfasted, lunched and dined alone
I really began to
since he went away.
think my friends had forsaken me.”
“The world must be coming to its end,”
he declared with comic solemnity, “if
this house has been without even a stray
I am, however,
cat or dog for two days.
for I

glad

of

chance

the

of

quiet

a

have

moment

and to you, to let
fere v\ itli his.”
from

one

leave

me

that

he

to give an account of
asked merrily. “You have
with very little of your society
want

“Do you

she

yourself?”

favored me
of late.”
“Business, my dear madam, ‘duty before pleasure,’ you know.”
“Business, business! You can think of
Have you given
nothing else, I fear.

yourself entirely

up to

money

making,

evrytmng
i'roputty,
propuitya
’ere,’” lie quoted softly* a laugh lurking
‘Thim’a my noat ions,
in hi* brown eyes.
Hammy, whereby I means to stick.’
Mrs. Osmond gave a little gesture of
impatience. “I don’t like it. 1 cannot
bear to t hink t bat you will grow bard and
calculating and narrow to the neglect of
the finer, higher side of your character.”
“The finer side of my character,” he
pea ted slowly. “Perhaps I have none.

re-

It

possible to very few to rise above the
commonplace in life.”
“But you might be one of those few if
is

heavy clouds have

affairs

own

my

ever

l
J

how

he

kept

well

that

find

alive

me

when

darkened

iu

mo

as

own

her
was

loneliness seemed
harder

prospects
glad to turn

her,

I

did

not

that you should
the story dead and

mean

1

know.

thought
buried in the psst, hut somehow it would

ever

not be stilled

to-night.”

“And you could never find her?”
“No. I went there, hut s' e had

gone

and

no

her.

I

knew

one

what

had

become of

felt at last that she could not have

cared for me,

or

she would

appeared so utterly.”
“May it not have been

not

have dis-

that she

wanted

hide herself from all who knev that
she was apparently a deserted wife?”
to

“It may he hut
1 am not free to
ties, even if I cared to do m>,

mak»

other

fore there
to

me,”

seems

to be but

he added

a

little

a

t

h«

life

poor

re-

It ft

bitterly.

Mrs. Osmond leaned forward and put
her hand

“My

on

poor

his

arm.

boy,

I

am

sure

going to work

that

all

this

for

your good.
(lod sends us

Never, never think that
unhappiness without some
purpose,
though we ar»’ not wise enough, often, to
distinguish it. It is almost Christmas,
Lance, and He who sent a sinful world
a precious gift centuries ago, will
some time send His
Christmas joy to

such

you.”
There

A

impatient
rush

the IHst

going

was a

spirit

of

prophecy

of cold
was

away,
to all

ears

hack

lo

air

around

for

a

long time,

ment.

Robert M. Redman, late of Bucksport, in
said county, deceased. Petition filed by Guy
W. McAlister, administrator, for license to
sell real estate of said deceased at private
sale, for the piyment of debts and expenses
of sale and of administration of estate of
said deceased.
O. P. CUNNINGHAM. Judge of said court.
A true copy of original order of court.
Attest:—Chas. P. Dork, Register.

happier

her.

going through the

The

To

for

car

time before reaching L-and

of the train hands

was

talking

his heart grow lighter.
He rose suddenly to
leave

crawled for

had

in

come

and

low, hurried tones,

to him iu

a

moment

a

whispered word of gratitude, went out
night.
Barby, hearing the outer door clone,
came in to replenish the tire, ami her mistress bade her retire when she wished,
sit up for Mr. Osmond herself.

Left alone, she
out

rose

once,

It

was

going

and

brightly-lighted parlor

upon the street.

night,

a

stopped

j

■

>

1

1

■

1

( Concluded next week J
l>r.
the cough amt save the life.”
od’s Norway IMne S rup cures cough and
cold-*, down to the very ver^e of consumption.
\V<

a

looked

moonless

few stars

is

-1

■ «•

^PHE subscriber hereby gives notice that
has been duly appointed
adminisof the estate ot Otis Ames, late
of Orland, in the county of Hancock, deceased, and given bonds as the law directs.
All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imJohn Ames.
mediately.
January 4, a. d. 1898.
he
X
trator

subscriber hereby
r|^HK
X he has been

gives

notice

that

|

I

j

AND

"

40
40
420
30
50
95

00
00
00
00
00
00
50 00
50 00
15 00
575 00

25
95
25
25
21

M. C. Austin.

575
T. P. Austin,
Gideon L. Joy,

140
Gideon L. Jov

lot),

(Parcher

Gideon L. Joy,
William W. Bragdon,
Davis <fc Smith estate

50
120
110

80
1 76
24
7 20
1 00

220 00

490

900 00

82
97

125 00

Parcher,

A

H. C. Fletcher

Albert* John Lullum,
A. C. Hagerthy,
Bion Bonzev,
E. E. Coombs,
R. Holmes estate,
R. Holmes,
Charles Treworgy,
Solon Goodale,
George P. Dunham,
James C. Grant,
William M. Moore,
E. H.Greely,
H. B. Phillips,
L. A. Emery.
J udson C. Archer estate,

30 00

31

95 00

76

45

3ft
52

00
65 00
50 00
150 00
420 00
420 00
1,875 00
185 00
120 00
250 00
250 00
HO 00
150 00
35 00
1,400 00
90 00
575 00
450 uO

66
.50

50
417
420

750
186
60
250

150
54

75
17
932
45
575
152

$11,520

On

of said

$22,060 (K) $88 31
I he foregoing amount is to be
expended ou
the road leading from Aurora to lie idington
within said township No. 28, and Charles P.
Silsby, of Aurora, in said county of Hancock,
is appointed agent to
superintend the expenditure of said assessment.
On township No. 33, in said countv, we asr
sess the sum of #83 05, as follow s:' Rate
of
taxation, three mills on a dollar.
No.
ValName of owner.
acres.
uni ion.
Tax,
Ezra Williams,
141
650 oo
19.1
50
250 00
75
Frank Mace,
4
175 00
53
37
275 00
8*
"
14
375 00
1 12
Mrs. J. S. Archer,
50
300 00
90
Mrs. J. F. Emery,
65
500 U0
150
A. E. Mace,
50
«: 0 00
1 0,>
John J. Archer,
20
2u0 00
no
Asa Williams,
135
500 00
1 50
James Collar,
25
:...
00
97
John A. W illiams,
60
3;.C 0
105
John Laughlin,
c e uo
164
195
F. A. Avery,
26
200 no
60
ii. Crosby estate,
320
320 00
9®

40

20
3 36
3 36
15 00
1 48
96
2 00
2 00
88
1 20

28
11 20

72
4 60
60

3

$92 16

00

1

assessment.

township No. 9, South Division,

we

as-

of *54 40, as follow-: Rate of
dollar.
No.
ValName of owner.
acres,
nation. Tax.
J. P. Gordon.
17 30
1,7:10 00
1,730
Franklin
Land, Mill
and Water Company, 3,210
32 10
3,210 00
Frenchman’s Bay and
Mount Desert Land
and Water Company,
500
5 00
500 00
sess

the

<

1

The foregoing amount is to he expended in
repairing both the old and the new county
roads in said township No. 8, and John F.
Whitcomb, of Ellsworth, in said county, is
appointed agent to superintend the expendituie

Henry Folsom,

sum

taxation,

John It Shuman,
W. F. Milliktii, formerly H. ii. Mason,
N. It. ‘ollar,
John F. Haynes,
May naid Lmton,
W iiliain .VlcPhee.
George H. dai ry.
Lewis A. rihuman,
Fred " illiams,
Whitcomb, llavnes A
Co.,

one cent on a

$.5,410 00 $54 10
The foregoing amount is to he exjx ruled in
the
road
in
said
repairing
township leading

’*

300

Frenchman’s Bay and
Mount Desert Land
and Water Company,
415
Frenchman's Buy and
.Mount Desert Land
and Water Company, 2,100
Franklin
Land. Mill
and Water Company,
150
Franklin Land, Mill
and Water Company,
850
L. H. Leighton,
200
D. Libbv&Co.,
1(H)

Rate

we

of

Valuation.
1,925 00
2,685 00
100 00
4U 00
1,300 00
1.50 00

415 00

1.050 00

It is

assess
taxa-

36

425

3
3

90
60

53

I
25
.8
30

*
1
32.1 o
111000
I'D 00

160

160 00
»

33
97
30

15
18

$83

H>

.,»tmi»_d

NV.

No.

05
on

•■■ul
in

33

..g, at to
id oscss-

:i u

hereby ordered that the for
published in th

g,

dug

as-

^PHK subscrioer hereby gives nonce that
JL he has been duly appointed adminisII
of the estate of Elizahe ii
kins,
late of Sullivan, in the county ot Hancock,
deceased, and given bonds as the law directs.
All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are desir-d to present
the same for settlement, ami uii indebted
1 t imthereto are requested to make ;
Sontiene L. Hopkins.
mediately.
December 7. a. d. 1897.
trator

73

9 45
2

nil

00

,V#
Tut: Ellsworth Amkkk »n.
Ellsworth, Maine, December 2.;. a. d. i»97.
Pkrkv W. Richardson, > C
;’ers
N'ahi m Hinckley.
:
of
John P. Eldkidok,
) Hancock Co.
A true copy.
Attest:—John F. Knowlton, Clerk.

1170
1 35

300 00

mi

200

23

sessments
lie
and in

17 32
24 17
90

3

33
6121

i.

20,:

Journal

Tax.

7"

60

ment.

ment.

part,

20.405
11
4

2
UJ
12 >00

The foregoing amount
the county road in said towushi;■
John R. Shuman, of said towushi
said <-«>uuty ! Hancock, is app« i
superintend the expenditure oi‘

asi line of Franklin through said
to the west line of tu.wiship
No. lo in said county, and John P. Gordon, of
Franklin, in said county is appointed agent
to supei intend the expenditure of said assess-

township No 9

<

1
10

$27
is to be e

from the

On township No. 10, western
the sum f $81 81. as follows:
tion. nine mills on a dollar.
No.
Name of owner.
acres,
Charles Emery,
1,925
5,375
Truman Leighton,
100
75
John P. Gordon,
1.300

11.(HO acres, we assess the sum of .fl.,2 46, as
follows: Kate of taxation, twelve mills on a
dollar.
No.
ValName of owner.
acres.
nation. Tax.
George R. Campbell &
Co.,
28 80
2,400 00
2,400
A. N. & E. Reed,
6,0s?
6.0
00
73 04
A. Cnmphell & Co.,
2 015 CO
2,045
24 64
Mark Frost,
820
.0 (0
3 84
i:
Unknown,
187
(u
2 24

*11,040 00 £88 32
Trie foregoing amount is to be
deri r.n
\j
that portion of the county road leaning from
Aurora to iSeddington which iiein said
township No. 22, between the west i ;e of said
township and the division line between land
of H. M. Hall and others and land
lormerly or
William Freeman, and Charles J\
Silsby, ,,f
Aurora, in said county of Hancock, is appointee! agent to superintend the expenditure
of such assessment.
On township No. 28, Middle Division, in said
county, estimat. d to contain 22.0. 0 acres, we
assess the sum of #88 31, as follows:
Rate of
taxation, four mills on a dollar,
No.
ValNameof owner.
acres.
nation. Tax.
Whitcomb, Haynes &
12,803
12.803 00
61 2f
Co*..
William M. Nash,
5.012 00
20 04
5,012
GrdtonL. Joy,
160
160 00
64
W illiam M. Nash, executor*
16 4*
4,105
4,105 00

40

78

100 00

200
(flowage),
220
Wellington Haslam,
Whitcomb,Haynes & Co., 80

George

24

40
1 92
60

675

25

32

50 00
240 00
75 00

450 00

assesa-

#1 .,lk,j 00 jo2
The foregoing amount is to be expended on
the road leading from Aurora to h< odingion
lying in said township No. 22, bttwcn the
division line of land of H. M. Hall et als. and
land formerly of William Freeman,
nd the
east line of said township, and Charles P
Silsby, of Aurora, in said county of Hancock,
is appointed agent to superintend the expenditure of said assessment.
On township No. 22, western
part. Middle
Division, in said county supposed to contain
D.OIO acres, we assess the sum ol .*kh 32, as fol
lows:
Rate of taxation, eight mills on a
dollar.
No.
ValName of, owner.
acres.
uation Tax.
H M. & B. Hall,
10,400
83 2*
10,400 00
Unknown,
640
640 00
5 1*

32

ioooo
00
25 00
70 00

450
mo

expenditure of said

township No. 22, eastern part.. Middle
Division, in said county, supposed to contain

3 38

40
40
12
4 60
3 80
80
5 40
20
56

675

the

On

now the county commissioners in accordance wii h Section 80 of < 'hauler VI,
of the Revised Statutes of Maine, having first
made an annual inspection, in the mouth of
September, a. d. 1897, of all the county roads
in the unincorporated townships and tracts of
land in said county and having thereupon
made an estimate of the amount needed to
[tut said roads in repair so as to be sale and
convenient for public travel, have assessed
upon be following described unincorporated
townships and tracts of land in siid county,
exclusive of water and laud reserved for public use, for the above-named purpose of [Hitting and keeping said roads in repair during
the year a. <i 18y«, as follows, viz.:
On township No. 8, South Division, we assess the sum of *92 18, as follows:
Rate of
taxation, eight mills un a dollar.
No.
ValName of owner.
acres,
nation. Tax.
Seth Tisdale, estate of,
300
$ 150 00 ? 120
Fred Frazier,
80 00
61
48
A. F. Burnham,
50
25 00
20
40
40
840
30

to superintend
nient

70

85:
NOTICE or FORECLOSURE.
tor
60
ot Sullivan,
45 I TI^HKRKAS Warren M. Grant,
of
Kden, in
the
Hancock,
county of
in the county of Hancock and Stale of
500
2 25 I T ?
deceased, and given bonds as the law directs.
deed
dated
the fourhis
Maine,
by
mortgage
All persi ns having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present
$9,090 00 $81 81 teenth day of May, a. d. 1897, and recorded in
Hancock Registry of Deeds, book 31.;, page
the same for settlement, and all indebted
The foregoing amount is to be expended on I
<.f s "i ;.u
thereto are requested to make payment im- that portion of the county road in said town- 130, convoyed to Henry Boynton,
aforesaid, a certain parcel of real estate sitAlbert H. Lynam.
mediately.
ship No. 10, between the eastline of township uate in Sullivan aforesaid, ami x.umltd as
a.
<1. 1898.
January 4,
No. 9 and a stake marked “A" standing on the follows: One undivided half
part of a < crnorthern side of said road, and John P. tain lot or
NOTICE OF KOKM I.OSI KK.
parcel of land with bni dings
Gordon, of Franklin, in said county, is ap- thereon, situated
in that part *>l ihciowni.f
"\1THKRKAS J unes A. P. Turner, of Deer pointed agent to superintend the expenditure Sullivan aforesaid, known as W-■-> >i.llivan,
yy
Isle, in tiie county of Hancock and of said usses-ment.
and bounded and described as follows: BeState of Maine, by his mortgage deed dated
On township No. 10, eastern part, we assess
at a stone post the north ist corner
the eighth day of June, a. d. 1898, and recorded the sum of $199 41, as follows: Rate of taxa- ginning
thence
bound of land of Daniel Crime i1
in tiie Registry of Deeds for said county of tion, three cents on a dollar.
north fifteen degrees west three fund red and
Hancock, in book 302, page 432. conveyed to
No.
fifteen feet to a stone post marked
’73”;
Valme. the undersigned, Kdvvin L. Haskell, of
degree- oast one
Name of owner.
acres,
uation. Tax. thence moth eighty-seven
said Deer IsU a certain lot or parcel of land,
hundred and forty-one »eet to a stop post in
with all buildings thereon, situated in said A. Campbell & Co.,
3,700
3,700 00 111 00 division line between land of said Grant and
Deer Isle (now the town of Ktonington), and
William M. Nash, exof Miles
Harry M Ash and land of e-t 1
bouudeii and tlescribed as follows, to wit:
960
960 00
ecutor,
28 80 Rideout; thence south about, eleven and onefcOO
Beginning at the southeast corner of the J. H. Nichols estate,
60000
is 00
half xiegrees wed by said division line three
land
of
the
of
W.
heirs
J.
J.
22
22 00
66
premises adjoining
Bailey,
hundred ami sixteen feet to fust-n.i nr ii ned
155 00
Libby and George Fifield: thence running Woo.i hu ry .Smilh estate, 155
4 65
stone post at place of beginning, containing
west* rly by said George Fitield’s land to land
M. * J. \Vih >,
.50
50 00
1 50
one-half acre more or less, the lot oeing in
of sunn* to stake and stones; thence northerly George Downing.
150
150 00
4 50
shape a triangle.
50
50 00
150
by same to shore and salt water; thence M. H. Cook,
Also a right-of-way from the southwest
Too
too 00
21 ou
easterly in land f S. W. Fifield; thence by " iiiiam M. Nash.
corner of said lot to t tie town road leading to
sai-t Kifiekl’s land and land of the heirs of W.
W. H. Robertson,
260
260 00
7 80 I Crabtree A Havey’s quarry, said ri..lit of-way
J Libby io the bound begun at, containing
to he twelve feet wide, measured from the
in*--. In- tliimure nr le-s- iinl u-lii-rp.
$6,647 00 $ 199 41
division line between the land now or formus tlie conditions of said mortgage have been |
The foregoing amount is to be expended on
and are now broken, now ti.eieloie, bv reason j the eastern
of the county road in said
of John Campbell, and lying on the east side
part
of tti bre ieh of the conditions of >ui 1 morttownship No. 10, commencing at a stake of said division line, ami parallel vviih said
gage. 1 he reny claim a foreclosure of said mortmarked •‘A” on the north side of said road division line. Being same I
a* b
rl t-ofand
tnis
notit
e
f«
that
give
gage,
purpose.
and extending to the west line of Cherry field, vvay described in a deed from \lonzo Tripp to
Dated this 10th d iy of January, a. d. 1*98.
and F. S. Bunker, ot Franklin, in the county
M. A-h and Warren d. (nant. nated
Hurvcy
Edwin L. Haskell.
id Regof Hancock, is appointed agent to superinAugust 2, a. d. 1H93, and recorded in
tend the expenditure of said assessment.
istry of ln-ed'’.. in vol. 275, page 282. And
Ml ssEMiKKS NOTH E.
On township No. 21, western pari. Middle
whereas said mortgage deed, on the fourth
STATE OK MAINE.
Division, in said county, supposed to contain day of December, a. d. 181*7, was :,s«igmd to
H AN COCK Ss.
11,679 acres, we assess the sum of $105 11, as me, the undersigned, by said Henry Boynton;
rlMlls is to give notice that on the 5th follows: Hale of taxation, nine mills on a
ami whereas the condition of said mortgage
has been broken, now therefore, by reason of
1
day of January, a. d. 1898, a war- dollar.
rant in insolvency was issued out ot the court
No.
the breach of the condition thereof, I claim a
Valof insolvency for said county <>f Hancock,
Name of owner.
acres.
uati> n. Tax. foreclosure of said mortgage.
Fred M. Root rs,
against the estate of Frank W. Giles, of
40
40 uo
Jordan.
36
Amherst, in said county of Hancock, and George
By his attorneys, Martin & Cook.
.50
.50 00
45
State of Maine, adjudged to be an insolvent
40
40 00
36
>1 ESSKNGKIt’S NOTICE.
debtor, on petition of said debtor, which Dana Jordan,
350
350 UO
3 15
was
tiled
on
the
5th
petition
day Nahum Jordan,
STATE OF MAINE.
30
30 00
27
of January, a. d. 1898, to which last-named
Fred Jordan,
15
Hancock hn:
15 00
14
date interest on claims is
to
be
comS.
is
to
D.
Jordan.
1H0
160
00
1
44
give notice that on the 1st
r|^HlS
puted; that the payment of any debts aud H M. Si B.
63 12
X
Hall,
7,680
day of January, a. d. 1898, a war7,680 00
the delivery and transfer of any property
rant in insolvency was issued out of the court
Whitcomb,
Haynes
to
or
for
his
to
said
him
debtor,
belonging
Co.,
27 00 of insolvency, for said county of Hancock,
3,000
3,000 00
and transfer of any
use, and the delivery
C.
33
the estate of Henry
33 00
29 against
Maynard Chick,
Sproul,
property bv him are forbidden by law, that a
Lewis
00
of
Hancock
265
265
2 39 of
Mace,
Eden, in said county
of
said
to
debtor,
meeting of the creditors
James Craney,
16
and Slate of Maine, adjudged to he an insol16 uo
14
prove their debts and choose one or more asof said debtor, which
vent dehtoi.on
signees of his estate, will be held at a court
f January,
$11,679 00 $!05 11 petition was fileu on the 1st day
of insolvency to be holden at the probate
a. d. 1898, to which last-named date interest
The foregoing amount is to be
court
room
in
Bucksport, on the first
pended on on claims
is
to be computed; that the payo’clock
the
load
of
a.
d.
at
eleven
from
the
of
189",
east line
county
leading
day
February,
ment of any debts and the delivery and tr .nsMariaville through the western part of said
iu tin- forenoon.
i:.l debtor.
Given under my hand the date first above township No. 21, to the north line thereof, fer of any property belonging t«»
to
him or tor his use, and the d. livery amt
L. F. Hooter,
written.
being called the Moose Hill road, and Nahum
h*
hi*
of
are
transfer
any property
of Jordan, f said township No. 21. is uppointed
court
as
Sheriff,
Messenger of tin
of the
forbidden
by law; that a m*-*■
insolvency for said county of 'Dnroi k.
agent to superintend the expenditure of said
said
m bta
creditors
of
to
their
debtor,
prove
assessment.
and choose one or more assign.
On township No. 21, eastern part. Middle
MESS ENG EKn NOTICE.
Division, in said county, suppos* d to contain tate, will he held at a court of i-..Iv‘-*iev to
Office of tin* Sheriff of Hancock County.
ksbeholden at the probate court, n
10,401 acres we asst ss the sum < f $98 41, as folmi day of
STATE OF MAINE.
port, in said count}’, on tie
lows: Hate of taxation, one cent on a dollar
a. d. 1898, at
o’ei.wk
in
the
eleven
February,
Hancock ns. January 10. a. d. 1*98.
No.
Valforenoon.
rim IS is to give notice that <>n the seventh
Name of owner.
acres.
union. Tax.
-i above
(liven under my hand the dale
i
day of January, a. d. 1*98 a warrai t in J. T. Grant
>
I
or
written.
1
a,
estate,
insolvency wa.i issued out of he court of in»•;' insol76 60
unknown,
Sheritt. .ts Messenger of tl
7,660
7,660 00
solvency for s «id county <>f Hancock, against
k
Whitcomb, Haynes &
vency for said county of Han
\. Morrison, of Winter
the estate of Danii
194
Co.,
194 00
1 94
Harbor, in -aid county of Hancock adjudged
D. F Jordan,
160
160 on
STATE OK MAIM
160
to be an ins Is« nt debtor, on peti'iou of said
rville
A
270
Jordan,
270
00
2
70 A'ofire of Assignee ol His \ p;>iln: roeiit,
a*,
filed on the seventh
debtor which petition w
Charles W Harper,
127
127 00
127 1
day of J.inu ry a. d. 1898, to whiih dale in- John M. Mace,
s: and
At Ellsworth, in the county ot m
16,0
1*0 00
1 60
terest on claims is to be computed; that the
<:
State of Maine, ihe fourth i.
m.ary,
‘■aid debtor, Georce A. Phillips and
1
payment of any debt*, m or
a.
d.
1898.
A. W. King,
5 60
56000
1,120
and the trm si
and delivery of any property
otic of
fHHF. undersigned hereby 'rives
A. C Hagen hy,
320
320 00
3 20
by him are forbidden by law that a meeting
>
-1
■•!
the
i his iipuouitment as
150
lfOOO
1 r0
of the creditors .J said debtor, to prove their J.T. Giles,
o.
T.
estate
of
Bowie,
Isvvorth,
Robert Davis,
Benjmiin
10
40'0
-10
»le*.is and choo-e one or mo
assignees of
in said county of Hancock,
r,
200
Unknown,
20000
2
00
his estate, w i. 1 be held at a court of insolwho has mien declared an insolvent ipon his
vency to be hidden u the pr<*buu- court room
n
for
own petition, by the court of
00 $98 41
$9,841
in
on
in
said
of
Hancock,
county
uckspori,
said county of Hancock.
The U regoing amount is to be « xpendtd on
Tuesday, the fits' day of Ft bruury, a, d. 1S98,
Albert F. Burnham,.
gi.ee.
the county road leading from the south line
at eleven o’ckn k in the foienoon.
January 7. 1898.
first
above
of
Am
ora
date
on
Given uut.ei my hand the
the Air Line road, so-called,
th ough the uoi theast«rl\ part of said townK It. Joy,
written
Deputy Sheriff as Messenger of the court of ship No. 21, and Charles P. Silsby, f Aurora,
in the county of Hancock, is appointed agent
insolvency for said county of Hancock.

duly appointed administraof the estate of David Rodick, 2d, late

00
400 00
.50 00
250 00

!

>

«,

2HjVJcrtisrmrnts.

BIG WAGES ||^

dHtrihuttnif 0*100.000 in Premium*.
Prize-, ml Cash. We irlve Bicycles. Camera*.
Gold Watches. (Sims. Pianos. Orirms, Desks or
Dollars for a few hour* work. Permanent en>
ployment if vou want It. Now is the time. A
now

M,r.’:i;v!FK’,£2 ran

run

Vflll

Tull

tiE S

5SC«
BO
i-i tLJ 3
DR. FELIX LE BRUN’S

|

—

Steelf Pennyroyal Treatment

is the original and only FRENCH
safe and reliable care on the mar•ket. Price. $1.00; sent by mail.
^
Hold onlv by
C. A. FOWLER & CO.. Druggists,

Address
Sole Agents.

BANGOR. ME.

RTRIDGE
PLUG

attracting the
chewers who

attention of tobacco

hunting for a tobacco of perfect quality and
flavor. If you aim to get
the best, ask the dealer for Lorillard’s
CAR TRIDGE Plug.
are

Look tor the c.irtrid^e
oo

all
persons interested in either of the estate* hereinafter n lined
At a court of Insolvency held at Kllsworth, In
and for the county of ilancock.on thel'uuith
da\ of Ja u
a. d.
1*8
fol owing matters
having been pro
r|^IIK
->cntcd lor iin* action thereupon hereinaf
X
ter Indie.in'd, it Is here y ordered that notice
thereof be giver, to all persons interested, by
causing a copy of this order to be published
three week-in eessively In
the
Kllsworth
American a newspaper pijbli-hed at Kllsworth,
in -aid rouniy, that they may appear at a
court ot in-olw ncy. to be held at Bucksport,
on
tin* llr-t day
of February, a. >1
Isas, at
eleven of the clock in the forenoon, and be heard
then nii it they -,-e cause
In the c is. of Arvill s. Jordan, of Waltham,
in said county, insolvent debtor. Appoint<nen. of
u•
meeting of creditors of said
debtor tiled a ml a pproved.
In the case ot Frank U. Faulkner, of Kden,
in said county, insolvent debtor. Appointment of second meeting of creditors <.f said
debtor tiled and approved.
In thi case -f D. A. Poster, of Kden, in said
county, insolvent debtor. Petition for discharge from all debts provable against his estate under the insolvency laws of Maine, tiled
by said debtor.
O. P. CUNNINGHAM, Judge of said court.
.1 uue copy ot original order of court.
Attest:—Chas. P. Dorr, Register.

SLcgnl Notirrs.

STATE OF MAINE.
Hancock ns.:—At the court of county comtyissioners begun and holden at Ellsworth
within and for the county of Hancock on the
second Tuesday of October, a. d. 1897, and by
adjournment on the 27th day of December,
a. d. 1897.

<

—Adrl

into the

into the

then

•M ure

his feet, bent to
kiss upon her check, and with a

she would

and

There seemed to he some confusion forward, and voices occasionally
•.poke out of I lie darkness, but no one j
came to enlighten them.
The people looked at each other iu a
perplexity that "as, perhaps, t'uged with
h arm; someone asked
what the trounie
of
the men
three
was, and two or
A whisper of
.vent out
to investigate.
"nl there was a general
fir.- w n* a
exodus from the car.
Kose Loi rime
looowed, a chill of fear
creeping over her as she stepped down
upon the track, and out into the red
dare that filled the par.*,
and
shot
lurid rays far toward the sky.
.Huie-v were hursi ing
from every part
of one of tne cars that had been drawn
ton safe distance from the rest of the
It whs the
mail and
train.
baggage
ro> eh. ‘•be heard someone
say, and a cry
of despair, unheard and unheeded, came
fr i.
ei
lips as she realized what this
""i 1<. her.
in
\ !l her life she remembered the scene,
.riy detail of w hich seemed graven on
».
it.) the cloud ol uncertainly
g :• In r, d around her.
1 -n background of dark woods and
-;.v. the throng «*f excited people, the
hui r> mg
trainmen
with their spades
«t l\
hr..w'iig dht upon the track
•o.., if.
around the hwft'Mcr ear, running away to get a cool breath on their
heated laces, anti then baCK again to tne |
work.
Two or three farmers from some!
u ’ise* n ha hii at ion c« me < *>! 1rng and running across t be fields t hat str*,*ched away
to the rigid. On the one side the long
deserted train, on t tie other the still
panting engine, and in the ceuiie t lie
v
inch
raging tire, t he flames lift ing *
of wood, and iron, ami gh h-*, while slowly
he w iinlowh tell, one by one, pieces from
j
tiic roof dropped into the furnace below, J
t hr* safe, red hot, fell through the flobr;
the walls were consumed,
leaving the
once costly structure hut a framework of
iron and steel that fell at last and lay a
ruin on l he t rack

her

on

a

solicit ude.

in

tears.

one

face, and Lancelot Richards ft It

was

a small picture of a log sporting
Ige in the Maine wood*, with several
deer hanging from the tre* s. guns leaning
against the camp, and sportsmen grouped
around t he door.
Sne re me in bf* red now that it bad always
Het-up'd lo affevt Lancelot strangely, this
view of • one-time favorite hunting
litr
.{ her husband’s at Alligator.
i.\V ,at is it?” she breathed with quick

tiled for settlement.
Israel Webber, late of Bluehill. in said
First account of Charles
county, deceased.
H. Drummey, administrator, tiled for settle-

Then memory took pos-

easily.

of

uucriiui

little bursts of bappy

your

Only

IT

and

So she

conductor

he

this

ere came no answer

the battle.
comfort and

for

no

lo

^

t he

going

you

knew it well.

ft *.

meagre
She had

entirely.

startled, and his eyes were
small oil painting that hung
against the wall opposite, the firelight
but half revealing their utter longing.
She, too, looked around at it, though she
that she
raised to

a

a

deli-

1"

so

face

days and scenes, until memory, too, became a torture, and she clasped her hands
rigidly In her lap, sternly thrusting back

inter-

morbidness, pray? Go
and marry my dear boy, the life of a
bachelor does not agree with you.”
“Marry!”
The one word had such a note of paiu
Why

path.

sound

between

you

if I did not know

betokened

imiciicu

iucir,

intensified,

only t<>

illuminating the darkness of the sky, serving to make it look
you chose.”
colder and its darkness more profound
“I had higher aims once, it is true,” And Mrs.
Osmond, shivering a little,went
he went on as if speaking to himself.
gladly back to the fire and the cosy semiI only wish darkness of the other
“But they are gone now.
room.
to keep in the whirl of business life and
She mused awhile on Lancelot’s story.
•o down memory.”
How little they had dreamed of such a
Mrs. Osmond looked at him in beromance in the life of their protegee, of
wildered surprise.
whom they had always been so proud!
Why, Lance, to hear you to-night I If she could
only see the end! Could it
had had some great
should think
sorrow

her

petite,

her

and would fain have shut her

place to anot her. He could not
then, when he did not know
would

“And

earnest

Lancelot?”

though

strength

contrast.

hack.

came

trial is

with you.”

And

late, had been

ruin, and very little would; then both hastened away.
Almost mi- I
turn the scale either way.
I felt that I
mediately there was « perceptible slackwas under too many obligations to him.
The train
ening of speed.
barely1

be

told

one,

appearance

nimiu

my

away long before, had lost her parent*,

the street and

in the midst of

and

success

to stav.

to-night, Lance?”

“I met I):ck
me

come

her

laughter, until her

hoy.”

one

even

looked around the car, at the

Mr. Osmond of my dilemma, but at
that time his affairs were in a critical

state, about

lot, of

that

share of

astray, and I did not hear
from my wife, and I went to South
America before I hud time to hunt her
Of

neatness.

cate

letters went

Up.
tell

sleep

with extreme

the

America,

to

little

seats, several

told

struggling

long time,

a

their

night, that was broken only by the headlights, seeming like great red eyes as they
passed with rush and roar.
She was plainly, even poorly clad, but

session
was

of blessedness
of God’s prov-

laughter around them. One
girl,w ho was alone, sat w ith face averted,
looking out into the blackness of the

to the other station.

“Y«»u know that I

should not feel

hit

a

t he talk and

v

rang,

air of

comfortably in
trying to get a

hum of voices and

before

they

so

jua

hut

The north bound express from Boston
passed through the small stations
that clung along its route, and whs rushing toward L-as if glad to he free from
the necessity of ‘’slowing up” every few
minutes.
The passengers were sett ling themselves

He
left.
had brought what
necessary luggage 1 would need, money,
and instruction, so I took the next train
to New York—we had just time to cross

not

charity,

had

steamer

and could

as

just

a

She smiled a welcome to t tie young man
who entered, and who picked up the cat
and settled himself in the chair with the

^

time

nut.
was

He could trust you better
tbau anyone else, so he depended on you.
But we never dreamed of this, my dear

long qii:*>t evening, w h-oi t he floor bell
quh-k familiar steps came down the
ha’I. end a cheery voice greeted her.

s*

m

never

I should not want them to feel
hey ought to thank me, or to he1
grateful to any one hut their Heavenly
Father.”

“But I had to be away longer than we
expected, and I bad only two nights in
Boston before starting again for Canada.
When
I
reached
Boston again, Mr.
Osmond met me at ttie station, saying
I

was

t hat t

mony was over, intending to return when
1 came East again.

passage

always be-

were

and that she

idence.

mond, summoning me home to start for
West at such a time, I insisted on
marrying her before I left. It caused a
little delay, perhaps you w ill remember.
I had to wail for the seven days’ notice,
of course, but I was not due here for five
days, and I left her the moment the cere-

that

hands

that had fallen to them out

losing her, so afraid
message came from Mr. Os-

a

“I remember

of

fancy

a

sit there with the

t

alone,

often

*is

it

afraid of

was

thank-

half

Legal Polices.

To all persons interested in either of the estates hereinafter named.
At a probate court held at Ellsworth, in and
for the county of Hancock, on the fourth
day of January, a. d.
following matters having been presented for the action thereupon hereinafter indicated, it is hereby ordered that notice thereof be given to all persons interested,
by causing a copv of this order to be published throe weeks successively in the Ellsworth American, a newspaper published at
Ellsworth, in suid county, that they may appear at a probate court to be held lit Buokspoit, on the first day of February, a. d.
1898, at ten of ttie clock in the forenoon, and
be heard tlu-reon if they see cause.
Gertrude
Dunham, late of Amherst, in
said county, deceased. A certain instrument
purporting to be the last will and testament
of s .id deceased, together with petition for
probate thereof, presented by William II.
Dunham, the executor therein named.
F.
M.
Jordan, late of Orland, in said
county, deceased. A certain instrument purporting to be the last will and testament of
said deceased, together with petition for probate thereof, presented by Andrew J. Jordan,
the executor therein named.
Ann E. Lash, late of Tremont, in said county, deceased. A certain instrument purporting to be the last will and testament of said
deceased, together with petition for probate
thereof, and for appointment of William J.
Newman, as administrator with the will annexed, (John B. Lash named in said will as
executor thereof, being now dead) presented
by Annabel Newman, devisee under said will.
Louisa I’ressey, late of Deer Isle, in said
county, deceased. A certain instrument purporting to be the last will and testament of
said deceased, together with petition for probate thereof, presented by William B. I’ressey,
the executor therein named.
Robert Wardwell, late <>f C’.tstine, in said
county, deceased. A certain instrument purporting to be the last will and testament of
said deceased, together with petition for probate thereof, presented by Norman Wardwell, an heir-at-law of said deceased.
Benjamin Dollard, lafe of Ellsworth, in said
First account of Lewis
county, deceased.
Adelbert Dollard and Hutson B. Saunders,
executors, filed for settlement.
Abraham C. Fernald, late of Mount Desert,
in said county, deceased. First account of
Abraham C. Fernald, jr., administrator, filed
for settlement.
John Gilley, late of C’ranbf rry Isles, in said
county, deceased. First account of Orrin A.
Donnell, administrator, filed for settlement.
Frank M. Joy, late of Ellsworth, in said
county, deceased. First account of Edmond
E. Joy, administrator, filed for settlement.
Caro Smith, late of Lamoine, in said county,
deceased
Second account of Newell B.
Coolidge, administrator, filed for settlement.
Abigail Staples, late of Castine, in said
county, deceased. First account, also private

f|MiK

wonder-

so

not

was

lives, and to do it

hoys

the

herself why

always

weary in well doing, “I should like to he
able to put a ray of sunshine into some

the

room.

II

when

She

getting that her
stowing hem tits,

my way to make in the world, hiiq I bad
no right to task your kindness further.

Mr**. Osmond had just finished her solitary dinner, and hail gone hack to her
low chair beside the tire, while Rarby the
maid was moving noiselessly to and fro
removing t he remains of t he meal, and restoring the room to its customary order.

chairs

her

been

enough, she knew,and a longing came
a praise offering at Christmas t ime in grat it ude for the happiness
that filled tier days.
“I should like,” she said to herself, for-

thought I was out hunting.
Everyone
had a good word for her, and she did not
seem at all elated by the attentions of a
In fact, I
young man from the city.
could not find out whet her she cared for
me or not, until at last I grew
desperate,
and asked her to be my wife.
“It whs madness, 1 admit, because I had

that when

It

with

had

ful

was

hours

life

to tier to make

before Mr. Osmond discovered
the place, and 1 hardly know how it was
that he did not hear about it. I used to
be out at the village a good deal, w here 1
met her. She captivated me at the very
first—such a demure, sweet little maiden.
I was young then and I lost my heart
quite after t lie usual fashion of novels,
and I managed to spend a good many

»

stie,

fully blessee.

happened long ago, when I used to
down there,” indicating be picture.

sea

And for a
years alone.
too, rebelled at the thought.

And then she wondered to
her

‘‘It

But great black cloud* rose slowly up
And covered Heaven dome,
1 ne thunder toared, the c>clone howled,

I inee

moment

Hre w

go
‘‘That

coming

all the

ishing t hat I would marry,
and I have already done so.
Make a betj ter wish ttmt 1 had not,or that I had not
lost my wife.”
‘‘Tell me about it,” she said quietly.

-eninen

ILcgal Xcticea.

be that Lance, auch a thoroughly good
fellow aa he was, was destined to spend

went

lips regained

his

hihI

their stead mess.

h,

«ie.«r

no

tire,

back to the

The morning »uu shone brightly o'er
Tin* gaily green robed earth,
There wn* no lack of gladsonienesn,

every piece.

petition

|

<
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*■••

■■

1

1

<
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told to go up tor the empty baskets at 4
•‘clock, and *he hour h 1 just pmc
i
of rovol
rsl ts. fo
afu 1)
by thevvarw oops of 1 dians jumped evTen Svvunds lnier w*
ery man to his uvt
were following the s
ant up the ir
and in five miuute> v.e came upon t. ,i
\
nen and children hidden away amo
r
the nx*ks and stricken with terror
A
quarter of an hour Ik*fore the five officers
had caught s’ dit of a cnb bear on the «
er side of ti e falls
They had gone up
stream a few rods and crossed on a log,
but the shots we heard had not been IIred

I'lrrUKK.

—

pages.

There

n

picture

:n ivy

room

-r eyes shall ever sue.
No
ran
Fit f od for nnrh i<» them peiuupa,
A holy tiling to mo.
s

Brimkliii.

Do he ty lodge, No. 26, A. O. U. W.,
installed its officers Saturday evening as
fol'ows:
Henry C. Allen, M. W.; Fred S.
Herr'ck, F.; Arthur W. Bridges, O ; RodKane,
ney W. Smith, recorder; Albert H
financier; Benjamin O. Dollard, receiver;
KendHI B. Stevens, guide; William H.
Tibbetts, I. W .; Byron H. Roberts, O W.;

Stevens, trustee for
Smith, representative

K. B.
A.

K. W.

of brei hren

After the
t he ceremony.
served
were
refreshments
and the third degree was worked on two
Ttiis lodge has la e'y been
candidates.
and assisted in

installation

moved

its meetings in tbe Grange

bolds

now

Brookiin and

to

Sedgwick

from

bail.

The high school
been closed

has

Jvver.

account of ncarlet

on

The town

North Brookiin

at

shocked Sunday morning

was

of the sudden death of Roy
for
He had been ill with grip
several days, but his condition was not
considered at all serious until Saturday,
C.

to hear

B'ake

The

when lbe disease went to his brain.

of his death w as heartHis loss will be much felt among

immediate

failure.

cause

tbe young people, with whom he was a
general favorite, and in the high school,
Where he was a pupil. The blow will be

specially
who

to bis fattier and

severe

employed

are

of the

on one

teen years and
Jan. 17.

Capt.

seven

Stewart

was

eighI

Mouche.

La

Reuben C.

brother
Portland

His age
months.

and Boston steamers.

We met her at the railroad station, ten
the fort—a captain and serproved travelling very much.
j geant and his squad—and she made the rest
Saturday quite a number of young of the journey in an ambulance, seated beIt may have been known
people went to Brooksville for an outing. side the officer.
The day was fine but the evening was a among the officers and their families for
weeks that she was coming—a blue eyed,
trifle snowy.
fair haired girl of 18 from the east named
Business is dull but everyone seems to Miss Bell—but the first we heard of it was
feel confident of better times the coming when we went to the depot as an escort.
spring. The sale of the paving blocks so We did not know whether we were to meet
long held for better prices, and the Klon- man or woman until Captain Johnson
We
came out of the building with her.
dike boom have an encouraging look.
could use our eyes and talk to each other,
The and we were not two minutes in
The correspondent noticed in
deciding
American the marriage of Miss Eilie that the new arrival was a “i‘each,‘ and
Miss that we were glad she was going to honor
York to David Black, of Bluehill.
The escort
York lived in Brooklin several years. the fort with her presence
was more a matter of form than necessity,
Friends here extend congratulations.
although there were rough, rude men on
Capt. John J. Bridges, one of our highly the frontier i.i those days, ami there had
esteemed citizens, was married Saturday
been instances where half drunken men
to Miss Neva Herrick. During the week
had to be severely handled.
Miss Bell was a regular chatterhox and
following cigars were as free as air. May

Saturday night

of

snow

has

im-

I miles from

full of natural curiosity, and slu ’d have
th every soldier in the escort
had a word
She
but for the captain’s admonition
couldn't understand the wide gulf separating officer from private, but in her awful
ignorance a soldier wits a soldier, no matter whether Le carried a saber or a sword.
Being left alone with Sergeant Igirkins
fora few minutes while the captain sent
off a telegram for her. she did not hesitate
to chatter away as if she had been formally
introduced and had met before, and this
action of hers was to have a strange bearing on after events After a couple of
days we noticed a change in Sergeant
Larkins. He was a young ir.cn of oO, well
educated and evidently something aboye
the common, and tLon* wore rumors that
his father was a wealthy New Yorker and
that the son had entered the army Ixx-auso
of a quarrel between them
He had lxx»n
speedily promoted from private to sergeant,
those?
who
said
that outside
ami then? wen*
However
influence was the cause of this
that may have been, the sergeant was
prompt in his duties, respectful to his superiors and I;keel by all the men I repeat
that we saw a change in him, and pretty
he had fallen in
soon it came to us that
It wud
love with Mb-s Hell at flr«t sight.
the sheerest fMly under the circumstance*,
but these thu cs an* generally beyond control.
The ii ling was likely all 01 1.
part, and military discipline would scarce
use his eyes to see her across
permit him

happy couple live long and enjoy
earth’s choicest blessings, is the W'ish of
The American correspondent.
Miss Della Campbell, w ho is spending
the winter with her uncle, H. A. Grindle,
entertained twenty-five of her schoolthe

and friends Wednesday evening.
The evening was greatly enjoyed by all
present. Whoever knew such an entermates

tainment to be
mother

was

when

failure

a

Jan. 17.
Mount

a

grand-

interested?
G.

B. A.

Desert Ferry.

Moon is very low.

Mrs. Addie

Mrs. Carrie Moon has been quite
with pneumonia.

il

Clamming is the only business carried
here this winter, and the “Klondike”
fever is bad.

on

Gordon and little daughter
her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
John Crabtree.
Mrs.

are

Eva

visiting

Mrs. Ed. True’s last MonA good
well attended.

The social at

day evening was
time is reported.

School closed here this week after a
taught by A. L. Young,

successful term

of South Hancock.
Jan. 17.
We*t

Yankapoo.

the parade gi und.

Gouldabnro.

Frank Noyes has started his stave mill.
Mrs. Fred Allen and

Prospect Harbor

for

a

Miss Grace Wood has
to

her lessons in

resume

Ralph
days.

son

few

are

gone to Ellsworth

painting.

sharply

people attended the ball
at Winter Harbor, and report a very gooo
time.
M.
Jan. 17.
A few young

,

Sorrento.

Mrs. Weston came over from Bar Har- |
bor and spent Sunday with her parents,
Capt. and Mrs. N. Bickford.
Mrs. Margaret Rolf and little grandMarie are guests of Mr. and
Mrs. E. R. Conners for several weeks.
Breeze.
Jan. 17.

Sttoriisniunts.

~WHAT ITJNDICATESr
Nothing
or

interferes with one's plans
sickness or poor health.

so

ambition like

Have you

ever

may be the

thought

that your kidneys
of your sickness? You
out by setting aside your

cause

easily find
twenty-four hours; a sediment
or settling indicates an unhealthy condition of the kidneys. When urine stains
linen it is evidence of kidney trouble.
Too frequent desire to urinate or pain in
the back, is also convincing proof that
the kidneys and bladder are out of o der.

can

urine for

It is a source of comfort to know that
Dr. Kilmer’s Swamp-Root is the great
remedy for all kidney and bladder complaints. It relieves pain, stitch or dull
aching in the back, difficult or painful
urination, frequent desire to urinate,
scalding or pain in passing it, and quickly

unpleasant necessity

that

overcomes

of

being compelled to get up many times
The mild and exduring the night.

traordinary
soon

yet

repi .minded

for

neglecting

his

duties, anti by and by half a hundred men
got to know *hat the sergeant had lost his
head over Mi.
Bell. If she had ever even
mentioned his name after arriving at the
fort, no one had heard of the incident. We
to know that she was of a stylish,
wealthy family, and we voted that Sergeant Larkins ought to have his he 1
sandpapered for making a dunce of himself.
Miss Bell had been at the fort about a
month when the Sioux on the reservath .1
began to make trouble, and the Indian
police reported that a number of them
had broken
>ay and were marauding 1.1
Such stories were always
the foothills
afloat, and ro credence was given them
until some deed of violence had been committed.
It had been planned by half a
dozen officers and their wives to hold a
picnic at the falls of Buffalo river, and but
for tne reports from the reservation they
The colowould have gone w ithout escort
nel favored the picuic, but insisted that

came

daughter

effect

realized.
immediate,

of

Swamp-Root

is

Its action is gentle,
the relief speedy and

At druggists’,
cures
permanent.
fifty cents and one dollar. You may have
a sample bottle and pamphlet, both sent
free by mail. Mention The Ellsworth
the

American, and send your address to I)r.
Kilmer & Co., Binghamton, N. Y. The

proprietors of
genuineness of

this
this

OUTSIDE

paper guarantee
off^r.
GARMENTS

HALF PRICE AT

C

L.

MORANGS.

the

LOOKS LIKE.

i

1

ARMSTRONG

PHOTOGRAPHED BY LORD

our

I

_

escorT*<£q along, and so Sergeant Larthe sftnte half dozerrof us were
again detailed Without the knowledge of
the ladies we were ordered to take 50
rounds of cartridges per man, and all the
officers were armed with revolvers.
It
was 12 miles to the falls, and the picnickers wore
lomled into two ambulances.
There were five officers, seven ladies and
three children, and the escort was ordered
to keep them in sight.
While we w. re
an

kins and

nominally

under command of Serge..at
Larkins, Captain Williams would have
in
We
case of any trouble arising.
charge
gave the ambulance half a mile the start,
and then trotied after, and nothing worthy
of note happened on the march out
To
reach the falls one had to enter a gorge
from a small valley and proceed up a narrow and rocky path on foot for half a mile
The ambulance and our horses were left in
this valley, and alter two of the escorts
had carried up the baskets of provisions
they returned to us and we prepared for a

comfortable day
From the lirst Sergeant Imrkins sat
apart from us and seemed moody and
There was no question but what
taciturn.
jealousy was at work, and he hadn't the
of
mind to throw it off and realstrength
ize the situation.
V*e had many a wink
and laugh at his expense, ami yet v.e lelt
As the wind blew down the
to pity him
gorge we caught the laughter ol tne women

and the

uts of th

We have

/

is

Any sarsaparilla

sarsapa-

l>e beaten.

of

lot

a

Misses' aid Mm's Garnts,

So any tea is tea.

True.

rilla.

So any flour is flour.
grades
I t’s
) on want the best.
differ.
Hut

|

!'

There

sarsaparilla.

with

so

You

grades.

\v

ant

which you

are

f

you understood sarsaparilla
well as you do tea and flour it
would be easy to determine.

,

I'

Hut

'>

yot

\

t

you

wh'rh

to

going

are

that

vou

11

trade with, and trust

established

old

house

to

their

ex-

also

of th'

line

w

at

holt-sale

figures
prices,

few

a

With

•

sale

cash

every

amount of

one

your choice of

dollar

we

to

the

give

you

a

1

Your

the market 50 years.

offering

less than

Carpet Remnants.

perience and reputation. Do so
when buying sarsaparilla.
Avcr’s Sarsaparilla has been
on

new

are

we

are

I

a

S

an

a

Rugs,

Reversible

commodity whose value
don't know, you pick out

buy

We have also

How should

you don’t.

W1

own

\

1f

the best.

have at your

can

price.

as

1

with the officers.
The major answered, giving the names of the killed and
wounded.
Three of the five were behind
the same bowlder and could use their revolvers.
It was a curious position in
which the three parties were placed, but
as the Indians were in such strong force
they could defend their front and rear at
the same time.
If we left cover to cross
the creek, we would be exposed to certain
If
cover to attack the
left
depth.
they
camp, we had only to shoot them down
What we feared was that they would g« t
out of the trap by dashing upon the otti
cers in
front, or work to the left, and
finally take them in the rear. The women
and children could have been assisted
down the gorge and sent off at once, but
no one thought of retreat until the order
from the major.
Three-quarters of
hour after our arrival he hailed us to
say that Captain Johnson, wounded by
the first volley, was dead. Lieutenant
Blaine, wounded at the same time, was
now helpless, and the Indians were working to their rear on lw>th Hanks. The two
unwounded men must fall back, carrying
the lieutenant with them, and hope to

offering—

I

was

an

prices cannot

and

store

our

we are

SAVANTS FOR CENTURIES.

i

had lin'd three or four rounds
sergeant called out to know how

came

Bargains,

the bargains

—PROBLEM THAT HAS PUZZLED

we

apiece the

call at

for
see

BETTER

PLATED

SILVER

grandfather used Ayer’s. It is
There
a reputable medicine.
are many Sarsaparillas—It
but only one Ayer's.

KNIFE,

1
or a

set

of those
PLATED TEASPOONS

C
as

)

cures.

long

as

they

last.

.... ...—

Come early and take your choice.
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W. H. Crane lost another horse Friday.

Leighton
visiting

mid

Amos

have been
Kev.

PHOTOGRAPH OF F.LKCTRIC SPARK,

nothing but
just such a

purely

a

slid

vortex movement,

movement

as we

see

win u

▼

O.

his

of

wife,

Ell.worth.

No. 2 Franklin St..

Milbridge,

PAINTS. PAINTS.

N. A. Pettee.

Avery, of Ellsworth Falls,
brother Albert, of Bucksport,
W.

purchased the Paint Stock
Co., and now
Morrison, Joy
carry a full line of the famous
I

have

of

.sited here lust week.

we watch the rings of smoke that lazily j
Daniel M.
Wescott, the railroader,
drift from the mouth of the smoker. A whose death in Bangor whs reported In
Sherwiii-W illiams Paints.
vortex movement means that the elec- \ Thk American isst week, was a brother
tricity, like the smoke, mov* s over and of (i. W \N enroll, of t bis village.
over the circumference of the ring; that
Jan. 17.
C.
AN ENTIRELY NEW DEPARTURE.
it is sucked in by one face of the ring
Nortli
Hlu.lilll
I have added to my atock full
roach a more secure spot.
The sergeant and shot out by the other. The fact 1Mrs. Eben Hale, who has been ill, is
was ordered to send a messenger to the
line** of
Like all
wonderful in its simplicity.
fort and at the same time get the women the basic
principles of science, tin- improving.
and children a> the ambulance and off. The
A term of high school, taught by M isa
closer we get to them the more simple
Mantels, Tile, Andirons,
escort was to sec* them to the fort, and the
Nellie M. Douglass, commenced Jan. 10.
we find they arc. And so it is with this
colonel would order out a company to reFire Sets, Pressed and
one. which may revolutionize many theThere will be a meeting at the Good
turn.
A messenger was hurried off. and while ories established centuries ago.
Templars’ ball Jan. 22, to consider the Moulded Brick for
three men remained at the falls, the otht r
Every electric current has two ends— organization of a grange in this place.
three helped the women and children down the positive and the negative poles. Of AH interested are invited to attend.
and soon had them loaded up.
Then two course there is a difference between
W.
Jan. 17.
Thia is somethin*? new for Ellsof the three men left at the falls appeared.
Scientists knew that long ago.
t hem.
worth, hnd I cordially invite inSergeant Larkins had remained behind to The trouble lias been that they have
Fatalism Illustrated
hold the bridge.
The sharp eyed Indians
spection.
been unable to learn exactly what that j A minister in Nebraska was in t t>c
would get on to the retreat in front and
difference was.
Now, however, conn* habit of saying to his family and to bis
rear, and they would no sooner become
Lord Armstrong’s photographs, shew- church:
“Friends, you need not take
aware of th' movement from the falls
than they would follow on.
Both of the
ing the exact difference to tin? eye Tin- any Unusual rare of your lives; t lie moother two had offered to remain, but the
first of the photographs taken by Lord ment of your death whs written before
The am- Armstrong is to the lay mind the most ttie foundation of the world, auu you
sergeant had ordered them on.
An acceptable Christmas Present
bulance had scarcely turned awheel Indore
cannot alter it.”
interesting, even if to science it p<■
to your boy would be
We heard the report of his carbine and
so
a
value
as
that
of
sesses hardly
Ills wife observed w hen he left on Satgreat
realized that the Indians were seeking to
the others. It is the one with the black urday to meet one of his frontier mis- A Tool Cheat.
force the crossing.
We counted a second
and third shot, and then started off. every spot in the center from which streams sionary engagements tiiat he dressed the
of light are seen radiating.
Hint of tiis rltie with unusual care, put in •
woman and child weeping and wailing.
Everything in the Hardware Line.
A camera and a very powerful elec- dry powder, fresh tow. and took every
At any moment we might run upon more
Builders’ Hardware a Specialty.
Indians, and it was not until we met a tric machine were placed in a darkened pains to make sure that the gun would
company of troopers within a mile of the
room.
The camera contained a sensitive go of! in case became upon an Indian. It
fort that we felt safe.
They halted for a plate over which a light and fine ]»\v- struck her oue
I*. H. STRATTON
day a* she saw him in the
few seconds to ask for particulars, and
(Old stand of the late James F. Davis).
der had been sifted, thus insuring the saddle, with his rifle on his shoulder, that
then tore ahead, and it was midnight befact that when the electricity was dis- his conduct contradicted his
fore we knew the result of their ride. As
teachings,
the d.ist upon tin* plate would i ami she said to him.
they reached 'he valley where we of the charged
be driven about by the electric streams
escort had « amounted, they heard occa"My dear, why do you take this rifle
IS THE PLACE TO BUY
sional shots
m up the gorge.
Most of and the light would at the same time with you?
If it was written before lue
them were t
The electricity would foundation of the world that
reports of winchesters, but affect the plate.
you were to
now and th n
they caught the heavier thus give the luminosity which would be killed
during this trip by an Indian,
Bounds of an army carbine.
enable it to be caught iu the act of set- that rifle v on’l
prevent it; and if you are
Iuirkin
was still holding the
Sergeant
tiug the (lust m commotion, the time
Filtv
bridge, still waiting and hoping.
for
its
AMD
but
the
imprint l»eing
| necessary, so why lake it with you at
dismounted men rushed up the gorge yell- required
small fraction of a second.
Hi,?’’
ing and cheering as they went, and four
Never did calculation prove more cor
or five Indians rose up from behind as
Ye.-,'* lie rt pi.ed, “to be sure, my dear,
Tv. o
recr, and the result is shown in The
many bowlders and took to flight
of course you art- all very right, ami that
of them were brought down as they r .n
first
referred
to.
The
hlam:
m
plate
-pt
l* a very proper view ; hut, see Here,
!
my
The others escaped.
The sergeant had
r
the center of the picture i^ th*
dear —now—really— but then, you see, my '
scarcely been left alone when the Indians disk which rested upon the phot- r
HAIR and
den*
He shut |
suppose I should meet an Indian
attempted to cross by the log
and received th** positive <]i-v h..r»
w bile J a n g<n*
two of them, and then a dozen or more of i plate
and his time hail collie,
the
from
eh*ctricai m.» uin*Tic- .:
them worked up stream to another crossBid
I hadn't rny rifle with me, win!
streams which branch out in f a;
ing and came crawling down on his side
w
u d he di ?
Ye-, rny dear, we must alt
He soon discovered what they were at. hut beauty like the illumiuat-d r**jtcontribute our jmrt toward the fulfillment
he would not retreat
They said he could plant are r ally the electr:-:•'* v
Fitted for the stove
I □f the decree- of Providence.
have passed down the gorge to the valley radiates from tlie disk m this faa
ami hidden away and saved his life, but he J It shows coiiclu.-iv
or four feet
ly tk~t
An Intelligent Cat.
probably held his place under the idea tket ! in the original, a.- it w :
The Philadelphia bou'S* 1* the home of
he was giving the retreating officers a
different in general ;:
*•*,
chance for their list's
Foot by foot the
» very inteJJ geut cat.
88 Water Street.
Thia Ubby, which
the current after it has
; a
Indians had crept upon him. and as the
i» coal biack. w thout a
single w hite spot
certain portion of its uiism
'1
thcheers of the rescuers were heard he n
•rSieiSieee
upon her. La- a fondness for travelling in
ceived the fatal bullet.
He could speak electricity as it comes from th- human
;oe elevator.
8be la perfectly at home
when they lifted his head
body and photograph it. and it will tr4- >here,
and travels up and down many
“They are over that way. he replied am found that while it radiates under
line# di.
8he go*-* to the door of the
y
they asked about the major s party
proper circuinstancee it has a sharper
Two minutes later, a* hi* own captain
negator enaft and meat
until the car
and shorter appearance.
bent over him and spoke words of t-yi.
ximea along and take* her on.
e
c>
Another photograph taken by Lord
pathy and wiped the bloody loam from Lis
Toe various elevator men art very careful
-"'j j''?>•*
x >
Armstrong show s tne electric currents
lips, the sergeant asked
when two opposite discharging ditjut A her. for ane la a great mouser, and in
“Did they reach the fort safely-'
*/-‘fftf. Jir
«
he bourse, a* in other
w ere brought near to one another
building*, mice
“Yes."
The
ire troublesome.
These little pests fre•
c>
“I was afraid they would be wiped out radiation from the positive disk it se^n
'Jtf/Pta
1
unless 1 held the crossing
She—*..e tiev
jueM'y destroy * uable documents »up- I »
to be much the same a* in tne first
pbo
<*
(■
er spoke tome once, uud yet I—1 dm it for
a/tr/iii
r^K4-0
sMfe'y slowed •««)' in dealt* arid
tograpn iju tne outer side, but on tue
her sake—for her .sake'
;rtw»
T*' ) not.fSea tne elevator men !
inner
tide the ra.'t are drawn toward
fti'/t
/<Aj
“For whose sake*-' asked the explain
1
y.'T ah* de<- •l -J
the negative cis*: ana outn*oi*dateo ;nto
gK off Upon by
Hut the sergeant was dervi
Zzi/iU,N€ •>
•
new ,ng oudJy fcf the oar cornea to
thi'-ner
'i ne photograph alao
the;
*wo com
They found the major and
*r story
show> clear,y that the chscuar,
Jn t \. .* way she makes *
*
•>
rades posted in the woods a mile av.
,>
n*s
/■/
jrdt
J'r
r>.ftjZ/.aZ*
«>
our of
of '.e entire building.
waiting for rescue, but ready to fight t. different mj.araou.*ri*»tic* at the tw jr
f<rpe**t
/
/
'/
*
/'
*"/'
/'tfj
fitts/tt/urf/
the last, while the dead oflievrs had !**.-•.
This latter fact u one of the most
the
ared
mutilation
ue u.asu-r Ub<: **»■•
s;
usually mili«ted by valuable recalls of Lord Armstr
g\;ng * c!a*s of
rug »
a
//, y z/#zYzr//o*tj
e>
ti.c heartless fiends
At the fort some
i.»
ouhg> *-'> t,
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